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Abstract 

Traditionally used information sources have shown to cause difficulties regarding effectivity 

and efficiency of foreign market exploration and selection. Literature review showed to possible use 

of social media as an information source to limit the negative effects of traditional sources. The aim 

of this study was to determine what role social media could  play in the foreign market selection and 

entry process, in order to increase effectivity and efficiency. This was tested with the use of a quasi-

experimental research design in which the intervention group applied social media as an information 

source in foreign market exploration. These results were compared to five external control group 

cases in which foreign market exploration and selection was carried out using traditional methods. 

Within- and cross case comparison showed that social media sources contribute to improving 

effectivity and efficiency the process, however, do not completely replace traditional sources. Social 

media sources and traditional sources together created a synergy. A decision tree and source 

checklist are designed to increase effectivity and efficiency of market exploration. An ideal 

combination of sources is suggested to use for different categories of information, which can be 

applied by professional service firms or B2B firms who aspire internationalization. 
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Executive summary 
This research took place during a six month internship at EGM architects, and was initiated by 

internationalization aspirations of this firm. Due to limited success of current business development a 

more effective and efficient approach to foreign market selection and entry was required. 

Introduction 

Internationalization of firms has gained increased importance since the late 1950s (Papadopoulos & 

Malhotra, 2007).  Internationalization of a firm requires a market entry strategy based on very 

specific market information and data to estimate the potential of a market, which can be obtained 

through market research. Common classical methods used for market research are for example 

interviews, surveys, and desk research. However, these methods are time and resource consuming, 

and gathering accurate and relevant data regarding to foreign markets has been experienced as 

difficult (Cavusgil, 1985). Social media could be used as a(n) (additional) source of information during 

the market entry process of the firm as social media platforms are easily accessible at all time, are 

getting increasingly used by firms, and are inexpensive to use (Patino, Pitta, & Quinones, 2012). The 

literature gap addressed in this research is the possibility of social media to replace ineffective and 

inefficient traditional sources for gathering foreign market information and support market decision 

making. 

Problem description  

Within EGM architects the drive to internationalize is caused by a changing Dutch market. Foreign 

opportunities are required to further grow the company. The few foreign projects that have been 

acquired originated from coincidental contact. Actively acquiring projects abroad has not been 

successful so far. Until now business development has been carried out within a joint venture, DHA. 

Market opportunities were analyzed with multiple trade missions and country visits. Substantial 

amount of time and resources were invested over a course of five years. This shows limited 

effectivity and efficiency of EGM’s current approach to exploring foreign markets.  

 

Problem statement: 

The current process for making new market entry decisions by EGM is considered ineffective and 

inefficient due to the use of traditional information sources. 

 

Research objective: 

Understand to which extend social media sources can replace ineffective and inefficient traditional 

sources in foreign market exploration. 

Literature review 

Literature related to market selection and opportunity analysis was reviewed as a starting point to 

understand what is already known related to information gathering along this process. Papers in this 

field showed the information required in order to estimate the potential of a foreign market, but did 

not include sources to acquire this information from. Golicic et al. (2003) mentioned that information 

regarding the environment, market, customers, and competitors should be collected, which will be 

key categories throughout this research. Information acquisition literature mentions problems 
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experienced when gathering this information with traditionally used sources. Besides confirmation in 

literature of problems experienced during business development in EGM, other traditional market 

information sources suggested in literature showed similar problems related to effectivity, efficiency, 

or both. Existing research related to social media has not yet mentioned its use for foreign market 

exploration, however, it showed the availability of useful information. Furthermore, several other 

characteristics of social media were explained which showed the potential of social media to 

counteract the limitations of currently used information sources and approaches to exploring the 

potential of a foreign market.  

 

Methodology  

This study used a qualitative approach to determining the possible role of social media as an 

information source. A quasi-experimental approach is used test whether the use of social media 

information during market exploration and selection positively influences effectivity and efficiency 

compared to cases that only use traditional sources. The intervention group consisted of market 

research in five Eastern-European countries as well as one in a Western-European country to allow 

researching the possible effect related to geographical or demographical variables. The results of this 

group were compared to five control group cases of which one case reflected the ‘as-is’ situation 

within EGM, and the others provided information regarding the approach and experiences of 

external companies. These companies were selected because they are currently in the process of 

internationalization, or are already active abroad, and fit within the target audience of this research. 

Within- and cross-case comparison allowed judging the role of social media during foreign market 

exploration. Data for the intervention group was gathered and analyzed using a market research 

template that allowed consistent information gathering in the four key categories for each case. 

Furthermore, this template provided room for comments regarding source use. Data for the control 

group was gathered using semi-structured interviews, and were analyzed by linking codes to quotes.  

 

 

Results  

In the control group the five cases together mentioned the use of 12 different traditional information 

sources during the exploration of foreign markets. Each case company has used multiple sources to 

gather information from. A common problem in the control group was spending time and resources 

on meetings and country visits that were unsuccessful, while the lack of opportunities could have 

been known by performing (better) desk research. Problems suggested in literature regarding 
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effectivity and efficiency were confirmed. Cross-case comparison showed that control group cases 

scored much lower on both effectivity and efficiency of their approach, compared to the intervention 

group. In the intervention group the use of inefficient traditional sources was avoided. During the 

intervention social media has shown to provide information that would not have been found as easy 

using a traditional source. Different types of social media platforms provided different types of 

information, which together delivered information regarding all market aspects. However, social 

media on its own does not create a more effective and efficient approach. Besides social networking 

sites, content-sharing sites, and collaborative platforms, traditional sources including internet 

sources, county visits, and personal contacts are required to successfully enter a foreign market. 

Social media, however, limits the problems suggested in literature of the sources. The combination of 

social media sources and traditional sources was experienced to create a synergy. Furthermore, 

performing desk research with social media sources has shown to solve problems that occurred in 

the control group cases. The application of social media thus created a more efficient approach, and 

is most likely to be more effective as well, however, the final outcome needs to be judged once the 

follow up activities are finished.  

 

The created design based on the results and design criteria is presented below. This decision tree 

indicates the role of social media by showing where and when to use it, this contributes to creating a 

more effective and efficient approach for EGM. 
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This decision tree is complemented by a source checklist, which specifies the sources to use for each 

indicated category in the decision tree, and thus assists during information acquisition once it is 

known which information is required. This design assists in where and how to exactly acquire the 

required information. In this design it becomes clear when to use social media, as well as which 

platforms to use, what information to acquire from it, and how to approach this.  

 In order for EGM to successfully use this approach an implementation plan has been written. 

This is focused on adjusting the suggested information and sources in the checklist after evaluation, 

in order to improve its usefulness along the way. An overview of the implementation plan is provided 

below.  

 

The designs can be generalized by other companies by creating an overview of information 

that is relevant during their market knowledge, and replace this into the presented decision tree. the 

information sources mentioned in the decision tree and checklist can serve as a guideline in deciding 

how and where to use social media sources and traditional sources in order to maximize effectivity 

and efficiency. 

Conclusion  

The main finding of this research was that social media could provide useful data to increase 

effectivity and efficiency of market entry decisions. This quasi-experiment thus indicated the 

significant contribution of social media sources to improved effectivity and efficiency of the 

information acquisition process for market selection. Efficiency was improved due to limited costs, a 

shorter duration of desk research, and shorter duration of follow up activities. Effectivity was 

improved due to additional information that could be found using social media. Some traditional 

sources were still required, but limitations suggested in the literature were limited due to social 

media. Limitations of this research were created by lack of time as this limited the number of cases in 

both the intervention and control group, as well as no complete judgement of the final outcome. 
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1. Introduction 
Internationalization of firms has gained increased importance since the late 1950s 

(Papadopoulos & Malhotra, 2007). Many firms desire to grow in order to obtain more sales and 

profits (Ozturk, Joiner, & Tamer Cavusgil, 2015). So is the case for EGM architects, one of the largest 

architectural firms in the Netherlands with a healthcare focused office with ongoing care and cure 

projects, currently mainly in the Netherlands. Internationalization of a firm requires a market entry 

strategy in order to have a clear overview of the potential of certain markets and will guide the firm 

throughout the process of entering a new market (Cavusgil, 1985). A market entry strategy needs to 

be based on very specific market information and data, which can be obtained through market 

research. Common classical methods used for market research are for example interviews, surveys, 

and desk research. However, these methods are time and resource consuming, and gathering 

accurate and relevant data regarding to foreign markets has been experienced as difficult (Cavusgil, 

1985). At EGM these problems are experienced as well. As a result, information about potentially 

interesting markets is not yet available which makes extending its services abroad difficult. To 

overcome these encountered problems with current traditional research techniques in foreign 

market research, social media could be used as a(n) (additional) source of information during the 

market entry process of the firm as social media platforms are easily accessible at all time, are 

getting increasingly used by firms, and are inexpensive to use (Patino et al., 2012). Social media data 

has been shown to benefit companies in several ways, such as discovering customer needs, observe 

trends (Cervone, 2017), and understand competitors (He, Zha, & Li, 2013), but it has not yet been 

linked to foreign market exploration or market entry. 

The main research question this research will be dealing with is thus: ‘What is the 

contribution of social media as an information source in the foreign market selection process of 

firms?’ The theoretical perspective which will be used to answer the research question will be based 

on information gathering in foreign markets with the use of social media. This research will be 

relevant to professional service firms in various industries, mainly in B2B settings, or (B2B) firms that 

want to expand with a physical location abroad, as for these types of companies expanding abroad is 

a strategic decisions that they need to make based on gathered information. Besides their need for 

market information in order to make such a decision, the size of the market and number of market 

players is usually relatively small for these kinds of companies, as their customers have very specific 

needs and limited numbers of competitors are in the field, which makes the scale of their market 

research manageable. This study is less relevant for B2C companies that aim to produce and sell 

products abroad in large numbers, such as retail companies, as different as well as more data is 

needed for that, and the market size is too large to undertake market research using the methods 

explained in this research. Additionally, this study is less relevant for data driven companies such as 

Google or Spotify for whom an international market is a given and not a decision.  

 

In this master thesis the research gap regarding social media as an information source in the 

market selection process will be addressed. The thesis starts with an introduction to EGM architects, 

to explain the type of company this research is taking place at. This introduction will be followed by a 

problem description, which explains what the current problem is in the company and how this 

research can contribute to solving it. The problem description will be the basis for the formulation of 
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research questions. A theoretical background will be explained to further analyze the problem and 

provide a conceptual framework. Information for this section was gathered during an extensive 

literature review which has taken place previously. Next, the research design will be explained 

consisting of the methodology used during this research. This will be followed by an analysis of the  

‘ist situation’ to create insight in current problems that need to be addressed in the research design. 

For this analysis a quasi-experiment is used, in which market research using social media data for 

EGM was compared to a control group consisting of internal and external company cases. The results 

from this experiment provided input for the ‘soll situation’ in which a research design will be 

explained. Finally, based on the gathered information throughout previous stages, model validation, 

a discussion, a conclusion, and limitations will be mentioned.  

1.1 Company description 

As literature suggested that traditional information sources provided difficulties regarding 

effectivity and efficiency during market research, a company needed to be found in order to research 

whether social media sources could overcome these problems. This research is taking place at EGM 

architects in Dordrecht, which thus serves a pilot company in which market research regarding 

foreign market selection will be executed with the use of social media sources. This section will 

provide background information regarding this company and their international experience. Their 

experienced difficulties regarding internationalization and traditional information sources will be 

mentioned in the next section. 

EGM architects is established in 1974 by a merger of two architectural offices with different 

knowledge backgrounds; one located in Rotterdam, and one located in Dordrecht. EGM architects is 

nowadays one of the largest, innovative and knowledge-intensive architectural firms in the 

Netherlands with approximately 120 FTEs and has been active in this industry for over 40 years. Their 

specialization includes large projects in the field of healthcare, governmental buildings, education, 

research, community and business, of which healthcare is the most important. What distinguishes 

EGM from competitors is the availability of complementary knowledge in-house. Amongst EGM there 

is also EGM consultants, who form the link between design and execution, powered by EGM, who 

provide BIM, management, and maintenance, EGM interiors, who focus on the inside design of the 

building, and finally EGM research and development.  

Within the market research that will be used for this research the focus will be on the 

healthcare market, as EGM architects, and Dutch healthcare design in general, is ahead of most 

foreign architects in this field, which provides them with an opportunity abroad. The focus area in 

the market research will be Central- and Eastern Europe as healthcare quality is improving in these 

countries which might indicate the need for new hospitals. EGM’s resume in healthcare consists of 

projects including all Dutch university hospitals, residential healthcare complexes and several 

children hospitals. Most healthcare related projects have been taken place in the Netherlands up to 

now, however, EGM architects is increasingly trying to expand their knowledge across the border. 

Several projects they have undertaken abroad so far include hospitals in Belgium, Slovakia, Finland, 

Curacao, and Saudi Arabia. An important partner in projects that have been taken place abroad is 

Dutch Health Architects (DHA). This is a joint venture of EGM architects and De Jong Gortemaker 
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Algra architects and engineers (DJGA), both specialized in the field of healthcare design. DHA was 

established when both EGM and DJGA were approached by a Chinese client with the request for the 

design of a new hospital. As they both perceived this as risky, neither one of them wanted to 

undertake this project solely. They decided to collaborate in a joint venture to distance risk from 

their own companies. Within DHA business development activities have been carried out over the 

years in order to obtain additional projects. DHA operates globally and have done projects from 

general hospitals to elderly care buildings, and furthermore has experience in urban development, 

government institutions, housing, and office buildings. EGM only works together with DHA in 

specified areas around the world: the Middle-East, China, and Turkey. Even though DHA has been an 

important partner for international projects in the past, collaborating does result in splitting up 

profits, and outside of the specified area it is thus beneficial to undertake projects individually.  

In this research the focus will be on investigation of several countries in Eastern-Europe 

including Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Romania. EGM has selected these countries 

to further investigate for several reasons. In Central- and Eastern Europe there is expected growth in 

the construction market in general, due to economic recovery for example (Hasan, 2015). Healthcare 

in these countries is dealing with problems including capacity shortage, personnel shortage, and low 

quality buildings, which provides an opportunity for EGM as their hospitals are very compact and 

efficiently designed. The EU has recognized these problems as well, the selected countries are the 

five countries that will receive the largest amount of money from the European Structural and 

Investment funds in healthcare infrastructure from the 2014-2020 plans. Besides the problems in 

healthcare infrastructure, which provides opportunities for EGM, local architects lack healthcare 

knowledge. As a foreign architect specialized in hospital design, this creates a large opportunity. EGM 

also received concrete information from for example contacts at the Dutch embassy in Romania. In 

Romania private healthcare is gaining popularity because of the current problems in that country, 

and large investments will be made in the near future. Besides the private sector, the public sector is 

also likely to grow due to the government making healthcare a priority and plans for multiple new 

hospitals. Contacts like these made EGM aware of that healthcare standards are changing in Eastern-

Europe and triggered them to be willing to further investigate this area. 

The process of a foreign project for an architect usually starts with the invitation for a tender 

which is published online. A tender is an invitation to suppliers to submit a bid to supply a service. In 

the public sector it is obligated to give multiple firms an opportunity to provide the service above a 

certain amount of money as it involves investing public money and thus public interest. In the area of 

interest to EGM, Eastern- and Central-Europa, it could, however, happen that tenders do not happen 

fairly and foreign architects are in an unfavored position compared to local companies. Collaborating 

with a local party, or just acting as a consultant to a local party, could thus increase chances of 

winning the project. Before entering a market, finding local partners without healthcare knowledge 

and establishing connections is thus key in order to succeed abroad as an architect. Architects will be 

selected by the client based on their portfolio, the financial stability of the company, and references. 

In the private healthcare market, this is slightly different, as this does not involve public money. An 

architect can be directly approached. Knowing these parties, and establishing contacts with them, 

will thus increase chances of getting given a project. Once EGM wins a project and will thus be 

designing a new hospital this project can take up to 8 years depending on the size of the hospital. 
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However, the process of winning a foreign project has not been experienced as easy by EGM. This 

will be further explained in the problem description. 

1.2 Problem description and research question 

The problem that is dealt with during this research will be viewed from the perspective of the 

pilot company, EGM, in which social media will be applied during market research, as they have been 

experiencing problems related to traditional sources during internationalization in the past. EGM 

architects is experiencing several problems which will be elaborated in this section. First of all, their 

need for foreign projects is caused by the changing Dutch healthcare market. Secondly, the business 

development activities carried out within DHA have not been as successful as hoped for, and are 

experienced as inefficient. This is thus in line with problems suggested in literature. Finally, in order 

to make a decision EGM needs to select which markets to enter, however, information to make this 

decision is not yet present due to disappointing outcome of DHA’s business development activities 

on the one hand, and lack of time and experience to have performed research internally. 

1.2.1 Changing Dutch market 

EGM architects has a competitive advantage in the field of healthcare compared to the 

expertise of foreign architects, and has built a considerate resume in this industry over the years. To 

be able to remain a top player in this market extending to foreign markets is necessary, as the Dutch 

market lacks large opportunities due to several causes. All university hospitals in the Netherlands for 

example are already EGM’s projects. New university hospitals will thus not be necessary in the 

Netherlands in the near future. These hospitals contributed to the success and growth of EGM 

architects over the past years. Healthcare currently takes up 80% of all their projects. In a report 

about the expectations for Dutch healthcare in 2040 it is explained that instead of the current 100 

hospitals that offer all types of healthcare, only half of them will remain in the future offering more 

specialized healthcare (Rooijen, Goedvolk, & Houwert, 2013). This is also caused by the fact that 

healthcare itself is changing. More and more treatments do not require a hospital stay anymore, 

causing unused capacity. Projects resulting from hospital mergers will mainly be renovations and 

adjustments to existing buildings. Large healthcare projects are thus not very likely in the 

Netherlands in the near future. This causes another problem, as smaller projects do not require an 

architect with an extensive resume. Smaller offices, even without healthcare knowledge, are now 

becoming competitors in the Dutch market. Since these offices are smaller, and do not have to 

support a staff department, they are usually able to work for a lower price. Thus more and more 

players enter the market. 

On the one hand, extra healthcare projects (abroad) are thus necessary to keep all employees 

occupied in the short and long term, and even be able to grow the office. In case there would not be 

sufficient work, the office would have to narrow down. If EGM becomes smaller, large projects in the 

future need to be executed in collaboration with other architects, resulting in the profits being split 

up. On the other hand, continuously working on big projects is necessary to maintain a good resume 

which is required to have a chance to get given these projects in first place. With the trend of Dutch 

projects becoming much smaller in size, EGM’s resume cannot be maintained without foreign 

projects. Extending to other foreign markets is thus both a logical and a necessary step to take.  
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1.2.2 Business development challenges at EGM 

In previously carried out foreign projects EGM has not carried out market research themselves. 

Foreign projects mostly came forward either through direct approach by clients or through business 

development with Dutch Health Architects, however, it is nowadays unlikely to succeed using their 

current approach. As a result the need for carrying out market research abroad internally within EGM 

was thus formed. Within DHA they have been actively engaged in business development between 

2010 and 2016, however, using their current approach they fail to efficiently and effectively acquire 

foreign projects and related relevant information. This topic was central in an internal business case 

prior to this research. In the following sections of this paragraph all activities and information sources 

used in the past ,as well as their costs and outcome, will shortly be mentioned.  

1.2.2.1 Trade missions 

EGM has participated in several trade missions with DHA. A trade mission is a business trip, 

usually organized for a specific market sector, to a certain country to meet potential customers, 

members from the government and other possibly useful local contacts. Participating in a trade 

mission requires large amounts resources as participation fees, traveling cost and the absence of one 

or more employees for at least a week are all very costly. EGM has participated in in a total of ten 

trade missions to countries including Russia, China, South-Africa, Turkey, Kuwait, and India. None of 

these trade missions eventually resulted in a project. Trade missions are still only the initial activity as 

contacts made during a trade mission usually result in several country visits. None of these visits has 

been successfully. This approach is thus not only inefficient, but also ineffective. As mentioned in a 

company interview, this relatively unsuccessful method can actually cause substantial financial risk 

for a company, since it costs money to participate and several employees, and thus capacity, are 

missing for multiple weeks while still being paid. A calculation of costs spend on trade missions is 

provided below. These costs include the internal hourly costs of a partner architect. 

 

10 trade missions with 2 people, 7,500 euro per person 150,000 

Approximately 3 following country visits after a trade mission, in total 15,000  150,000 

 

Total trade mission costs 300,000 

1.2.2.2 Embassies 

Another possibility to acquire foreign projects is through the help of embassies. EGM has 

experienced embassies as not useful as they lack specific healthcare related knowledge, and are thus 

experienced as not useful for finding the right local partners. Embassies are mostly focused on 

political and cultural aspects of foreign business activities. EGM have made use of the services of 

embassies in the past, however, contacts with embassies made in the past are not maintained 

throughout the years. Only during a trade mission to South-Africa a good contacts has been made at 

the embassy that was beneficial during opportunity analysis in that country. 
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1.2.2.3 Contacts and local visits 

Foreign projects that have taken place so far mostly came forward through coincidental 

contacts with foreign people. The existence of DHA was based on the approach by a Chinese client as 

previously explained. This happened for a Belgian hospital as well. The hospital projects in Finland, 

Slovakia and Saudi-Arabia originated from contacts that were established during previous (Dutch) 

parties or coincidental contacts with the client. This, however, is no guarantee for future success. 

There are multiple example from cases in which the use of contacts did not succeed. EGM has for 

example visited other Middle-Eastern countries several times. Contacts were established, 

opportunities were found, however, still without success. Travel costs combined with time spent on 

these opportunities of a timespan of a year, thus again results is high costs. This approach is 

especially no guarantee for success in new markets, were no previous contacts have been 

established yet.  More effective and efficient desk research can highly contribute to the success of 

selecting the right contacts and countries to visit. 

1.2.2.4 Structured approach 

During an interview with a DHA board member, it became clear that performing desk research 

by a foreign agent would be beneficial for architectural offices in general, however within DHA they 

were unable and unwilling to invest time and money in this. EGM, however, is willing to invest 

resources in market research. Before initiating this research an internal business case was created in 

which they confirmed that the current approach to business development is insufficient. They even 

already mentioned the availability of possibly relevant information on social media platforms which 

they cannot acquire using current means. Furthermore, an estimation of costs that would have to be 

made for market exploration using current means was mentioned in this business case. They 

currently expect market exploration consisting of embassy contacts, desk research, orientation 

meetings and tenders, to take four weeks per country resulting in € 18.696. An additional  € 11.285 is 

expected to be necessary for monitoring foreign parties in the following ten months. These costs are 

already significantly lower compared to trade mission costs, however, the business case mentioned 

that these required resources would still result in limited quality output as this approach lacked using 

social media data sources. EGM would thus benefit from a more effective and efficient approach in 

which the company could actively investigate foreign opportunities themselves, without spending 

too much resources or be depending on the (lacking) knowledge of other people or institutions. 

Especially since EGM already realizes important data could be found on social media, they are an 

ideal company to test the possible role of social media as an information source in foreign market 

selection. On the one hand they will benefit from the gathered information and a tool on how to use 

social media, and on the other hand a more efficient and effective information acquisition process 

could help them, and other companies, in future market exploration activities. The used definitions 

of effectivity and efficiency will be mentioned in the following section. 
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1.2.3 Definitions of effectivity and efficiency 

Organizational effectiveness is defined by Yukl (2008) as “the extent to which it is able to 

survive, perform its mission, and maintain favorable earnings, financial resources, and asset value”. 

Indicators of operational effectiveness for organizations include long-term profit growth, return on 

investment, and stock returns (Yukl, 2008). Efficiency of an organization is “the extent to which the 

organization minimizes the cost of people and resources needed to carry out essential operations” 

(Yukl, 2008).  

As during this research effectivity and efficiency of marketing activities are considered, a 

more specific definition can be found in marketing accountability literature. Marketing accountability 

is defined by The American Marketing Association (2005, p1) as “the responsibility for the systematic 

management of marketing resources and processes to achieve measurable gains in return on 

marketing investment and increased marketing efficiency, while maintaining quality and increasing 

the value of the corporation” (Arslanagic-Kalajdzic & Zabkar, 2015). This definition already shows the 

interaction, and thus interdependence, between effectivity and efficiency. Marketing effectiveness is 

linked to organizational outcomes including growth, customer satisfaction, and competitive 

advantage (Trong Tuan, 2012), whereas efficiency is based on resources required to obtain a desired 

outcome, which can be defined as Return on Investment (Stewart, 2009). In this case marketing 

effectiveness and efficiency will be reflected in the outcome of market research activities, which for 

EGM consists of projects abroad.  

However, in order for marketing activities to deliver results, the effectivity and efficiency of 

the types of information sources used plays a major role as well. This is of course highly connected to 

the marketing accountability definitions, however, effectivity and efficiency of information sources 

are determined slightly different since they influence whether or not a source is used, which is a 

much more zoomed in. This thus requires a much more specific definition. Effectivity of an 

information source cannot be directly related to company growth for example. Effectivity related to 

information sources can be interpreted as the extent to which the outcome of an action delivers the 

desired performance (‘doing the right things’) (Arslanagic-Kalajdzic & Zabkar, 2015), an information 

source can thus be considered effective when it delivers high quality, relevant and complete 

information. Information source efficiency has a more or less similar definition compared to 

marketing efficiency, as information source efficiency is still focused on resources and costs required 

to obtain the desired output (Stewart, 2009). Information source efficiency thus includes the time 

and costs it takes to acquired required information. 

1.2.4 Lack of market information 

EGM has selected several countries in Central- and Eastern-Europe to further investigate, 

however, as a result of ineffective and inefficient business development activities, it is at this point 

unclear for EGM which exact countries to enter, what interesting cities there are, which hospitals are 

already there, whether the healthcare sector, population, and/or economy is growing, and what 

knowledge local architects have in the healthcare sector, as this information is not easily available. 

This and other information related to this topic is necessary in order to detect opportunities, decide 

which foreign markets to enter, and which projects could be interesting to collaborate in with local 
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architects. In order to collect the right information to support decision making, actively undertaking 

market research in these countries is required. As this market research needs to be performed in 

another country, while EGM is located in the Netherlands, information needs to be mostly extracted 

from publicly available (online) sources and existing contacts. EGM has been lacking time and has 

been experiencing difficulties with actively acquiring necessary information from foreign markets.  

1.2.5 Link with literature 

The problem related to ineffective and inefficient business development activities that EGM 

architects has been experiencing also came forward in the literature review that has been carried out 

before this research. Literature mentioned that traditional research tools are time and resource 

consuming and could fail to provide all necessary information. A possible tool to gather information 

about foreign markets more effectively and efficiently is social media platforms. These platforms can 

be used to extract information from, be directed to certain websites, blogs, companies, and 

customers, or can be used as a tool to perform traditional research methods such as surveys. 

Research has been done on applications of social media data, however, it is not yet clear in the 

literature how to use social media as an information source in a B2B context, and what its 

contribution can be in the foreign market selection process. It has been shown that companies using 

social media analytics to prescribe actions, although for other purposes than foreign market 

exploration, are three times more likely to outperform their industry peers compared to companies 

that use social media to justify actions (Lavalle, Hopkins, Lesser, Shockley, & Kruschwitz, 2010). 

Besides this, digital research in general is approximately 20% cheaper compared to traditional 

research methods (Edgell, 2001). Lastly, according to Manyika, Chui, & Sarrazin, (2012) employees in 

higher functions spend approximately 19% of their time tracking down information. They estimate 

that with the use of social media technologies, this can be done around 20-25% more efficiently and 

effectively (Manyika et al., 2012). Social media thus offers a very high potential to benefit as a 

company and support decision making, but needs to be implemented and used very well. To find out 

how social media can contribute to foreign market selection in the case of EGM architects, and other 

professional service firms, the following problem statement, research questions, and sub questions 

are formulated. 

Problem statement: 

The current process for making new market entry decisions by EGM is considered ineffective and 

inefficient due to the use of traditional information sources. 

 

Research Objective: 

Understand to which extend social media sources can replace ineffective and inefficient traditional 

sources in foreign market exploration. 

 

Sub questions: 

What is said in theory about the possible contribution of social media in market research? 

What is the current approach to foreign projects by EGM? 

What approach could EGM use to obtain information about foreign markets? 
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1.3 Research objective 

The objective of this research is on one hand to contribute to academic literature by showing 

when and how social media can be used as an information source to increase effectivity and 

efficiency of foreign market exploration. These insights will contribute to the other objective of this 

research, which is to solve the problem for EGM by gathering market information from the requested 

countries on which market entry decision can be based. Additionally, a roadmap or framework needs 

to be formulated that specifies the necessary steps to take and information sources to use in order to 

perform an effective and efficient market research which EGM, and other companies this research is 

relevant to, can apply in the case of future market entries. This research will aim to combine 

literature a marketing tool with literature on market selection and information gathering, by using 

social media. 
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2. Literature review 
In a previously performed literature review an extensive review has been done on related 

topics in the field of foreign market entry, information acquisition tools and (social media) market 

research. This information will contribute to explain the setting in which this research is taking place, 

support the experienced effectivity and efficiency problems by EGM with findings in the literature, 

will review existing literature in the area of market research tools for foreign market exploration, and 

will explain previously researched applications of social media. In the following paragraph the most 

important findings will be mentioned as well as the conceptual framework that was formulated 

based on the literature found. The research gap will be specified in the conclusion of the literature 

review. 

2.1 Market entry  

In order to create an idea of the required information a company needs to gather for a market 

entry decision it is key to understand the steps of this process. The market entry process of a firm 

consists of the market selection process and market opportunity analysis. International market 

selection (IMS) is defined by Andersen & Strandskov (1998) as “the process of establishing criteria for 

selecting (country) markets, investigating market potentials, classifying them according to the agreed 

criteria and selecting which markets should be addressed first and those suitable for later 

development”. As Papadopoulos & Martín Martín (2011) mention, the search of comparative 

information about all aspects of the market, such as potential countries and customers, are key in 

IMS. However, in practice it turns out availability of such information is often scarce and information 

necessary to make a marketing decision might be difficult to collect  (Papadopoulos & Martín Martín, 

2011). Market opportunity analysis (MOA)  is used by a firm “to determine the feasibility of entering 

or expanding operations in particular markets for goods and/or services” (Golicic et al., 2003). 

Different types of market information needs to be gathered in order to help estimate a foreign 

market potential. Several stages are suggested to follow by various researchers in order to estimate 

the market potential. In the preliminary screening stage several countries are selected that need to 

be investigated more in detail (Cavusgil, 1985). In this stage demographical, economic, political, and 

social factors are taken into account. Next, according to Golicic et al. (2003) information about 

aspects of the specific market itself is gathered and analyzed. These authors indicate that this stage is 

followed by a customer, competitor, and a supplier analysis. However, in the case of professional 

service firms suppliers are not or limitedly relevant. Based on the gathered information, the final step 

is evaluation of the market potential (Golicic et al., 2003). A visualization of the MOA framework can 

be seen in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 - The MOA framework (Golicic et al., 2003) 

The papers that explain frameworks necessary to select a market or analyze an opportunity 

mention what types of information are necessary, however, mostly fail to explain how to acquire that 

information. Brisoux & Maxwell (1998) do explain three different methods for acquiring and 

processing market information to estimate a market opportunity, however, no sources or specific 

tools are mentioned. They furthermore explain that most small firms use informal information 

gathering methods and analyze it using informal methods as well. Reasons for this can include lack of 

time and resources available to apply formal methods (Cavusgil, 1985) or lack of skills (Whitelock & 

Jobber, 2004). Especially in researching foreign markets the use of formal methods is important, as 

there is a larger number and diversity of markets, and more variables of which information needs to 

be acquired (Brisoux & Maxwell, 1998). Information gathering methods can highly effect effectivity 

as well as efficiency of foreign market exploration activities, and thus the outcome of these activities. 

This topic will be further reviewed in the next section. 

2.2 Information gathering in foreign market exploration 

For all aspects of the market information needs to be gathered in order to allow decision 

making. Gathering accurate and high quality information is key in order to be effective. It is thus 

important to know how and where to find this information. In this paragraph the difficulties 

experienced with information gathering during MOA will be explained, as well as several traditional 

information gathering tools, methods, and sources that can be used to gather the right data in 

foreign market exploration will be explained.  

2.2.1 Information gathering for MOA 

Desk research is often sufficient in the first stages of the explained MOA tools, whereas field 

research is especially important in the final stages of the MOA (Cavusgil, 1985). Possible sources to 

gather information through desk research include governments, international organization such as 

OECD, service organization such as trade organizations, and research organizations (Cavusgil, 1987). 

Possibilities to gather information about market opportunities through field research are to visit a 
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foreign market (Cavusgil, 1985, Cavusgil, 1987) and participate in a foreign trade show (Cavusgil, 

1987). Attending a foreign trade show of a specific industry provides information about potential 

buyers, both large and small competitors, and is a possibility to create a network (Cavusgil, 1987). 

However, these methods are very time consuming, and gathering accurate and relevant data 

regarding to foreign markets has been experience as difficult, making them inefficient and ineffective 

to use (Cavusgil, 1985). Firms often lack resources and skills to collect the right information about 

foreign markets. This information incompleteness might lead to the firm selecting the country which 

they have most information about (Whitelock & Jobber, 2004). Because there is plenty of 

information available regarding all aspects of the market, managers can get overwhelmed and 

frustrated during the information gathering process (Papadopoulos & Malhotra, 2007), which can be 

prevented by using effective and efficient information gathering tools and sources. This topic will be 

specified in more detail in the next section, where literature on information acquisition in general 

will be reviewed. 

2.2.2 Information acquisition 

As mentioned in the previous section several types of information are necessary to enable a 

market selection decision. Market information acquisition is defined by Garri & Konstantopoulos 

(2013) as: “the process involved in bringing information about the external environment into the 

boundary of the organization”. Information from a market can be acquired from various sources, 

however, not all sources are equally important (Robertson & Wood, 2001). Traditionally used sources 

to acquire market information from can be categorized into internal and external publications as 

explained in the paper of (Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder, 2014).  

2.2.2.1 Internal sources 

Internal sources consist of data and information already available inside the company. These 

include a firm’s own personnel, international contacts such as customers, distributors, and 

consultants (Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder, 2014), trade documentations, and statistical reports. 

Internal sources are less often used by smaller firms. The article of Cui, Gallion, & Walsh (2011) 

mentions that SMEs often have limited internal resources to acquire market information from. As a 

result, the most effective way to acquire knowledge of foreign markets, and understand the local 

culture suggested by these authors is through experience and personal contacts. They explain that 

even though nowadays the internet provides extensive amounts of information, companies still 

prefer meeting people locally to gain market knowledge (Cui et al., 2011). This approach is highly 

time and money consuming for companies, but might suggest the ineffectiveness of traditionally 

used information sources. Besides the large amount of resources required for personal meetings, 

there are more downsides of using a network to acquire information from. First of all, start-ups or 

firms that lack international experience do not have a network yet, and are thus forced to acquire 

information otherwise (Fletcher & Harris, 2012). Secondly, these authors state that the use of a 

network can increase rigidity and can constrain the quality and number of discovered market 

opportunities, due to for example conflicting interests or limited knowledge of the network. These 

reasons stress the need to use other knowledge sources than just existing networks. 
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2.2.2.2 External sources 

External sources, which consist of information available outside of the company, contain of a 

much wider availability of sources (Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder, 2014). As this is a highly diverse 

category, it can be subdivided into publications, institutional sources, and other various sources. 

Publications, which is printed material, include journals and newspapers, catalogues, market 

research reports, and information from banks (Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder, 2014). Institutional 

sources include embassies, chambers of commerce, trade associations, local and foreign 

governments, and export councils (Walters, 1996). Other external sources include internet, 

international visits, and trade fairs. The usefulness of the these sources is, however, highly different 

in each country. Usually relevant documents might be inaccessible in some countries, making 

personal contacts the most important source of information there (Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder, 

2014), but as previously mentioned, the use of personal contacts also creates downsides and is not 

possible for every company. There is thus a need for information sources that are easily available in 

every country, while providing relevant and high quality information, since traditionally used sources 

are either time and resource consuming, or hard to access, which creates difficulties in collecting 

complete and relevant data. 

2.3 Social media in market research 

Traditional information sources could thus provide difficulties in providing complete, relevant 

and high quality data timely, causing a need for exploration of a more effective and efficient 

approach. The possible use of social media as an information source in international market 

exploration has been searched in the literature, since social media platforms are easily accessible and 

more and more companies are using it suggesting the availability of data which can be acquired 

quickly. 

2.3.1 Social media 

Social media is defined by Whiting & Williams (2013) as “a group of internet-based 

applications that build on the ideological and technical foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the 

creation and exchange of user generated content”. Most of the papers related to social media focus 

on a B2C markets and focus on the use of social media by customers, not companies, when talking 

about information seeking. The application of social media as an information source in the process of 

gathering information to support marketing decision making, such as foreign market selection has 

not yet been mentioned to my knowledge. There are, however, several other purposes and 

applications of social media data mentioned, which proved the availability of relevant data on social 

media. 

 

A main purpose of social media platforms is logically to stay connected to people, build 

relations with customers and other companies, and build and extend a social network (Bharati, 

Zhang, & Chaudhury, 2015). This connection facilitates communication, collaboration, and innovation 

for a company according to Bharati et al. (2015). Furthermore, the possibility to continuously connect 

with other people encourages knowledge sharing and knowledge creation, which is accessible 

anytime and anywhere (Mahajan, 2015). Besides this, social media is an important marketing and 
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communication tool (Parveen, Ismawati Jaafar, & Ainin, 2016). More importantly in the perspective 

of foreign market exploration, social media platforms can be used for market research to obtain 

information about the market, competitors, and customer needs (Patino et al., 2012). However, the 

authors of this paper see social media platforms as a tool to perform traditional research methods, 

such as surveys and focus groups, instead of using it to acquire information from the platforms 

themselves. All these characteristics and possibilities of social media suggest the possibility to replace 

traditional sources and their downsides with more efficient social media sources, as problems with 

traditional sources included difficulties regarding accessibility of information. 

2.3.2 Social media data 

 There are two possible research methods in which social media is used to acquire data. Data 

can either be acquired from platforms by performing a qualitative content analysis, or it can come 

from people by using social media as a tool to reach people and use classical research methods such 

as interviews, focus groups, or surveys to gather information (Snelson, 2016). The last option is not 

relevant in this research, as data is still gathered using traditional techniques, however qualitative 

content analysis is relevant. Social media data can be obtained through social media analytics. 

Companies have found several applications with this information. Companies use it for example to 

discover customers, their needs, and their opinions (He et al., 2015). Social media data can also be 

used to analyze growth in relevant areas, observe trends (Cervone, 2017), shape the business 

environment, optimize business processes, understand what competitors are doing, and how the 

industry is changing (He et al., 2015). Finally, it has been mentioned that social media data can be 

input for innovation related purposes (He et al., 2015). These applications of social media data 

obtained through social media analytics are not or hardly relevant to the case of professional service 

firms or B2B firms, as they require very specific pieces of information regarding several market 

aspects instead of large amounts of data regarding specific customers or trends for example. 

However, these applications show the availability of relevant and high quality data on social media 

platforms which could possible increase effectivity of information acquisition. 

2.3.3 Social media platforms 

Data can be gathered from different types of social media platforms. The article of Wu, Sun, & 

Tan (2013) makes a distinction between content-sharing sites, such as YouTube and blogs, social 

networking sites, such as Twitter and LinkedIn, e-commerce sites with user-generated content, such 

as Amazon, virtual communities, such as online gaming, and collaborative project, such as Dropbox, 

Wikipedia, and Google Docs. This is complemented by Mahajan (2015) with forums, which create an 

online interactive dialogue. It depends on the type of information that needs to be found which type 

of platform will be to most useful source. 

2.4 Source overview 

Throughout the literature review it is explained what kind of information is necessary when 

making a foreign market selection decision, what sources were traditionally used to gather 

information to make a decision, and what social media types might deliver that information. In Table 

1 a summary of traditional sources and their problems related to effectivity and efficiency for each 
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type of information is given to create a clear overview. Social media data has been proved to be an 

effective and efficient information source in several other applications previously described. In this 

research it will be tested whether the social media platforms suggested in the literature review by 

Wu et al. (2013)and Mahajan (2015) can replace ineffective and inefficient traditional sources. 

The first column of Table 1 specifies the information categories that are necessary for making 

market selection decisions, which were based on the MOA analysis framework by Golicic et al. 

(2003). The second column of the table mentions sources that are traditionally suggested in 

literature to use when acquiring information regarding the specific information categories, which 

have been experienced to be difficult and time consuming to apply in the foreign market selection 

process (Cavusgil, 1985). In the third column it is indicated for each source what difficulties were 

experienced during their use according to the literature. The most commonly used sources were 

already mentioned during the literature review, and these are completed with other traditional 

sources mentioned in articles already used throughout the report.  

Table 1 - Literature review summary 

Information 

category 

(Golicic et al., 

2003) 

Traditional source  

 

Experienced difficulties 

Environment 

(demographics, 

political etc.) 

Internet (Fletcher & Harris, 
2012)  
 

Often subscription needed to access sources or 
lack of searching skills/time available to find 
information (Chaudhry & Alansari, 2013) 

 Country visit (Cavusgil, 1987)  Time consuming and costly (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 Statistical Institutes (Cavusgil, 
1987)  

Hard to access + require interpretation with 
critical eye  (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 Governmental agencies 
(Cavusgil, 1987)  

Information too general (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 International organizations 
(OECD) (Cavusgil, 1987)  

Difficult to select relevant information (Cavusgil, 
1987) 

 United nations (Cavusgil, 1985)  

 Private research agencies 
(Papadopoulos & Martín 
Martín, 2011)  

Questioned usefulness (Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Embassies (Bartosik-Purgat & 
Schroeder, 2014)   

Lack specific knowledge 

 EU (Bartosik-Purgat & 
Schroeder, 2014)  

Only accessible for EU members (Bartosik-Purgat 
& Schroeder, 2014) 

Market 

(growth, how 

arranged, 

regulations) 

Agents (Cavusgil, 1987) Intense effort, time consuming and costly to 
acquire knowledge (Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Country visit (Cavusgil, 1987)  Time consuming and costly (Cavusgil, 1987) 
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 Department of commerce 
(Cavusgil, 1987) 

Questioned usefulness (Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Publications (Cavusgil, 1987)  Difficult to sort out what is relevant (Cavusgil, 
1987)  

 

 

Trade fairs (Cavusgil, 1987) 
 

Time consuming + no satisfactory data (Cavusgil, 
1987) 

 Trade missions (Cavusgil, 
1987)  

Time consuming and costly (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 Foreign observations (Cavusgil, 
1987)  

Time consuming, ineffective 
 

 Trade associations (Cavusgil, 
1985)  

Limited usefulness (Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Global market surveys 
(Cavusgil, 1985)  

Requires interpretation/skills (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 Banks (Cavusgil, 1985)  
 

Limited usefulness (Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Foreign distributors (Bartosik-
Purgat & Schroeder, 2014) 

Time consuming (in case of traveling) (Cavusgil, 
1987) and professional service firms do not have 
distributors 

 Personal contacts (Bartosik-
Purgat & Schroeder, 2014) 

Not always relevant + limited opportunities 
(Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Journals (Bartosik-Purgat & 
Schroeder, 2014) 

Not always accessible, and often unrelated to 
needs (Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder, 2014) 

 Consultation firms (Bartosik-
Purgat & Schroeder, 2014)  

Limited usefulness (Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Internet (Bartosik-Purgat & 
Schroeder, 2014)   

Often subscription needed to access sources or 
lack of searching skills/time available to find 
information (Chaudhry & Alansari, 2013) 

 EU (Bartosik-Purgat & 
Schroeder, 2014) 

Only accessible for EU members (Bartosik-Purgat 
& Schroeder, 2014) 

 National trade data bank 
(Williamson, 1999)  

Requires interpretation/skills (Cavusgil, 1987) 

Customers Agents (Cavusgil, 1987) Intense effort, time consuming and costly to 
acquire knowledge (Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Internet (Bartosik-Purgat & 
Schroeder, 2014) 

Often subscription needed to access sources or 
lack of searching skills/time available to find 
information (Chaudhry & Alansari, 2013) 

 National trade data bank 
(Williamson, 1999) 

Requires interpretation/skills (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 Market research reports 
(Williamson, 1999) 

Information too general (existing market research 
carried out with different purpose) (Cavusgil, 
1987) 
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 Embassies (Bartosik-Purgat & 
Schroeder, 2014) 

Lack specific knowledge 
 

 Country visits (Cavusgil, 1987) Time consuming and costly (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 Trade missions (Cavusgil, 
1987) 

Time consuming and costly (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 Trade fairs (Cavusgil, 1987) Time consuming + no satisfactory data (Cavusgil, 
1987) 

 Personal contacts (Bartosik-
Purgat & Schroeder, 2014)  

Not always relevant + limited opportunities 
(Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

Competitors Agents (Cavusgil, 1987) Intense effort, time consuming and costly to 

acquire knowledge (Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 Internet (Bartosik-Purgat & 

Schroeder, 2014) 

Often subscription needed to access sources or 

lack of searching skills/time available to find 

information (Chaudhry & Alansari, 2013) 

 Country visit (Crick, 2001) Time consuming and costly (Cavusgil, 1987) 

 Trade fair (Bartosik-Purgat & 

Schroeder, 2014) 

Time consuming + no satisfactory data (Cavusgil, 

1987) 

 Catalogues of competitors 

(Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder, 

2014) 

Mostly relevant in consumer market 

 Personal contacts (Bartosik-

Purgat & Schroeder, 2014) 

Not always relevant + limited opportunities 

(Fletcher & Harris, 2012) 

 

2.5 Conceptual framework 

The conceptual framework following from the literature review, shown in Figure 2, visually 

represents the research gap. This model will be used to research which information acquisition tools 

to use for each type of information necessary for market selection in order to create the most 

effective and efficient information acquisition process. This will be tested by a market research for 

EGM in which social media will be applied as an information source. As can be seen there are two 

types of tools that can be used to acquire information: social media sources and traditional sources. 

The different types of social media and traditional sources have been identified during the literature 

review. The extent to which social media sources can replace traditional sources in the foreign 

market selection process will be based on efficiency and effectivity of their use and the data quality 

they can provide, as this caused difficulties when using just traditional sources. In case not all 

required information can be found through social media platforms, or the use of a traditional source 

for some pieces of data will improve information acquisition efficiency and effectivity, traditional 

sources need to be used. This allows a judgement regarding the extent to which social media sources 

replace the use of ineffective and inefficient traditional sources, and will thus also create insight into 

which traditional sources actually are useful.  
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As can be seen in Figure 2 the types of sources used thus influence information acquisition 

effectivity and efficiency, which are key terms throughout this research. Effectivity is based on for 

example the relevance, quality, and completeness of the available data. Efficiency is based on for 

example accessibility, availability and convenience of a source. This can both highly differ between 

types of sources. Effectivity and efficiency both influence the quality of the information acquisition 

output, as sources that are more easily available and accessible, and source with more relevant and 

high quality data provide better output. The output consists of information in four types of 

information categories necessary for market selection decisions that have been previously identified.  

Testing this conceptual framework will provide an overview of which types of sources to use for each 

type of information to acquire high quality output as quickly as possible. This overview can be used 

to analyze certain markets or countries to find possible market opportunities and create an entry 

strategy in the most effective and efficient way possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Conceptual framework 

2.6 Conclusion 

Research in the contribution of social media as an information source in selecting a new market 

contributes to the literature in several aspects. First of all, the use of social media by companies to 

replace ineffective and inefficient traditional sources for gathering foreign market information and 

support market decision making, has not yet been mentioned in any research to my knowledge. 

Besides this, papers on foreign market selection and market entry in general fail to explain where to 

acquire information from. Finally, the company used for creating and validating a model is in the field 

of architecture, which is, to my knowledge, a type of industry that is hardly mentioned in foreign 

market entry papers. This research will thus combine literature of a marketing tool with literature on 

information gathering by using social media. This combined with a hardly tapped industry, makes this 

an interesting research possibility which can contribute to the literature. 
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3. Methodology 
Once the previously performed literature review and research proposal were approved, the 

actual research could start. The used research design and approach to data analysis will be described 

in this chapter. 

3.1 Research design 

This research consisted of a qualitative study in which the previously explained conceptual 

framework about the contribution of social media as an information source in foreign market 

selection will be tested using a market research for EGM and comparing this to internal and external 

company cases. To be able to perform a market research, and thus to test this model, it was 

important to have insights in the field EGM is active in. Firstly, some orientation interviews were thus 

held with several experts understand the field, understand the desire to internationalize, and analyze 

encountered problems during previous foreign projects. These orientation interviews were held with 

several partner architects of EGM with years of experience in the field of healthcare and employees 

with international experience. 

3.1.1 Quasi-experimental design 

The desired situation in for EGM is to be able to obtain relevant market information as 

effective and efficient as possible to support market selection. The most effective and efficient 

approach, including the most relevant information sources, have been determined with the use of a 

quasi-experiment. During this quasi-experiment it was tested whether the dependent variables, 

effectivity and efficiency, and thus also the outcome, were influenced by the use of social media as 

an information source during market exploration. Experiments are ‘studies involving intervention by 

the researcher beyond that required for measurement’ (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2011). This 

intervention usually consist of variable manipulation and observation of its effect on the studied 

subject. In a true experimental design the setup consist of an experimental group with intervention 

and a control group to which participants are randomly assigned to ensure similarity (Blumberg et al., 

2011). Random assignment ensures independence between outcomes of both groups and the 

intervention (Kim & Steiner, 2016), as differences between groups are limited (Shadish & Cook, 

2009). However, in some cases a true experiment is not possible due to the absence of either 

random assignment or a control group (Campbell & Stanley, 1963)(Blumberg et al., 2011). In this case 

a quasi-experiment is used, in which an experiment is carried out using either non-equivalent control 

groups or a time-series design (Blumberg et al., 2011). Even though a quasi-experiment is inferior to 

a true experiment, if conducted with caution it can still be a good research design. The quality of a 

quasi-experiment can for example be strengthened by not informing participants about the 

assignment condition of the intervention group to avoid manipulation (Kim & Steiner, 2016). 

Interviewed case companies were not informed about the existence of an intervention group during 

the quasi-experiment in which social media was applied to market research, to prevent possible 

influence of their answers. 

 

The use of a quasi-experiment in this study over the use of regular methods to discover 

causality, is due to the fact that experiments allow observation of changes caused by altered 
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variables, whereas regular methods discover causality based on an existing situation (Blumberg et al., 

2011). As in this study the effect of a not previously observed intervention needs to be researched, 

this cannot be done based on existing data. The reason for the use of a quasi-experiment, instead of 

a regular experiment, in this research is caused by the fact that the approach by both EGM and other 

companies to market exploration activities in the past cannot be influenced anymore, making it 

impossible to set up an experiment with random assignment. In the quasi-experiment that has been 

carried out in this research a market research for EGM took place in which the intervention included 

the use of social media sources to replace ineffective and inefficient traditional sources, and to 

improve the market exploration process and outcome. A visualization can be seen in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3 - Quasi-experimental design 

3.1.1.1 The intervention group 

The market research for EGM took place in five preselected countries, and can be seen as 

one case. Market research was performed with the use of desk research in which social media 

platforms were used to gather information more effectively and efficiently. A market research 

template was created to gather the same types of information for every country, which allowed 

comparison of the sources used (Appendix 4). Input for this template was derived from company 

interviews at EGM and market research reports from for example Task Force Health Care and 

Netherlands Enterprise Agency. For this intervention group, for each piece of information the most 

easily accessible, relevant and high quality source was selected to acquire information from. This 

could thus either be a social media source or a traditional source. In the market research template 

the used type of information source was indicated, as well as a comment regarding effectivity and 

efficiency of the source. In this way the most efficient and effective information sources necessary to 

obtain all required information were determined, and the role of social media in market exploration 

became clear.  

3.1.1.2 The control group 

The control group consisted of a multiple case study of previous cases from EGM (in DHA) 

and internationalization cases from several Dutch companies, in which traditional information 

sources have been used during the market exploration phase. A case study is defined by Yin (2003) as 

‘an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context’. 
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Cases studies can be based on three types of sources: interviews, documents and observations 

(Blumberg et al., 2011). The company cases in this study consisted of interviews and document 

analysis as can be seen in table 2. According to Piekkari, Plakoyiannaki, & Welch (2010) it is best 

practice in case studies in the industrial marketing field to use different types of data sources. 

Additionally, the use of multiple sources enhances construct validity (Yin, 2003). A combination of 

interviews with additional documents are seen common practice for case studies in industrial 

marketing journals (Piekkari et al., 2010). Using within case analysis and cross case analysis, case 

findings could be presented (Piekkari et al., 2010). This created enough input to compare the control 

group to the intervention group and judge whether effectivity and efficiency were differently 

influenced by the intervention of social media. This provided input for the solution design for EGM. 

 

Table 2 - Overview cases 

Case Type  Industry International 

activities 

FTEs Information 

sources 

EGM/DHA Service (B2B) Architecture Projects 120 Interviews + 

business cases 

TFHC Service (B2B) Life science & 

health 

(research) projects 12 Interview + 

research reports 

Company A Service (B2B) Telecom Offices + customers 250 Interview 

Company B Service & product 

(B2B) 

Energy 

services 

Projects + offices 650 Interview + 

document 

Company C Service & product 

(B2B) 

Agriculture Office + customers 250 Interviews 

 

Selecting control group companies 

In order to perform a high quality quasi-experiment similarity between the intervention 

group and control group should be maximized. However, to maximize the results of a case study 

Piekkari et al. (2010) mentions that the selection of cases needs to ensure that data is collected from 

actors with a similar background, but with different perspectives to allow a more in-depth analysis. 

The selection of cases highly contributed to the quality of the research (Rowley, 2012)). It is thus 

crucial to carefully select case study companies. According to Blumberg et al. (2011) cases are select 

based on replication logic rather than sampling logic, which means that each case can be seen as a 

district experiment that can serve to test a hypothesis (Tsang, 2013). Replication in multiple cases 

improved external validity (Yin, 2003). The intervention group consisted of a market research for 

EGM, which can be classified as a professional service firm that operates in a B2B market. These 

types of firms are characterized by limited number of customers and competitors, as they offer very 

specific products or services. Selected case companies thus needed to be similar to this in order to be 

relevant. The selected cases can be seen in Table 2 above. Case companies were found through 

Google, LinkedIn, or through existing contacts. In LinkedIn relevant companies could for example be 

found by searching for ‘business development’ vacancies as this usually indicates internationalization 

activities. Once a potentially interesting company was found, their website was reviewed carefully to 

have an idea of the company and judge potential relevance of their internationalization approach to 

this research. Interesting companies were contacted via email to arrange an interview. 
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As can be seen in Table 2 all selected cases are either professional service firms or companies 

that offer products in combination with services active in B2B. Cases were all characterized by 

complex services (and products) which caused the availability of limited competitors and customers 

in their field. Furthermore, all of the cases were not too large in size. International activities varied 

per case: some we active abroad due to projects, some had a physical office, while others focused on 

acquisition of foreign customers from the Netherlands, but international activities were for all of the 

cases caused by their own efforts and was thus not a given. These characteristics thus create 

comparable case situations. Since they are all active in a different field, a more in-depth analysis was 

enabled. 

3.1.2 Data collection 

Data for the quasi-experiment was gathered with the use of semi-structured interviews, 

which is according to Rowley (2012) the most common type of interview. Semi-structured interviews 

consist of a list of prepared and well-phrased questions, but there is a certain flexibility in the 

questions and follow-up questions Rowley (2012), as well as flexibility for the interviewee to express 

his thoughts (Blumberg et al., 2011). This sense of openness allows to change the direction of the 

interview, explore additional relevant topics (Blumberg et al., 2011), and adapt the questions to the 

interviewee to use its full potential and knowledge Rowley (2012). Companies for the control group 

cases were approached via email. Using email either a face-to-face interview was planned, in case 

possible, or an appointment for a telephone interview was made when a face-to-face interview 

would be too time consuming due to traveling or if this method was preferred by the interviewee. 

According to Bryman (2001) telephone interviews save a lot of time and could take away a potential 

interviewer bias, which even though interaction is missing, make this approach a good alternative for 

face-to-face interviews. All interviews started with a brief introduction of this research as well as the 

purpose and course of the interview to get the conversation started and inform the interviewee 

regarding the process of the interview (Rowley, 2012). The interview questions were prepared 

upfront and adapted based on the company background and information available on their websites. 

Questions were asked related to information sources and tools used, problems encountered during 

market exploration and foreign projects, and the duration of research activities, to create insights in 

the efficiency and effectivity of the current approach. Questions were mostly inductively formulated 

meaning that they were mostly based on theory from the literature review (Rowley, 2012). This was 

required in order to determine what problems regarding efficiency and effectivity of traditional 

sources mentioned in literature have occurred in the case companies. When preparing the interview 

questions before an interview, questions were grouped into categories linked to a topic, which 

allowed quickly asking follow up questions and created overview of questions that still required input 

from the interviewee. An overview of interview questions can be seen in Appendix 1. 

3.1.3 Model validation 

The gathered information from the market research was validated by asking company 

experts for feedback regarding the relevance and usefulness of the obtained information for market 

selection and decision making. Sources providing non-relevant or low quality data were left out in 

this way to improve the results of this study. Based on the gathered information and the information 

sources, the contribution of social media as an information source during market research was 
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determined. This process has been iterative to create a market research template with only relevant 

types of information and relevant sources to acquire them from. As the market research for EGM has 

been carried out in five different countries, validation also consisted of a within case analysis. This 

analysis consisted of comparing the usefulness and possibilities of social media sources between the 

countries to take into account the possible influence of other variables that might influences the 

usefulness of social media as an information source. Using within- and cross-case comparison it can 

be judged whether empirical regularity remains similar in different in countries with different 

geographic and demographic backgrounds (Bryman, 2001). As the five intervention countries in the 

intervention case were all situated in Eastern- and Central Europa, only comparing between these 

countries might cause a bias as these countries are currently developing and are thus in many 

perspectives not similar to for example Western-European countries. To ensure model validity, the 

intervention group was compared to an additional market research that has been carried out in 

Norway as this is a more developed country and allows taking into account possible other factors 

that influence the role of social media. The output from the validation stage provided EGM with the 

requested information, and will allow them to make decisions whether to enter a country or not. The 

created research template, combined with a decision tree on how and when to apply social media 

sources and traditional sources in the information acquisition process allows EGM to perform future 

market research projects more effectively and efficiently. 

3.1.4 Design solution 

The design in this research consists of a decision tree that specifies the steps to take and 

sources to use when exploring a foreign market. This is complemented by a source checklist to 

indicated the sources to use for the required information suggested in the decision tree. Besides 

specifying what sources to use in order to be as effective and efficient as possible, the design thus 

also provides guidelines regarding how to use the sources in order to collect the required 

information. The use of the design has been described in an implementation plan.  

3.1.5 Research design visualization 

 The research design described in the previous sections is summarized in a flow diagram 

below in Figure 4. The analysis of data during each stage provided input for the next stage. The 

approach of data analysis is described in the next paragraph. 

 
Figure 4 - Research design visualization 
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3.2 Diagnosis 

Data gathered throughout the research by the mentioned research methods needs to be 

analyzed in order to create a design solution. The approach to both interview data analysis, case 

study analysis, as well as the analysis of market research data will be explained in the following 

sections. 

3.2.1 Interview analysis 

Interviews for the quasi-experiment have been recorded and transcribed to guarantee data 

validity. Qualitative content analysis was used to analyze the data, this is defined as ‘a technique 

based on the manual or automated coding of transcripts, documents, articles or audio files’ 

(Blumberg et al., 2011). Content analysis techniques contribute to the transparency and validity of 

the research results (Blumberg et al., 2011). Besides this, it allows creating a meaningful description 

out of chaos and themes (Malterud, 2012). For recording either a recording device, iPhone recorder 

app or Microsoft recording application was used, depending on the location and setup of the 

interview. In order to perform qualitative content analysis, recorded transcripts were written out in 

Word. Afterwards, they were send back to the interviewees for approval, as suggested in the article 

of Rowley (2012). This allowed the interviewees to provide feedback which enhances information 

quality and validity. The interview transcripts were analyzed using QDA miner light, which enabled 

analyzing and structuring the most important information from the interviews. Using a software tool 

is recommended as it contributes to managing the large amounts of data in a structured way 

(Rowley, 2012). A coding tree with relevant topics related to market research effectivity and 

efficiency was formulated to assign interviewee’s quotes to topics. Codes were either formulated 

upfront based on theory (theory-driven coding), emerged from the interview transcripts (data-driven 

coding), or derived from the problem description (structural coding) (Decuir-Gunby, Marshall, & 

Mcculloch, 2011). Firstly, open coding has been used. This process selects relevant themes in the 

data (Malterud, 2012). Codes created in this stage have been further analyzed using axial coding and 

selective coding which creates insight in relationships between codes, and will contribute to better 

understand the raw data (Malterud, 2012). The used coding tree can be found in Appendix 2. 

Once the transcripts were coded, interpretation was required in order to make sense of the 

data. The quotes from interviewees can be found in Appendix 3. This interpretation was done by 

going through all quotes and roughly ordering quotes to form a storyline. The write up of the data 

was formed based on this interpretation. To improve quality of this write up, it was recommended to 

use quotes from interviewees in the text (Rowley, 2012).  

3.2.2 Case study analysis  

 Although data for the case studies was mostly gathered using semi-structured interviews, the 

above described method was used for the write-up of the cases. However, just a case description did 

not provide the required findings. Both within- and cross-case comparisons needed to be performed 

in order to compare the collected case data and draw conclusions. The cases in the control group 

from the quasi-experiment needed to be compared with each other, as well as with the intervention 

group. Comparisons within the control group provided insights in the traditional market exploration 

approach, whereas comparisons of the control group and the intervention group provided insights in 
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the usefulness of social media as an information source. Comparing between cases was done with a 

systematic approach by using pattern matching (Piekkari et al., 2010). 

3.2.3 Market research data 

Analyzation of market research data was both necessary for the research objective as well as 

the company objective, as the gathered data allowed determining relevant sources on the one hand, 

and provided EGM with the desired market information. The data from the market research for each 

country was placed in the market research template in Word. Gathered information was verified by 

constantly asking company experts to check its relevance and take into account this feedback in the 

market research. Selection criteria were formulated which contributed to judging the potential of a 

specific market and comparing with other markets. A final step for the company objective, was 

creating a logic story following the market research data, which presented the findings from the 

market research. This was done visually presenting the findings in Powerpoint. Analyzation of clearly 

presented data contributed to judging the usefulness and quality of the used sources. Besides the 

analyzation of the market research data itself, which is part of the company objective, the validation 

of this data thus also provided insight in the usefulness of social media as an information source in 

the foreign market research as part of the research objective. For this the market research template 

in Word was also used, as it provided room for source indication and a remarks related to sources 

effectiveness and efficiency. These remarks served as valuable input during the comparisons of the 

used sources, both regarding the potential of social media as an information source in general as well 

as differences between market research countries from the intervention group.  

 

A possible limitation of this methodology is that the usefulness of social media will be based 

on a very specific company case study. Even though the findings of the research can be generalized 

to other professional service fields, their approach might need to be slightly different based on 

information needs. This insight needs to be taken into account when generalizing the solution design 

to other companies. 

3.2.4 Diagnosis visualization 

 The above described approach to the analysis for the gathered data throughout this research 

is visually represented in the flow diagram below. 

 

Figure 5 -  Visualization diagnosis 
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4 Analysis: Control group 
In this section there will be a description of the within-case analysis and cross-case analysis of 

the control group  from the quasi-experiment. The analysis will start with the internal company case 

of both EGM and DHA in which their approach to international projects in the current situation will 

be described. The internal company case will be followed by a description of external company cases. 

Complete cases, consisting of a description of a company background, internationalization approach, 

experienced difficulties, and used information sources, can be found in Appendix 5. In the following 

sections firstly the highlights of the five cases as well as the effectivity and efficiency of the used 

information sources will be described, followed by a cross-case comparison to allow comparing the 

control group to the intervention group later on in this research. For each information source the 

level of effectivity and efficiency that has been experienced is indicated with either low, medium or 

high. Effectivity and efficiency of the used information sources is judged based on gathered 

information from interviews and in case possible documents. Effectivity could be determined based 

on the quality of information gathered with the sources, as well as the influence on a successful 

outcome. Efficiency was judged based on time required for the information sources to gather 

information, as well as accessibility and costs. In some cases this information was not clearly stated 

which required some interpretation. Furthermore, for each source it is indicated in the source 

overview table to what degree its information contributes to the total information acquisition 

process and influences success of project acquisition. This is indicated with ‘weight’. Sources that 

have been experienced as ineffective or inefficient, but have high weight thus show the need to be 

replaced or improved, while sources with low weight were experiences as less important. 

4.1 Case 1: within case analysis EGM and DHA 

The first case consist of an internal case of EGM, which includes collaboration in foreign 

projects with DHA. Their approach to acquisition of foreign projects, experienced difficulties, and 

used information sources will be discussed in the following sections. 

4.1.1 International project experience at EGM 

After the Chinese project DHA aspired to continue its existence. They have been actively 

engaged in business development activities including trade missions from 2010 until 2016. However, 

even though much time and money has been invested in business development in DHA, these 

activities have not been very effective, as hardly any new projects came forward. Only recently a 

couple of projects were acquired through DHA, however, these were not a direct result of their 

business development activities, but were the result of coincidental contacts as has been explained 

in the problem description. This proves the inefficiency and ineffectivity of the current approach. An  

example of their unsuccessful approach can be seen in the business development activities of DHA in 

Turkey. As Turkey is one of the focus areas of DHA, they have been actively engaged in business 

development here to acquire a project. However, none of those activities succeeded. Over the years 

they experienced that salaries in Turkey are much lower compared to the Netherland, construction 

prices are lower, and the quality of construction does not meet Dutch standards. A Dutch architect 

does thus not add Value in Turkey. One of the interviewees admitted that this information could 

have been known through more extensive market research upfront, which would have thus saved 
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plenty of time and money. This lack of market research activities has been experienced in different 

situations as well.  

4.1.2 Market information sources  

In the ‘ist situation’ of EGM the lack of desk research has led to several problems. Recourses 

were spend on unsuccessful country visits and meetings while desk research would have been able 

to tell the lack of opportunities. Due to lack of desk research, and thus lack of prior country and 

market knowledge, their approach has been inefficient and ineffective, and this largely influenced 

the outcome of their  business development activities. Furthermore, it became clear that trade 

missions are ineffective and inefficient, and embassies are of limited usefulness due to lack of 

industry knowledge, which confirms the problems suggested in literature by Bartosik-Purgat & 

Schroeder (2014) and Cavusgil (1987). Agents are inefficient as well, as their services are very costly. 

The use of coincidental and existing contacts has been the most effective and efficient for EGM, 

however, these are not yet established in new markets. The outcome of their approach was 

unsuccessful as the used sources did not contribute to success. 

4.1.3 Social media use at EGM 

As social media plays a significant role in the development of a more effective and efficient 

market exploration approach in this research, it is important to know how social media is currently 

used at EGM, and how they intend to use social media platforms in the future. Recently, a ‘social 

media plan of action’ has been created which shows its current relevance at EGM. Social media is 

currently used to share projects and news items. In the social media plan of action EGM mentions to 

be willing to research necessary tools to apply social media more effectively and efficiently, which 

shows feasibility and openness towards implementing social media for other purposes besides 

project exposure. Currently their focus is first mainly on the availability of high quality material to 

share online, after which focus will be placed on growth and increased exposure of the platforms to 

an extended and more varied audience. Gaining international exposure is a topic of interest, which is 

logically in line with their international ambitions.  

4.1.4 Source overview 
In Table 3 below a summary of the previously described information sources can be seen, as 

well as the outcome of using those sources. Also the importance of the sources’ information is 

indicated with ‘weight’ as explained at the start of this chapter. 

Table 3 - Source overview EGM/DHA 
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4.2 Case 2: within case analysis Task Force Health Care 

The second case consists of Task Force Health Care, which is the first external company case. 

They are, however, related to EGM as both EGM and DHA are a member of this organization. TFHC is 

an initiative from the Dutch ministry of economic affairs that support companies in the Life Science & 

Health sector during internationalization by organizing events and sharing information. Additional 

case information can be found in Appendix 5. 

4.2.1  Market information sources 

Even though desk research was already a large part of the market exploration process in this 

case, they encountered problems regarding accessibility and quality of information sources. This is 

confirmed in the literature by Chaudhry & Alansari (2013). Results improved by collaborating with a 

local partner for desk research, as well as by using fact-finding country visits. This is, however, a 

costly approach. Furthermore, TFHC organizes several ingoing and outgoing trade missions each year. 

While they are mostly positive regarding trade missions, it was mentioned that it is hard guarantee 

benefits for a company, as well as that it can take multiple years for something to come out after a 

trade mission. Effectiveness and efficiency is thus not guaranteed for participants. TFHC makes use of 

embassies as they willing to assist in finding the right local partners, however, they are not focused 

on the Life Science & Health sector which makes them lack specific knowledge which limits 

effectiveness. Furthermore, it became clear that paid research reports are an ineffective and 

inefficient source, as information can be acquired otherwise. The outcome was relatively successful 

although it could be achieved more efficiently. 

 

4.2.2 Source overview 

In Table 4 below an overview can be seen of the previously described information sources 

TFHC uses for the exploration of new market areas and to provide their members with valuable 

market opportunities. The importance of the sources’ information is indicated with ‘weight’. 

Table 4 - Source overview TFHC 

 

‘The outcome quality of desk research is usually different, as there is always information 
that cannot be acquired.’ - TFHC 
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4.3  Case 3: within case analysis Company A  

Case 3 is the first external company case of an unrelated company to EGM. Company A is a 

professional service firm in the field of telecom and messaging. They recently grown a lot due to both 

organic growth and company acquisitions. Their approach to internationalization provided insights in 

information sources used for market exploration by companies outside the field of EGM and TFHC. 

This contributed to a more elaborate analysis. In this section a summary of the case highlights will be 

mention. The full case can be found in Appendix 5. 

4.2.1 Internationalization approach  

Acquisitions contributed the most to Company A’s international growth. This approach is 

especially favored in markets in which customers are reluctant to switch to a new service provider, as 

growing a market share will simply go faster when acquiring a company with its customers. Company 

A’s approach to acquisitions is mostly based on gut feeling, instead of a structured approach or 

extensive market research. Key managers do monitor several indicators that might suggest an 

interesting market, however, this is not done very intensively or structured. During several 

acquisitions synergy difficulties were experienced between employees from the acquired company 

and Company A. This so called ‘gut feeling’ approach is also used for organic growth. As company A 

already had international clients before establishing offices abroad, who indicated that being locally 

present would be highly appreciated. Company A has opened several foreign offices throughout the 

years. Required information is gathered upfront, but again this is not done in a structured way. 

Decisions are made based on gut feeling as well as their own market data. A foreign office starts with 

just one or two employees, usually account managers, who try to set up a customer database. In case 

they succeed, additional employees in both sales and marketing will be recruited to increase sales. It 

has happened before that a market did not work out in practice, in this case the office was shut 

down.  

4.2.2 Market information sources 

Company A does not make foreign market entry decisions based on market data, they rather 

use gut feeling or internal company and customer data, which is a very effective and efficient 

approach. This approach is, however, not possible for all companies. Experiencing the possibilities of 

a market using this approach has in some cases been ineffective and inefficient, resulting in high 

costs. This approach could be made more effective and efficient by performing desk research prior to 

entering a market. A very successful alternative to organic growth used by Company A are company 

acquisitions. Another approach Company A has used to enter a new market is the organization of a 

mobile convention where both well-known companies and local companies are present to create 

exposure and explore possibilities. This is, however, very resource consuming. Embassies are again 

rarely used. The outcome of Company A’s approach is very successful, as the company is rapidly 

growing, however, market exploration could be approached more efficiently to save costs. 

 

‘We hardly make market decisions based on data, but use gut feeling and internal data to 
explore market opportunities.’ – Company A 
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4.2.3 Source overview 

In Table 5 below an overview can be seen of the previously described information sources 

which Company A uses for the exploration of new market and to acquire new (international) 

customers. The importance of the sources’ information is indicated with ‘weight’. 

Table 5 - Source overview Company A 

 

4.4 Case 4: within case analysis Company B 

Company B is a professional service firm in the offshore oil- and gas industry active 

worldwide. They have both international projects as well as several foreign locations. In the sections 

below highlights of the case will be presented. A full case description can be found in Appendix 5. 

4.4.1  Internationalization approach  

Internationalization of Company B is driven by the locations of oil and gas, and thus possible 

projects. In their sector projects can be acquired by participating in a tender, which is thus 

comparable to the situation of EGM architects. Projects are scattered all around the globe and they 

are usually managed from the headquarter in the Netherlands. In some cases local presence is 

required. To save the costs of opening a foreign office, Company B has been using is outsourcing as 

an alternative. Furthermore they have temporary project locations, and permanent foreign offices 

focused on sales and business development. This is required abroad to be closer located to potential 

clients. Company B do have experienced that in case they did decide to set up a foreign office, it 

turned out to be a wrong decision. They expected it to save costs, however, in practice it turned out 

Dutch, expensive, expats were still required which made this a very inefficient option. The office was 

shut down and they switched to outsourcing instead. Furthermore, Company B has also experienced 

that several countries are simply not suitable for doing business or enter as a Western company, 

however it has taken several years, and many resources, to realize this. The interviewee agreed that 

these situations could have been possibly prevented by performing more extensive market research 

upfront.  

4.4.2 Market information sources 

In this case again lack of desk research caused the use of business development activities in 

markets that lacked opportunities or possibilities to succeed. Company B’s desk research was 

focused on country developments and opportunities, and was experienced by themselves as efficient 

due to years of experience in the field. This lack of opportunities was in this case experienced using a 
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very ineffective and inefficient approach for several years. More effective and efficient desk research 

could have prevented these situations. Additionally, desk research could have contributed to 

meeting the right people, which would have saved resources. Trade missions were experienced as 

the most ineffective and inefficient approach to foreign market exploration. Agents and embassies 

were experienced to lack specific market knowledge. Furthermore, although the use of agents 

allowed them not to be present in a market, the selection of a good agent requires an intensive 

selection process, and can be quite risky.  The outcome of business development in general was 

experienced to take long in this industry, and is always different. 

 

4.4.3 Source overview 

In Table 6 below an overview can be seen of the previously described information sources 

which Company B uses for the exploration of new market areas and to increase the chances of 

acquiring a foreign project. The importance of the sources’ information is indicated with ‘weight’. 

Table 6 - Source overview Company B 

 

4.5  Case 5: within case analysis Company C  

Company C is a company focused on products and services in agricultural mechanization with 

customers in over 42 countries and one office in the US to be closer to their customers. Highlights of 

the case will be mentioned below, the full case can be found in Appendix 5. 

4.5.1 Internationalization approach  

The reason to start exploring possibilities to set up an American office was initiated by the 

American customers Company C already had. All Company C’s other customers are served from their 

Dutch office. To reach customers in other countries, besides America, they make use of wholesalers 

and manufacturers to whom they sell their products. At a wholesaler in another country for example, 

they usually have one contact person who has several representatives working for him. During the 

‘Trade missions are the worst, you have to pay tons of money, employees are gone for 
two weeks, and you always meet the wrong people with the wrong network. I have never 

seen something useful coming out of it.’ – Company B 
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process of setting up a business unit in America some difficulties were experienced. Opening a bank 

account for example required more effort than expected, which delayed the process. Once the 

business unit was operating Company C actually got to know the market and its customers, and they 

experienced that Americans dislike long delivery times. To prevent themselves from losing customers 

adjustments were inevitable. Inventories were required in order to acquire more customers, which 

requires investments. Since the customer base is currently growing, this inventory can be worth up 

to a million dollars, which could thus be a large financial risk. If case this would have come forward 

during market research it could have been taken into account earlier. 

4.5.1 Market information sources 

Company C has performed market research for almost two years, however, still some 

situations were unforeseen. These problems influenced foreign success less compared to other 

cases, however, it did slow down the process. This confirms that desk research using current means 

does not provide complete information. A very effective and efficient source in this case has been 

the international services of a bank as they assisted with local connections and country visits, which 

contributed to gathering information, however, those visits are not a very efficient approach to 

gathering market information. Furthermore, local college students that performed market research 

during an internship were a very effective and efficient information source that positively influenced 

the outcome. Some market insights were also provided by customers. Embassies were not used. The 

outcome was successful as their international business unit is growing, however, could have been 

approached more efficiently 

 

4.5.3  Source overview 

In Table 7 below an overview can be seen of the previously described information sources 

which Company C  has used for the exploration of a new market and acquiring foreign customers. 

The importance of the sources’ information is indicated with ‘weight’. 

Table 7- Source overview Company C 

 

‘Our bank guided us in the right direction in America by establishing connections with a 

lawyer and a local bank, as well as with other Dutch companies over there.’ – Company C 
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4.6 Control group cross-case comparison 

In the previously described cases input regarding (traditional) information source effectivity 

and efficiency during market exploration has been explained. This section consists of  a cross-case 

comparison of the experienced usefulness and  problems of traditional information sources to create 

insights into the most important findings of the control group. These insights will later be compared 

to the intervention group of the quasi-experiment to draw conclusions from. 

The five control group cases together mentioned the use of 12 different traditional 

information sources during the exploration of foreign markets. Each case company has used multiple 

sources to gather information from. The number of sources used varied between four and six per 

case from which implies the need for multiple types sources or activities to gather complete 

information. Each case company uses some form of desk research/market research combined with 

either local visits, local connections or trade shows, which implies the necessity of a local information 

source besides desk research or market research reports. None of the mentioned sources was used 

in all five cases, however, both desk research and local visits were mentioned to be used by four out 

of the five cases. Experiences with desk research varied between cases, some experienced it as 

ineffective while others mentioned it as a very effective approach. All cases that used desk research 

experienced it as a relatively efficient source, but not as effective as desired. However, in practice it 

was not always very efficient. Another commonly mentioned sources was local visits. Again, cases 

highly differed on the effectivity of local visits. On average this approach was experienced as 

‘medium’ effective, while it was mentioned to be a relatively inefficient source, as traveling requires 

large amounts of resources. Trade missions and embassies were both either mentioned as relatively 

ineffective or as ‘not used’. Both trade missions and embassies usually did not lead to the right 

people or connections, as they were not specified enough for the field of the company. Furthermore, 

especially trade missions are relatively inefficient as well as high costs are involved. 

Sources or internationalization activities not mentioned in the literature, but experienced as 

effective and efficient include the use of students for market research, and company acquisitions to 

obtain market share. The most effective information source from the literature mentioned were 

internal resources. These sources were experienced as effective and efficient , making these 

important sources for the market exploration process. Internal sources consisted of data regarding 

their own products/services or input from customers/members, which provided the case companies 

with very specific market information relevant to their offerings or customer needs. Besides the most 

effective and efficient information sources, the most ineffective and inefficient information sources 

also became clear. These included trade missions, local visits, and agents/paid information sources, 

as these sources required large amounts of money and time, while relatively little relevant or useful 

information was obtained. These findings are in line with findings from the literature review, as 

problems related to effectivity and efficiency were indeed experienced.  
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5. Analysis: Intervention group 
In this chapter the intervention group analysis will be described consisting of one case in 

Eastern-Europe (consisting of five countries), which will later be compared to a case in Norway. 

Firstly, the findings regarding information sources used during the market research that has been 

performed for EGM will be explained as this will provide insights regarding social media usefulness 

during market exploration. These insights will be created by both within case analysis, as well as with 

cross case analysis with Norway. Finally, the intervention group will be compared to the control 

group cases described in chapter four to be able to draw final conclusions as well as input for the 

design.  

5.1 Within case analysis: market research EGM 

 For the intervention group a market research with social media took place. It was 

experienced that both social media sources and traditional sources were required, as just social 

media sources did not increase effectivity and efficiency. The gathered market information has 

already been used by EGM to establish foreign connections. Foreign visits have taken place leading to 

the acquisition of one care project, as well as the participation in a hospital tender in collaboration 

with a foreign architect. This short term results already reflect the benefits of the used market 

exploration approach. In the following sections of this paragraph the usefulness of social media 

sources will be explained, as well as both the problems and benefits experienced with traditional 

information sources.  

5.1.1 Information acquisition approach 

 At the start of the information acquisition process it was still unclear what data was going to 

be found due to unfamiliarity with the countries and market sector. The first step was a quick 

‘Google’ search followed by a quick scan of the first hits. This approach quickly provided information 

regarding whether relevant, high quality sources were found straight away. Often Google’s top hits 

were not the most recent sources, which could influence source usefulness as data from several 

years old could limited in relevance, depending on the type of information. In order to find more 

recent, high quality data, Twitter was used as a search engine. Similar, but concise, search strings 

were used to find relevant Tweets. After this search process, more specific search strings could be 

used in other social media platforms, or traditional sources in case necessary, to find more detailed 

information. Additionally, the found sources usually provide the possibility to direct through to their 

social media pages for additional information. This is especially useful in the case of non-user friendly 

webpages, as social media pages have a consistent layout and a possibility to translate messages in 

case necessary. In the next sections the used social media and traditional sources are explained. 

5.1.2 Social media sources 

 As previously explained at the start of the market research the information search approach 

consisted of a combination of traditional sources and social media sources in order to get familiar 

with the market. The use of social media data sources has been experienced as efficient as the 

outcome quality of social media information search can be judged within seconds; either the top hits 

immediately show requested information or no (relevant) hits appear, there is no in-between. An 
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overview of the used sources per case can be found in Appendix 6. To understand the role of social 

media in the market exploration and selection process, it is required to understand how to use the 

platforms in order to create an effective and efficient information acquisition approach as only 

specifying which platform to use would not lead to the desired information more effectively and 

efficiently. Experiences with social media information acquisition and the used approach will be 

explained in this section. An overview of types of information acquired information per source can be 

found at the end of the paragraph.  

5.1.2.1 Twitter 

 As previously mentioned Twitter has been a very useful information source during the 

market research. Twitter is classified as a social networking site by Wu, Sun, & Tan (2013). It has been 

used similarly to using Google to search for information, however, attention needs to be paid to the 

formulation of search strings as only messages that exactly match the search string will be found. 

Directly after entering a search string the best results will be presented in chronological order, with 

the possibility to select all hits, relevant people or pictures. A benefit of using Twitter, compared to 

Google, is the presence of a concise message along with the shared article or image which 

contributes to quickly interpreting the relevance of the information and whether it is necessary to 

click on it. Twitter is thus efficient as the availability of high quality information can be judged fast, 

and the most recent information is presented first. Furthermore, the information is shared on 

accounts with enables tracing the source of the writer. This contributes to judging the quality of 

obtained information. In Table 8 at the end of the paragraph the types of information found on 

Twitter per category are indicated. As can be seen, Twitter has been a useful source in all categories 

of the market research. For example, information regarding upcoming projects was harder to find 

using regular Google search, which shows the effectiveness of using a social media source. Outcome 

success can be increased by using search strings in the local language of the country that is being 

researched. 

5.1.2.2 Wikipedia  

Wikipedia is a type of social media classified by Wu, Sun, & Tan (2013) as a collaborative 

platform. Its information usually is amongst the top hits on Google search as it has a very broad 

range of information. During the market research for EGM is has provided information for three out 

of the four information categories as can be seen in Table 8. Information on Wikipedia usually 

provides sufficient background information to understand the most important information. However, 

the quality of information is no guarantee as everybody has the opportunity to add or edit 

information to it, which makes it collaborative. Wikipedia has been especially useful at the start of to 

create an idea of the market in general.  

5.1.2.3 YouTube 

 According to Wu, Sun, & Tan (2013), YouTube can be classified as a content-sharing site, 

which is thus a different type from the previously two used social media platforms. YouTube is meant 

for video sharing. During this quasi-experiment this platform has been useful during all four 

categories of the market research template, however, especially in the ‘customer’ and ‘competitor’ 

category YouTube is mainly an additional information source. In case a relevant video has been 
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found, the necessary information is explained within usually several minutes. This approach thus 

enables getting familiar with a certain topic very quickly in a visual way.  

5.1.2.4 Blogs 

 Blogs categorized as content-sharing platforms by Wu, Sun, & Tan (2013). In the case of EGM 

this has been Archdaily, a very well-known architecture blog on which information about various 

types of projects worldwide is posted. This blog has been highly useful during both a competitor 

analysis as well as during the identification of collaboration partners. Quality and highly relevant 

information could be acquired all in one place, which makes this an effective and efficient source.  

5.1.2.5 LinkedIn 

 Similar to Twitter, LinkedIn is classified as a social networking platform by Wu, Sun, & Tan 

(2013). Whereas Twitter is used to share information or web links, LinkedIn is more focused on actual 

networking activities. The search function on LinkedIn provides companies, people, or vacancies, 

instead of messages on Twitter. As can be seen in the information overview in Table 8, LinkedIn has 

been a very useful tool in finding information regarding relevant parties. A benefit of using LinkedIn is 

the universal layout of every page which save large amounts of time when searching for information. 

This makes it an efficient information source. Furthermore, information in chronologically presented. 

However, not every company uses LinkedIn for sharing information and not all employees have a 

LinkedIn profile. Additionally, in most cases some previously acquired information from other 

sources is necessary in order to find a certain party. 

5.1.2.6 Facebook 

 Facebook can be categorized as a social networking website according to Wu, Sun, & Tan 

(2013). Information posted on Facebook can serve as an additional information source during market 

research once some previous research has taken place. Additionally, it is possible to search parties 

using Facebook as nowadays a similar search option using hashtags is enabled. A benefit of Facebook 

is the chronological order of posts, which provides insight in the most recent activities of a party. 

During the market research for EGM Facebook has been most beneficial in combination with other 

sources. As can be seen in Table 8 information has been acquired for several categories. On its own, 

Facebook would not be the most effective or efficient source. 

Tabel 8 - Information acquired per social media source 

Source Environment Market Customer Competitor  

Twitter  Demographics 

 Country 
characteristics 

 Upcoming projects 

 Ongoing/finished 
projects 

 Hospitals  

 Private healthcare 

 Architects 

 Private 
parties 

 English skills 

 Architects 

Youtube  Business 
culture 

 General 
country 
information 

 Healthcare system  Private 
parties 

 Architects  
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Wikipedia  Cities 

 General 
country 
information 

 GDP 

 Hospitals 

 Private healthcare 

 Healthcare system 

 Private 
parties 

 

LinkedIn   University hospitals 

 Private hospitals 

 Public hospitals 

 Private 
parties 

 Architects  

Facebook   University hospitals 

 Private hospitals 

 Public hospitals  

 Private 
parties 

 Architects  

Blogs    Architects   Architects  

5.1.2.7 Non useful social media sources 

 The previous sections explained the different types of social media platforms used. A total of 

six different platforms contributed to the information gathering process during the market research. 

However, many more social media platforms exists which implies that not all platforms provide 

useful information and/or do not improve effectivity and efficiency of the search process. In the 

literature review Wu, Sun, & Tan (2013) identified five different categories of social media. Three of 

these were used during the market research: social networking sites, content-sharing sites, and 

collaborative platforms. The other two categories, e-commerce sites with user-generated content 

and virtual communities, were not used. Furthermore, Mahajan (2015) complemented these social 

media categories with forums, which create an online interactive dialogue. This author explains that 

forums are mostly used to share experiences amongst internet users. Forums were experienced as a 

not useful information source in this case. This might be due to the fact that forums are very 

limitedly used by the types of companies in this study. They are mostly used by either consumers or 

companies that use them product support.  

5.1.3 Traditional sources 

Although during the market research for EGM it was tried to acquire information using social 

media as much as possible in order to be able to judge the usefulness and quality of information 

gathered using social media, not all information was gathered using just social media sources. In case 

during desk research information could not be found on social media or the quality and reliability of 

the information was doubtful, traditional sources were used in order to improve the overall quality, 

and thus effectiveness, of the output. Furthermore, some traditional sources are well-known for its 

trustworthiness and quality, for example the Hofstede dimensions for business culture, or OECD for 

demographics and other country information. Since these sources are well-known required 

information can quickly be found and does not need to be judged on quality. Additionally, these 

traditional sources usually provide data for countries worldwide, which enables quickly acquiring 

data for all countries in the market research using one source only. These sources thus contribute to 

increased effectivity and efficiency, and are therefore chosen to use over social media source for 

specific types of information. In most cases, however, social media (especially Twitter) would be able 

to provide messages with visualizations, graphs or links to the required data. It is just not a logical 

step in case the main source is known.  
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Besides the use of traditional sources during desk research, traditional sources/ activities 

were also used as a follow up on the gathered information from both social media and traditional 

sources. However, the use of a traditional information gathering approached can be more effective 

in the follow-up phase in case the desk research phase delivers actionable information. This is thus 

not caused by limited quality or usefulness of social media. In the following subsections the used 

traditional sources will be shortly explained, followed by an overview of information per source in 

Table 9. 

5.1.3.1 Internet 

The easiest way to acquire online information sources besides social media platforms, is by 

using the internet. This traditional information source was mentioned as the most used approach for 

finding information by  Chaudhry & Alansari (2013). These authors researched difficulties 

experienced while using internet. Problems included lack of time to find the right data, the nature of 

information, and partly lacking searching skills (Chaudhry & Alansari, 2013). These problems were 

less relevant when using internet during the quasi-experiment, as only internet sources were used in 

case the source was of substantial quality, and it could be easily acquired in order to guarantee the 

most effective and efficient approach. This resulted in using in only using the internet sources that 

did not show the problems suggested in literature. Besides well-known sources, data banks, 

publications, and websites of architects were used for information gathering. Only sources that were 

available for free were used. Internet sources complement information from social media sources, 

and the other way around. In this way the search capabilities of social media are combined with 

information richness of a website. 

5.1.3.2 Country visit 

 Once desk research has been performed and opportunities have been identified, the next 

step for EGM is still to visit the country as connections need to be established. Although Skype 

Business do limit the number of country visits. In the literature review country visits were, however, 

suggested as inefficient as Cavusgil (1987) mentioned this approach to be time consuming and costly. 

During this quasi-experiment EGM has done several country visit to meet contacts established based 

on gathered information from the desk research phase. Because of this preparation, the right parties 

were selected and the visit only required one day, which thus highly limited the used resources. This 

visit actually established contacts that already delivered a project. The combination of desk research 

and country visits has thus proven to be very effective. Country visits are not used to explore or 

observe a country or market. 

5.1.3.3 Embassy  

 A less used traditional source has been information of embassies. As previously explained 

EGM does not make use of embassies often as they lack specific market knowledge to be of added 

value. In the literature review this was confirmed by the article of Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder 

(2014), as they confirmed that embassies were ranked amongst the least useful information sources 

according to exporter’s perceptions. The reason for the use of embassies during this market research 

was due to the Dutch embassy in Romania sending these documents to an employee of EGM. This 
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employee has worked abroad for another employer. The use of these embassies documents can thus 

be seen as coincidence.  

5.1.3.4 European Union 

 The EU was only used for information regarding EU money availability for hospitals. It was 

mentioned in the literature review by Bartosik-Purgat & Schroeder (2014) that the use of EU as an 

information source is in general limited as it is only available to EU countries. As this research took 

place within the EU, this was not a problem, and the required numbers could be found. Social media 

would have probably provided this data as well, however, it would not be necessarily more efficient 

or effective. 

5.1.3.5 Personal contacts  

Personal contacts are a type of traditional source that can provide additional information, 

and are necessary in order to make country visits successful. In the literature review the problems 

experienced with personal contacts included not always delivering relevant information and creating 

limited opportunities (Fletcher & Harris, 2012). Similar to explained during the country visits, 

contacts established were based on the information from the desk research. Desk research thus 

contributed to the selection of relevant parties which increased the chances successful meetings. 

Next to external contacts, internal resources have been used. A Hungarian employee from EGM has 

been interviewed about the healthcare system in Hungary which provided as background 

information. A downside of this approach, is the possibility of biased information.  

 

Tabel 9 - Information acquired per traditional source 

Source Environment Market Customer Competitor  

Internet   Demographics  

 Hofstede 
 

 University hospitals 

 Private hospitals 

 Public hospitals  

 Healthcare quality 

 Health expenditure 

 Private 
healthcare 

 Architects 

 Business 
culture 

 Architects  

Country 
visit 

 Upcoming 
plans 

 Hospitals  

 Architects 

 Healthcare providers 

 Architects   Upcoming 
plans 

 Hospitals  
EU  EU money 

availability 

   

Embassy   Upcoming plans 

 Hospitals  

 Private health 
providers 

 

Personal 
contacts 

  Healthcare system 

 Capacity problems 

 Government 
role 

 Architects 

5.1.4 Intervention group source overview  

  In Table 10 below an overview is given of the effectivity and efficiency of sources used in the 

intervention group. As can be seen they are divided into two groups: a social media source group and 

a traditional source group. For each source an effectivity and efficiency score is given, based on 

experiences during the market research for EGM. All sources used are chosen because of the quality 
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of the data provided and the resources required relative to the output. Social media sources show 

especially high efficiency scores. Traditional sources show high scores regarding effectivity. Although 

a country visit is relatively inefficient compared to the other sources, is has been less expensive due 

to prior desk research and the short time required. 

Table 10 - Source overview intervention group 

 

5.1.5 Intervention group case validation 

 In the previous paragraph the sources used during the market research of the intervention 

group were explained. Possible differences between country cases have not become clear yet. In this 

section comparison will be done both within the Eastern-European country cases to test the possible 

influence of other variables on the usefulness of social media as an information source in foreign 

market exploration. 

Although obtained market research information showed relative large differences in 

demographics and healthcare quality between the selected countries, no large differences were 

experienced regarding the usefulness or quality of data provided by a social media source. 

Additionally, all cases gathered complete and actionable information which satisfied the information 

needs of EGM and allowed them to decide which market to enter. This result seems to indicate that 

the usefulness of social media as an information source is not directly influenced by for example a 

country’s state of development. In each of the five countries large part of the acquired data 

originated from a social media platform as can be seen in Table 11. Additional information regarding 

the number and types of both social media sources and traditional sources used per category per 

country are indicated in tables in Appendix 5.  Furthermore, the same trends in source use per 

category were noticed. The environmental category showed mostly similar use of sources. In the 

market category, except for Romania, all countries used slightly more traditional sources. In the 

customer category on the other hand, all countries used more social media sources compared to 

traditional sources. Finally, the competitor source consisted of such large numbers of all types of 

sources and search strategies that no specific number has been indicated, which is why this column is 

not included in Table 11. In this category an interplay of sources provided the best results. The types 

of information acquired per category have already been explained in the previous paragraph. 
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Tabel 11 - Number of sources used 

 

Table 11 also provides insights regarding the total number of sources used during desk 

research. Again, expect for Romania no large differences in the number of sources used can be 

noticed. Slovakia used a similar number of social media sources and traditional sources, Romania, 

Czech Republic and Poland used more social media sources, and Hungary used slightly less social 

media sources. When looking into the market research data from Romania, the cause of the high 

number of social media sources used can be derived. Most Twitter sources provided information 

regarding upcoming projects, ongoing projects, or finished projects. Such information is only 

available in case activities happen in a market. The lower number of sources in the other countries 

might thus indicate less market activity for example. It can thus be concluded that the number of 

sources used partly depends on the opportunities available in a market.  

 

An additional measure used to take into account possible influence of other variables is the 

English Proficiency Index as this might influence the number of English sources available (EF, 2017). 

The scores can be seen in Figure 6 below. 

 
Figure 6 - English Proficiency Index 

English proficiency index is slightly higher in Poland, compared to the other countries, 

however, Poland does not necessarily provide more information using social media sources. In 

contrast, in the Romanian case several additional social media sources could have been used provide 

highly relevant information regarding upcoming projects while Romania has a lower English 
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Proficiency Index score than Poland, Czech Republic, and Poland. In both the market category and 

the customer category the most sources used were acquired from social media. Especially in the 

market category this difference was noticeable. No correlation between English Proficiency and the 

usefulness of social media has thus been found. This might indicate that the information provided 

companies and parties involved in this market research was not influenced by lacking English 

sources. 

Furthermore, the Internet Penetration Level has been used as one of the company cases 

mentioned that in some countries lacking internet infrastructure might influence source availability. 

The Internet Penetration score confirms different levels of internet access in the selected 

intervention group countries (EF, 2017). As can be seen in Figure 7, Romania has a much lower score 

compared to Czech Republic, however, both more social media sources as well as traditional sources 

were found in Romania. As previously mentioned this was caused by the availability of information 

regarding upcoming and ongoing projects in the Romanian market. The sources used in both cases 

provided sufficient information to judge market potential, and it thus can be concluded that the level 

of internet penetration has not caused significant differences regarding the availability and 

usefulness of sources. This might indicate benefits of easy use, accessibility, and availability of social 

media as mentioned in the literature review.  

 
Figure 7 - Internet penetration level intervention group 

5.2 Intervention group cross-case comparison Norway  

Even though no large differences in-between the five intervention group countries have been 

experienced, there still might be influence of other factors as all five countries are located in the 

same area. For the market research for EGM demographics and other general market characteristics 

were always compared with the Netherlands as a benchmark, as this contributes to the 

understanding and interpretation of the data. Besides noticeable differences between the selected 

countries Eastern-European countries regarding demographics, differences between the selected 

countries and the Netherlands were even larger. These numbers indicated that these Eastern-

European countries’ development lagged behind compared to the Netherlands, which might possibly 

influence the state of high quality online availability of resources. Although the Internet Penetration 

Level did not affect the source availability in the five selected countries, differences might be 

observed when comparing to a more developed country. For this reason the intervention group is 

compared to a similar market research in Norway. Healthcare in Norway is of similar quality to the 
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Netherlands, and Norway is amongst the top English speaking countries in the world which makes 

Norway suitable as a cross-comparison case.  

Similar to the factors used in the comparisons within the intervention groups, the English 

Proficiency Index is used to research whether the level of English skills influences the availability of 

information online. As can be seen in Figure 8, the English proficiency score in Norway is higher 

compared to the Eastern-European countries. The difference in score is significantly larger comparing 

to Norway, than between the intervention group countries. According to this Index Norway scores 4th 

out of 72 countries worldwide. From the selected countries Poland scored 10th, Czech Republic, 16th, 

Hungary 18th, Romania 20th, and Slovakia 21st. Additional to this source, the Netherlands Enterprise 

Agency mentioned that especially older generations are more likely to lack English speaking skills 

(RVO, 2017). In case English Proficiency influences source availability, it should thus be more clearly 

visible when comparing to Norway.  

 
Figure 8 - English Proficiency Index Norway 

Additionally, the Internet Penetration score has been used as well as can be seen in Figure 9. 

The Internet Penetration score confirms different levels of internet access in these countries (RVO, 

2017). Norway has a score of 96,3%, which is the highest in the world. The Eastern-European 

countries, score significantly lower as can be seen in Figure 9 below. Again, the gap with Norway is 

relatively large which, in case a correlation exists, could thus more clearly indicate influence on 

source availability. 

 
Figure 9 - Internet penetration level 
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When comparing the acquired information of the intervention group countries with Norway 

several things can be noticed. First of all, no large differences regarding quality or usefulness of 

acquired data has been experienced. Secondly, when looking at the types of sources used per 

category it can be noticed that in the market category more information was acquired using Twitter 

in the Norway case. An overview of the types of sources used per category can be found in Appendix 

5. These additional sources were, similar in the case of Romania, caused by the availability of 

information regarding upcoming and ongoing projects. Other information acquired using Twitter 

included healthcare system information and hospital information. In the customer category on the 

other hand, less social media sources were used in Norway compared to the intervention group 

countries. However, this is most likely to be caused by limited popularity of private healthcare 

compared to Eastern-Europe resulting in no information regarding private parties on social media. 

The source use in the other two categories was more or less similar. Finally, the process and duration 

of information acquisition did not show any differences between Norway and the other countries. 

Time required to find relevant information was experienced to be similar.  

The slightly more richer information found using social media in Norway might be caused by 

the larger gaps in English Proficiency and Internet Penetration level, however, it more likely to be 

caused by the fact that the Norwegian healthcare market is rapidly growing at the moment and thus 

a variety of related sources is available for that reason. Additional research is required to further 

explore this. Based on this quasi-experiment it is likely to assume that the less favorable 

demographics, lower level of Internet Penetration, and lower English Proficiency score do not, or 

very limited, affect the source availability, and thus effectivity and efficiency, in the markets of 

interest. In other markets or when performing research for other purposes, this might be different. 

5.3 Intervention group - control group cross-case comparison 

 Conclusions from the quasi-experiment can be drawn by comparing the intervention group 

outcome with the control group. Interview and document information allowed judging effectivity and 

efficiency of the used sources per case. The results shown in the source overview tables in chapter 4 

were compared during control group cross-case comparison which, together with the interview and 

document information, provided insights in problems related to currently used traditional sources 

during internationalization of companies. The intervention group was focused on researching 

whether social media sources would enhance effectivity and efficiency of foreign market exploration. 

Results from this group included insights in the best combination of social media and traditional 

sources to use. Used sources were judged based on effectivity and efficiency as well to allow 

comparison to the control group. When comparing the control group and the intervention group 

results the focus was on confirming whether the problems suggested in literature and experienced in 

the control group were solved. Solving these problems would contribute to enhanced effectivity and 

efficiency of market exploration and thus contribute to a more successful outcome. This comparison 

was based on interpretation and validation of the market research data, judging it regarding 

effectivity and efficiency, and comparing it to the control group source overview tables. An overview 

of the sources used in both the control group and the intervention group can be seen in Table 12. 

Control group case sources are combined in one table based on the insights of the control group 

cross-case comparison from paragraph 4.6, to create a more clear overview for comparison with the 
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intervention group. Sources in the table are not mentioned in a specific order of relevance. In the 

control group for each source it is indicated which cases have used it to have a more insights in the 

popularity of sources and allow linking effectivity and efficiency to outcomes of the cases. 

The role of social media in foreign market exploration can thus be determined by exploring 

problems that happened in the control group, but not in the intervention group. A common problem 

in the control group was spending time and resources on meetings and country visits that were 

unsuccessful, while the lack of opportunities could have been known by performing (better) desk 

research. This situation occurred in four out of the five cases. In the intervention group extensive 

desk research, including social media sources, was performed prior to country visits and meetings 

which resulted in very short, but successful, country visits. This thus highlights the importance of 

desk research as a first step in general. By comparing the control group and the intervention group in 

Table 12, it can be seen that the intervention group has indeed more sources that score either 

medium or high on both effectivity and efficiency, whereas the control group has multiple sources 

that score low on both effectivity and efficiency. The use of traditional sources only is thus less 

effective and efficient, than in combination with social media sources. Additionally, it can be clearly 

seen that traditional sources that did score ‘high’, such as banks and students, were used by less 

cases than ineffective/inefficient sources such as embassies, local visits and trade missions.  

Table 12 - Cross-case comparison 
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Due to the assignment of weights to the scores, a total effectivity and efficiency score per 

case could be determined to allow better cross-case comparison. The scores are based on a three 

point Likert scale (as the options were either low, medium or high), but to put more weight on both 

good and bad sources weights range from one to five as can be seen next to the columns in Table 12.  

The total scores per case were determined by adding the weights of their used sources and dividing it 

by the total number of used sources per case. A score of 1 would indicate low effectivity/efficiency, 

and a score of 5 would indicate high effectivity/efficiency. Scores per case can be found in Table 13. 

Table 13 - Cross-comparison scores 

 

As can be seen in Table 13, the control group case scores indicated are roughly in line with 

the outcome success of the cases as unsuccessful cases score lower than successful cases, however, 

successful cases still scored much lower than the intervention group scores which indicates the 

positive effect of social media use. Control group cases with higher scores used one or more very 

effective/efficient sources. However, the use of other ineffective/inefficient traditional sources is 

reflected in the lower scores compared to the intervention group. Case 1 (EGM) scored the lowest, 

which is in line with the unsuccessful outcome of their old approach. The outcome of case 3 was 

successful due to the use of company acquisitions. Entering the market using other approaches was 

not always as effective/efficient, which is reflected in their score. Furthermore, Case 3 and 4 clearly 

show that the efficiency score of the used sources is lower than their effectivity score, which shows 

the need for a more efficient approach. Case 5 was very successful, and only small problems occurred 

which could have been avoided with better research. This case made use of banks and students, 

which improved their effectivity and efficiency scores. These might be considered as additional 

sources in the future by EGM. Although Fletcher & Harris (2012) suggested banks to have limited 

usefulness, in practice this traditional source contributed to an effective and efficient process. This 

might, however, highly differ between banks as not all banks are focused on assisting companies 

internationally. The use of local college students as interns for market research was experienced as 

highly useful, as they have knowledge of the local market knowledge. Besides its effectiveness, they 

received subsidies for this making it a very efficient source as well.  

 As can be seen in Table 13 the intervention group scores significantly higher than the control 

group cases for both effectivity and efficiency. This is due to the use of social media and the 

avoidance of ineffective and inefficient traditional sources such as trade missions. In the intervention 

group country visits were the only (relatively) inefficient source used, however, they are much less 

inefficient compared to the previous situation due to improved effectivity and efficiency of desk 

research with social media sources. In the intervention group there has been one country visit so far 

which resulted in an acquired project. The final outcome cannot yet be judged as this is still ongoing. 
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6. Solution design 
 The design is based on the input from the analysis and diagnosis as it needs to solve the 

problem described in throughout this research. In this case the design will consist of a decision tree 

and a source checklist. The decision tree will guide the approach to market exploration, and will 

make sure the most effective and efficient approach is used. This design thus explains the role of 

social media by showing when and how to apply it during market exploration and selection. The 

steps in the decision tree are supported by the source checklist, in which it will be indicated for each 

type of information which source to use, and how to acquire information by for example indicating 

search strings to use. The design is focused on EGM. In the following sections the firstly the design 

process will be explained, followed by and explanation of the design itself, an implementation plan, 

and model validation and usefulness for other companies. 

6.1 Design process 

 Before a design could be created, several design criteria were formulated to guide the design 

process towards a design that would fit the needs of EGM and contributes to solving the problem. 

The following criteria were formulated based on the problem analysis, the quasi-experiment, and 

input from EGM: 

 The design should support market exploration and market decision making. 

 EGM wanted the design to indicate what sources to use, as well as when and how to use these 

sources. 

 The design should indicate the role of social media. 

 The tool should be easy to use as it needs to enhance effectivity and efficiency of market 

research. The tool itself needs to improve this and not be a liability itself. 

 The design needs to be easy to implement, EGM should be possible to immediately use it. 

 The design needs to be easily adjustable based on changes related to source popularity, market 

trends, or experiences after implementation. This should especially be taken into account in the 

implementation plan. 

 

Once the design criteria were clear, the design itself was created. It was decided to create a decision 

tree, as this could be derived from the results from the quasi-experiment, and would support market 

research for EGM. Furthermore, all design criteria would be met. Creation of this design was 

approached by comparing the results from the intervention group market research. It also took into 

account results from the cross-case comparison, to solve problems that occurred in the control 

group. This allowed selecting the best sources and search strings to use for each type of information. 

Experiences of source use during the market research for EGM were translated into steps for the 

decision tree to create a structured approach to information gathering while avoiding the use of 

(unnecessary) ineffective and inefficient sources. This allowed structuring the steps of the decision 

tree in a way that first the best source is used, followed by additional sources in case the first source 

did not provide complete information. This created an approach in which time is only spend on 

sources if they are necessary. To allow the decision tree to stay simple and clear, an additional tool 

was created with additional information to use together with the decision tree. The research 

checklist was created based on the market research template filled in during the research for EGM, 
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and its use is guided by the decision tree. The checklist provides source information for the approach 

selected using the decision tree.   

6.2 Design 

In order to improve effectivity and efficiency of the market exploration, selection and entry 

process at EGM the decision tree below has been designed. As can be seen in Figure 10, this decision 

tree mentions the same four categories as used in the market research template. When using it 

during market research it firstly guides gathering general environmental information. In case this is 

interesting, more specific market information can be searched, otherwise the research will be quit 

early. The market information part first indicates for different information types the best source to 

used first. In case additional sources are required, the next source is indicated. This saves time during 

market research as only sources are requested in case necessary. This approach is also used for the 

customer and competitor information, For some types of information the sources to use are 

indicated by the information need. Different sources are for example suggested for a complete 

overview and for quick idea. This distinction is made as it might be the case that some previous 

knowledge is already present. This tool thus allows decisions based on information needs. 

 

 
Figure 10 – Market selection decision tree 
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Using the decision tree the sources to use can be determined based on information needs 

and information acquired. Furthermore, as the market exploration will quit early once lack of 

opportunities are indicated limited resources will be spent in the wrong markets, which happened to 

several control group cases. This decision tree should be used in combination with the ‘market 

research source checklist’, which was derived from the market research for EGM during the 

intervention group and can be found in Appendix 7. This checklist can be used to select the required 

types of information, and sources linked to that information, which follows from the use of the 

decision tree. The decision tree thus covers the ‘what’ and ‘when’, whereas the checklist covers the 

‘where’ and ‘how’. The decision tree is thus used in combination with source checklist. In case for 

example the decision tree guided to the need for additional competitor information after using a 

blog, the required sources and search strings can be derived from the checklist. This combination of 

tools will support a desk research approach in which the most effective and efficient approach is 

used, as the most efficient sources will be used first, and in case they lack complete information, the 

follow up sources are mentioned. This creates an approach that is applicable in every country, 

regardless of the most important sources, as these will be identified as efficient as possible. 

6.2 Implementation 
The problem for EGM was an unstructured and unsuccessful approach to foreign project 

acquisition which was caused by the use of ineffective and inefficient information sources. Based on 

the analysis and quasi-experiment an approach could be formulated based on the most effective and 

efficient information sources, which includes the use of social media. The presented decision tree 

and research checklist in this paragraph will guide EGM in the process of information acquisition, and 

follow up activities required to increase success abroad. In Figure 11 an overview of the required 

steps to takes during the different phases are indicated, as well as the role of social media during 

these phases. These steps guarantee the most successful implementation of the suggested designs. 

  
Figure 11 - Foreign market exploration approach 

Exploration phase  

Before the exploration process can be initiated, a focus area need to be determined. This can be 

based on intuition, experiences in current projects, clients, or any other information source that 
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might suggest possibilities in a country that require further investigation. The selected countries 

need to be investigated using desk research which is guided by the decision tree and source checklist. 

In case the initial research suggests lack of opportunities, the market research will be quit. Social 

media is in this phase used as an information source as indicated in the research designs. 

 

Interpretation phase 

In case multiple countries are explored, compare obtained information between cases to determine 

opportunities. Furthermore, always compare information to the Netherlands as a benchmark as this 

contributes to the interpretation of information. Internally discuss the county comparisons and 

decide on which countries to select for a ‘deep dive’. Additional desk research should be executed to 

select potential collaboration parties, interesting projects, and other relevant parties. The decision 

three indicates which sources serve as additional information sources. In case additional information 

is experienced to be useful, this can be added to the source checklist from Appendix 7 to increase its 

usefulness for future market exploration and selection cases. 

 

Entry phase 

After country selection an entry strategy can be formulated. The desk research performed in 

previous steps gathered information regarding relevant parties to meet. Prior to visiting a country 

read about business culture in a country, which is part of the gathered information in the research 

template. This will help preparing the approach of a meeting and will possibly increase success. It is 

also possible to use Skype Business for meetings, as this highly saves time and costs required. All 

relevant information gathered during the meetings can be added to the previously gathered 

information to create a more complete information overview. Local parties will have additional 

information regarding (upcoming) projects, other relevant parties, and local competitors for 

example. This will create a more clear overview of a country’s opportunities. 

 

Once the opportunities in a country are clear a strategy can be determined by selecting collaboration 

partners and projects to focus on. Additional research by EGM is required to determine the best 

collaboration strategy (e.g. establishment of joint venture, a local office, or company acquisitions). To 

increase the chance of success abroad local visibility using social media should be created. Input for 

this approach can be derived from a quick scan regarding social media used by relevant local parties. 

Furthermore, social media can be used to follow relevant parties and monitor opportunities based on 

their information. On Twitter, for example, accounts focused on tender updates, market 

developments or country opportunities can be followed to stay informed regarding the latest 

information. These parties, as well as important local platforms for visibility, need to be researched 

more elaborately by EGM as this will contribute to the decision of the business model required for 

international success and will increase the chances of foreign success. 

Evaluation phase  

Firstly, the usefulness of the suggested tools should be evaluated by applying it in for example other 

European countries or countries outside of Europe. Comparisons of the outcomes contribute to 

judge whether the usefulness of social media is unrelated to a country’s background. Furthermore, 

this approach needs to be evaluated every six months to ensure a successful process and outcome of 
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this approach in general. The process has already been experienced to be more effective and 

efficient in one case, however, the outcome cannot yet be fully evaluated at this point. In case this 

approach does not deliver the desired results, the decision tree and/or source checklist need to be 

adjusted with other sources. This step contributes to improving the usefulness of the designs, and 

thus a more successful market selection and entry outcome. Also other information sources or 

approaches suggested in this research can be considered to use additionally in order to improve 

effectivity and efficiency of the outcome in case required. This can for be the use of banks, or foreign 

students during an internship for example. Additionally, the popularity of social media platforms in 

general should be monitored. It is no guarantee that a currently popular platform still exists in five 

years. On the other hand, other platforms might be created to which users might switch. Evaluation 

and adjustments based on these developments can limit its effect on the usefulness of this research. 

Lastly, the necessity of local presence should be evaluated. In the control group cases it has been 

mentioned several times that local presence was appreciated by customers. Although, this might not 

be necessary using the suggested approach, evaluation might suggest consideration of a local office, 

a joint venture, or company acquisitions for example in case of disappointing outcomes. The required 

business model might also differ per country. It is for that reason recommended for EGM to research 

the required business model abroad as a follow up on this research. 

6.3 Validation and generalization 

 Input for the market research template and the market research checklist haven been 

validated internally. The current information and sources mentioned have been validated by applying 

it to the market research during the quasi-experiment. The acquired information was checked by 

company experts to ensure relevance and quality which contributed to the creation of a more 

effective and efficient information acquisition approach. As previously mentioned, the outcome 

cannot yet be completely judged as this is still an ongoing process. Effectivity and efficiency of the 

final outcome will be judged as described in the implementation plan. To validate whether foreign 

visibility activities are effective current numbers and locations of website visitors are saved. During 

the upcoming years data regarding these visitors will be requested several times, to check whether 

they increased and in which countries this increase can be seen. 

As the objective of this study was not only to create a more effective and efficient foreign 

market exploration process for EGM, but for professional service firms or companies in a B2B setting 

in general, the presented design tools can be customized for use by other companies. The suggested 

market research template (appendix 4) can be used by other companies after slight adjustments and 

additions. The information types per category need to be adjusted to relevant information for the 

specific field of the company in question. As a result, the used sources and search strings in the 

source checklist (Appendix 7) require slight adjustment as well. However, the information sources 

explained throughout this research can serve as a guideline in deciding how and where to use social 

media sources and traditional sources in order to maximize effectivity and efficiency. The decision 

tree also requires adjustments regarding the suggested information types, but they can be based on 

the adjusted market research template. The general steps in the decision tree, as well as the role of 

social media presented in this tool, will stay the same. The usefulness of the presented approach by a 

company in another field still requires validation, which can be part of future research.   
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7. Discussion  
The problem addressed in this research was the lack of success abroad by EGM due to the 

use of ineffective and inefficient traditional information sources. The main aim of this study was thus 

to design an effective and efficient approach to the new market selection process. Based on the 

literature review it was researched to which extent social media could replace ineffective and 

inefficient information sources that were suggested in literature. This addressed a literature gap, as 

the use of social media as an information source to support market decisions has not yet  been 

mentioned in the literature. The results of the quasi-experiment showed that the use of social media 

as an information source does increase effectivity and efficiency of acquiring market information. 

Effectivity was measured during this study by focusing on sources quality, relevance and 

completeness (Arslanagic-Kalajdzic & Zabkar, 2015). Efficiency was measured by taking into account 

time and costs required to use an information source (Stewart, 2009). Findings will be discussed in 

the following paragraph, followed by limitations, theoretical implications, managerial implications, 

and suggestions for future research. 

7.1 Discussion of findings 

 The main finding of this research was that social media could provide useful data to increase 

effectivity and efficiency of market entry decisions. During the quasi-experiment social media has 

shown to provide information that would not have been found as easy using a traditional source, and 

it has shown to solve problems that occurred in cases that used traditional sources. This experiment 

thus indicates the significant contribution of social media sources to improved effectivity and 

efficiency of the information acquisition process for market selection. However, not all social media 

platforms suggested in the article of Wu, Sun, & Tan (2013) have been experienced to be useful. 

Content-sharing sites, social networking sites, and collaborative projects contributed to providing 

relevant information. Furthermore, Mahajan (2015) complemented the types of social media 

platforms with forums, which have also been experienced as a useful information source. E-

commerce sites with user-generated content and virtual communities were not used during this 

research. This finding does not really contradict expectations or literature, as no claims were made in 

the literature suggesting these specific platforms to be a useful information source.  

 In the literature review the paper of Parveen et al. (2016) was used, which found that the use 

of social media contributes to lower costs, has a positive impact on information accessibility, and has 

a positive impact on improving customer relations. This finding was confirmed during this research as 

the use of social media during desk research limited costs as the use of social media is free of charge, 

and limited time required as the information acquisition process is relatively quick and interpretation 

of quality and usefulness can be done quickly due to the chronological order of data. The use of 

social media also increased access to information as it could provide information that could not be 

found using traditional sources. Furthermore, the use of social media requires limited amount of 

time to gather information, which thus improved efficiency of desk research. As a result of better 

desk research, social media contributed to limiting inefficiency and improving the effectivity of 

traditional sources and activities such as country visits, which were experienced to be inevitable in 

the foreign market exploration and selection process. The research by Parveen et al. (2016), 

however, was more focused on using social media to gather customer information in a B2C market. 
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Furthermore, their research did not cover how and when to use social media to acquire market 

information. The findings in this research thus complement their findings.  

 While it was found that social media sources did contribute to improved effectivity and 

efficiency of gathering market information, social media has been experienced to not reach this 

solely as it could not provide all required information, and was not always more quickly. Traditional 

sources thus cannot be completely replaced by social media sources. However, the use of social 

media limited the use of ineffective and inefficient traditional sources as suggested in the literature 

review. The traditional sources suggested to use in this study did not negatively influence 

information acquisition effectivity of efficiency due to careful selection of the used traditional 

sources, and the avoidance of inefficient traditional sources. This might seem to contradict findings 

from the literature review, however, the suggested downsides of traditional sources were limited by 

using social media. The combination of both types of sources was experienced to create a synergy in 

which the limitations of both types of sources regarding information availability or 

effectivity/efficiency were complemented by each other. For example, social media sources were 

experienced to be more suitable for finding the latest market developments as information is 

presented chronologically, which was more difficult to find using traditional sources. In those cases 

traditional sources could be used to find additional information. Furthermore, as explained 

previously the use of social media during desk research increased success of country visits and 

allowed it to be of short duration. In this way the problems related to traditional sources mentioned 

in literature regarding for example internet use and country visits by Cavusgil (1987) and Chaudhry & 

Alansari (2013) were not or less relevant, and the most effective and efficient approach was created. 

In some stages during desk research social media was experienced to have the role of an 

additional information source besides traditional sources. The added value of social media in this 

case was created by the consistent structure, clear layout, and chronological order of posts. 

Compared to some unstructured or unclear foreign websites this allowed finding desired information 

more quickly. Additionally, not all websites have an English version which could limit the possibility to 

find information. Social media platforms have an in-built translate option, in case information is not 

shared in English already. In this ways social media sources contributed to better understand 

information in a foreign language. 

 Patino et al. (2012) mentioned the possible problems related to social media information 

reliability. This finding was not confirmed during this research as information quality was not 

experienced to limit social media usefulness. Except for traditional sources acquired from 

governmental institutions or other well-known traditional source where reliability is guaranteed, no 

clear difference between social media information or traditional information reliability could be 

noticed. LinkedIn and Facebook pages used for example are owned by companies themselves and 

thus provide similar data quality compared to their website. When using Twitter, either a link to a 

traditional source was found or the Tweet itself was used. In the first case the writer of the Tweet 

was irrelevant, and quality or reliability was not influenced. When the Tweet itself was used, the 

owner of the account was known which contributed to judging reliability. Since only Tweets from 

trusted sources were experienced as useful, reliability was not an issue. Furthermore, Patino et al. 

(2012) mentioned in their article that not all markets and companies use social media similarly which 
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could possibly influence availability of information on social media. This statement could not be 

confirmed during this research in the field of an architectural firm like EGM. Information regarding 

the environment, the market, customers, and competitors could be (partly) acquired using social 

media. The market exploration approach suggested in this research can be generalized to other 

professional service firms or B2B companies. It might, however, be the case that companies outside 

the focus in this study might not benefit from social media data, or could experience social media to 

be used differently in their field. The suggested approach should be tested in other types of 

companies in order to judge whether the findings of Patino et al. (2012) have influence. 

 Besides the findings related to the usefulness of social media as an information source, this 

research provided insights in the importance of performing desk research as a first step in market 

exploration to support decision making. In the control group cases from the quasi-experiment it 

could be seen that multiple cases experienced difficulties caused by the lack of desk research. As a 

result, resources were spend on business development activities in markets that lacked 

opportunities. In the intervention group it was shown that more effective and efficient desk research 

prior to, for example, country visits was experienced as successful. Although desk research as a first 

step was mentioned in Cavusgil (1985) and Cavusgil (1987), it was not seen as the most important 

approach to information gathering. Other papers related to foreign market selection and foreign 

market entry have not mentioned the importance of effective and efficient desk research prior to 

follow up activities.  

There is thus a large role for social media in the desk research phase of foreign market 

exploration. Information gathered during this phase enables market selection decisions to be made 

while less resources are required. Whether the outcome of this approach is more effective and 

efficient needs to be judged in the upcoming period as mentioned in the implementation plan once 

additional country visits have taken place. Up until now the approach seems to contribute to a more 

successful outcome. Once a market selection decision has been made, follow up activities need to be 

performed in order to succeed abroad. Additional research needs to be performed as the use of 

social media to create visibility in the selected markets should be determined in order to increase the 

chances of foreign success. (Parveen et al., 2016)  

7.2 Limitations 

 Due to the limited time available to perform this research, several limitations need to be 

taken in to account. First of all, the time scope of this research does not allow to test the outcome of 

the suggested approach to market exploration, selection and market entry as follow up activities 

based on desk research are still ongoing at EGM. The process has been experienced to be more 

effective and efficient, but this is only of added value incase this results in foreign success. Secondly, 

limited time available also caused limitations related to the intervention group and control group of 

the quasi-experiment. In the intervention group, only markets within Europe were researched. 

Within these markets no large differences were experienced regarding the usefulness of social 

media, however, it might be the case that intercontinental differences exist that have not been taken 

into account. Furthermore, the suggested approach was not tested in an underdeveloped country. 

Although there are differences between Eastern-Europe and Norway, development differences in for 
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example African countries are larger. This might cause more noticeable influence as suggested in the 

paper of Patino et al. (2012). The control group consisted of five cases. Additional time would have 

allowed to either approach and interview more companies which could create additional insights in 

experiences and possible problems related to traditional sources. A survey could have been used to 

reach a larger number of companies and have more insights, however, this would lack information 

depth. 

 Besides limitations caused by the lack of time, several other limitations should be taken into 

account. As suggested by Patino et al. (2012), the usefulness of social media can differ in other 

markets or by companies in different fields. The use of social media during desk research was tested 

in the field of an architectural office, and generalized to professional service firms and B2B 

companies. Markets that are characterized by many customers and competitors, might experience 

this approach to be less useful. The usefulness in other markets needs to be tested in order to judge 

whether this is the case. Lastly, the suggested approach is based on social media platforms that are 

currently used by companies. The existence of these platforms in the future is no guarantee, which 

might influence the outcome of this research in the future. However, it is likely to assume that social 

media platforms in general are continued to be use for information sharing, either using the 

suggested platforms, or using new platforms that might gain increased popularity, and possible 

replace ‘old’ once, in the future. 

7.3 Theoretical implications 

 The findings in this research contribute to closing the research gap addressed in research. 

The literature gap addressed was the use of social media as an information source to support foreign 

market selection and entry decisions. This research has shown that social media can be used as an 

information source to gather relevant information and supports market selection decisions more 

effectively and efficiently than in case of only traditional source use. This research contributed to the 

literature by combining research about market selection and market exploration with research on 

information acquisition. Literature mostly failed to combine these topics. The findings in this 

research fills this gap as literature on required information along the market entry and selection 

process is now linked to the most effective and efficient sources to use. An additional literature gap 

was addressed by using social media as it was found during the literature review that papers related 

to information gathering in foreign markets and market selection decisions did not mention the use 

of social media as an information source. Foreign market selection literature benefits from this 

research as existing literature mostly failed to explain how to acquire information required to 

support decision making. Information acquisition literature benefits from this research as it has been 

shown that social media sources can replace the use of ineffective and inefficient traditional sources, 

as well as the best combination of sources to use. A more effective and efficient information 

acquisition process benefits the market exploration and selection process. 

 Besides closing the addressed research gaps, this research contributes to the literature in 

several additional ways. This research contributed to showing an approach to foreign market 

exploration, in which the ideal combination of information sources is suggested. The importance of 

effective and efficient desk research as a first step prior to follow up activities, which has not been 
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stressed in previous literature, became clear in the quasi-experiment case study. Furthermore, the 

required steps and activities before and after desk research have been mentioned in order to 

increase foreign success. Additionally, in the designs for EGM it  has been mentioned how to use the 

suggested sources in order to obtain the desired information. This research thus did not only explain 

the role of social media in foreign market research, but also mentioned the usefulness, required 

approach, and available types of information per social media platform. 

7.4 Managerial implications 

Next to theoretical implications, several managerial implications are relevant for both EGM 

and other companies that use the findings in this research. The findings presented are relevant to 

professional service companies, companies in B2B, or SMEs that want to pursue international 

ambitions, and would benefit of information acquisition prior to market entry decisions. Firstly, this 

research will contribute to approaching the desk research phase more structured which contributes 

to gathering more information within a shorter time period. This desk research will be guided by the 

suggested market research template and the sources mentioned. Due to the use of social media 

platforms as information sources, additional information can be taken into account in order to 

support market decision making. Secondly, insights in this research will contribute to create 

awareness regarding business development activities and expenditures in companies. This study 

showed that in case of no structured desk research money can be invested in unsuccessful business 

development, causing financial risk for a firm. The suggested desk research approach will contribute 

to the realization of carefully planning country visits and meetings. Beside this realization, the 

country visits are more likely to be effective in case of structured preparations and selection of 

parties to meet.  

7.5 Recommendations for future research 

Due to limited time available, several limitations, and additional research gaps found, there 

are several recommendations for future research related to social media as an information source in 

foreign market exploration and entry. Firstly, this research only focused on using social media to 

support market selection and entry decisions. Once this decision is made social media can contribute 

to foreign success by creating visibility in the selected markets. The required approach suitable for 

the company focus in this research should be addressed in future research. Secondly, as suggested by 

Patino et al. (2012), the approach to social media use can differ for other types of firms or markets. 

As this research took place in an architectural firm, and the control group consisted for professional 

service firms and B2B firms, the results might be influenced for other types of firms or markets. 

Future research needs to be performed in order to confirm whether or not the suggested approach 

implemented in other types of companies or markets influences the outcomes of this research. This 

future research should also include cases from firms outside of Europe, as possible differences 

related to social media usefulness in foreign markets might become visible.  

Thirdly, as a quasi-experiment in a short period of time causes several limitations, future 

research could include a longitudinal study with a quasi-experimental setup. Measurement after 

intervention would provide better insights regarding its effect on the outcome. Simultaneously the 

control group cases could be interviewed multiple times as several measurements would provide 
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insight regarding the traditional information sources and activities planned on the one hand, and on 

the other hand the duration and outcome of those activities. Current control group cases were based 

on previous examples from the case companies. Furthermore, a quasi-experiment could be 

performed in which the control group consists of a global survey as this would allow including input 

from other types of companies situated in different markets.  

A final suggestion for future research is by having several companies with internationalization 

ambitions that perform market exploration including the suggested social media source, and 

interview them afterwards regarding their experiences. This would provide additional insights 

regarding the usefulness of social media information for market decision making, and allows 

judgement of usefulness for different types of companies and markets. Furthermore, input can be 

gathered regarding whether different companies or markets show different preference for the social 

media platforms used.  
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Appendix 1 – Interview questions 
 

Interview questions focused on internal analysis within EGM. 

 

Waarom 

buitenland 

- Waarom zijn buitenlandse projecten zo belangrijk voor EGM?  

Informatie 

evaluatie 

-Wat voor informatie is belangrijk bij het beslissen of een land/stad interessant 

is? Welke bronnen gebruiken jullie hiervoor? 

-Wat zouden redenen kunnen zijn om niet in een bepaald land/bepaalde stad 

verder te gaan? Is cultuur belangrijk? 

-Hoe ging de selectie van een nieuw land/ nieuwe markt er tot nu toe aan toe? 

-Waar haalden jullie informatie vandaan bijvoorbeeld? 

Huidige kennis 

selectie landen 

-Wat is de huidige kennis over buitenlandse markten die ik ga onderzoeken 

binnen EGM? Is er al kennis of ervaring over oost Europese markten? (Hongarije, 

Polen, Roemenië, Tsjechië en Slowakije) 

-Wat weet je er zelf al van? 

Verloop 

buitenlands 

project 

-Hoe verloopt een buitenlands project? Met welke partijen is veel contact, moet 

er regelmatig naar dat land toegegaan worden, waar houdt het werk voor EGM 

op? 

-Wanneer in het project/ Waarvoor is de lokale architect van belang? 

-Verschil in publieke/private ziekenhuizen mbt project verloop? Geen tender in 

het geval van privaat? 

Rol ambassade -Wat kan een ambassade betekenen voor EGM wat betreft hulp? Heeft EGM vaak 

gebruik gemaakt van ambassades? Juist buitenlandse ambassade in Nederland of 

-Nederlandse ambassade in het buitenland? 

-Kan buitenlandse zaken wat betekenen voor buitenlandse projecten? 

-Handelsmissie? 

DHA -Hoe verloopt de samenwerking met DHA?  hoe ontstaan opdrachten? Wat 

bepaald dat een opdracht in samenwerking wordt uitgevoerd? Uiteindelijk is het 

toch juist beter om het alleen te doen (De Jong Gortemaker is eigenlijk ook 

concurrent)? 

-Is DHA belangrijk voor EGM? Hoe zal dit in de toekomst zijn? 

-Wat is de rol van DHA in buitenlandse/binnenlandse projecten? Hoe zal dit zich 

in de toekomst ontwikkelen? Waarom DHA voor Midden-Oosten, China, en 

Turkije? 

Overig -Wat kan een groot buitenlands project uiteindelijk opleveren voor EGM? 
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Interview questions focused on analysis within DHA. 

 

DHA - Kun je wat meer vertellen over je rol binnen DHA? 

- Waarom is DHA ontstaan? 

- Hoe zijn jullie, als Nederlands architectenbureau, in het buitenland terecht 

gekomen? 

- Is het een voordeel of een nadeel om een Nederlands/buitenland 

architectenbureau te zijn? 

- Zijn er nog veel kansen voor nieuwe ziekenhuizen in de landen waarin 

jullie met DHA actief zijn? 

Marktonderzoek - Hebben jullie marktonderzoek ondernomen voor het ‘betreden’ van een 

nieuw land? Zo ja, hoe hebben jullie dit aangepakt? 

- Tegen wat voor problemen lopen jullie aan tijdens marktonderzoek? Is het 

soms bijvoorbeeld lastig om de gewenste informatie te vinden? 

Taalbarrière?  

- Hoeveel tijd neemt zo een onderzoek ongeveer in beslag?  

- Verschilt het verloop van een marktonderzoek heel erg per land? 

Waardoor ontstaan die verschillen? 

Informatiebronnen - Wat zijn belangrijke informatiebronnen voor het verzamelen van 

marktinformatie en mogelijke kansen? 

- Leveren de informatiebronnen die je gebruikt alle informatie die je nodig 

hebt? Is het lastig om de juiste informatie te vinden? 

- Is alle informatie eenvoudig vindbaar/ te verkrijgen? Wat voor informatie 

is lastiger vindbaar? 

- Is alle informatie eenvoudig vindbaar/ te verkrijgen? Wat voor informatie 

is lastiger vindbaar? 

- Maken jullie wel eens gebruik van social media als informatiebron? 

Zaken doen in het 

buitenland 

- Wat voor connecties zijn cruciaal voor een buitenlands project? 

- Wat zijn de do’s en don’ts in het buitenland? 
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Interview questions focused on control group case analysis. Questions were slightly adjusted based on 

information available on the website of the case companies, to allow gathering more relevant 

information. 

Bedrijf - Kan je wat meer vertellen over Company X? 

- In welke landen is Company X onder andere actief? 

- Hebben jullie ook kantoren in deze landen? 
Aanleiding 

buitenland 

- Wat was de aanleiding om internationaal uit te breiden? Waarom niet alles 
vanuit Nederland? 

- Hoe werd besloten welke landen/gebieden interessant zijn om te betreden? 

- Verschillen buitenlandse markten heel erg van de Nederlandse markt? 
Tussen landen ook verschillen? 

- Hoe verloopt zo een internationalisatie? 

- Hoe wisten buitenlandse klanten jullie te vinden? 

Marktonderzoek - Heeft Company X van te voren marktonderzoek gedaan naar kansen en 
valkuilen in de gebieden waarin jullie actief zijn? Heeft Company X dit intern 
aangepakt, of is dit door een externe partij uitgevoerd? 

- Wat voor informatie was hierbij vooral van belang? 

- Hoe werd benodigde marktinformatie verzameld? (Door desk research, 
lokale connecties, surveys, lokaal bezoek, handelsmissie etc.) 

- Heeft de verkenningsfase veel tijd in beslag genomen? Zo ja, wat 
veroorzaakte dit voornamelijk? 

- Heeft u verder nog moeilijkheden ervaren gedurende de 
marktverkenningsfase? (Denk bijvoorbeeld aan lastig vindbare of lage 
kwaliteit informatie, niet de juiste contactpersonen etc.) 

Informatie- / 

hulpbronnen 

- Wat zijn voor Company X belangrijke informatiebronnen geweest tijdens de 
marktverkenning? Of zijn er bepaalde factoren die een kansrijk gebied 
kenmerkt? 

- Leveren de informatiebronnen die je gebruikt alle informatie die je nodig 
hebt? Is het lastig om de juiste informatie te vinden? 

- Wat voor connecties/personen zijn belangrijk tijdens de 
marktverkenningsfase? (Denk bijvoorbeeld aan ambassades) 

Ambassade  - Maken jullie ook wel eens gebruik van ambassades? 

- Zo ja, waarvoor? 

Achteraf  - Merkt u veel verschillen in buitenlandse markten in vergelijking met 
Nederland? Zo ja, wat veroorzaakt dit? 

- Hebben jullie wel eens ervaren dat een land/markt achteraf niet zo kansrijk 
is al van te voren gedacht werd? 

- Is Company X in het buitenland tegen onverwachte situaties of problemen 
gelopen, die voorkomen hadden kunnen worden door vooraf 
marktonderzoek te doen? Indien ja, hoe had Company X dit anders aan 
kunnen pakken? 

- Zijn jullie momenteel naar kansen in nieuwe landen aan het kijken? 
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Appendix 2 – Coding tree 
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Appendix 3 – Interview quotes 
Tabel 12 - Interview quotes DHA 

Category Code Text 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

Want die opdrachtgever in China wilde persé een Nederlands 

architectenbureau, dus die wilde een soort selectie doen tussen 

Nederlandse bureaus. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Waarom belangrijk Het voordeel is dat ze meestal wel het idee hebben dat in Nederland alles 

beter is. Dat is een soort van uitgangspunt als het ware. Je wordt wel om je 

deskundigheid gevraagd 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Maar je hebt wel een enorm nadeel ten opzicht van plaatselijke bureaus dat 

je niks van de regelgeving weet, niks van plaatselijke gebruiken, vaak ken je 

ook de taal niet, dus je kan heel snel heel erg de mist ingaan. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Betrokken partijen Ja, altijd. Het business model is gewoon: wij doen het conceptuele brengen 

de kennis in die we in Nederland hebben, de plaatselijke architect moet 

zorgen voor de hele opvolging. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties de plaatselijke architect moet zorgen voor de hele opvolging, praktische 

zaken, is op de hoogte van alle regelgeving van de locatie 

Effectiviteit Ineffectieve 

activiteiten 

We zijn er ook wel een aantal keren geweest met handelsmissies en 

contacten met plaatselijke partijen, met aannemers, met de regering en dat 

is eigenlijk allemaal op niks uitgelopen. En ik verwacht eigenlijk ook niet dat 

dat nog wat wordt. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

In de meeste landen zijn eerst handelsmissies waarbij je mee kunt gaan en 

contacten kunt leggen. Contacten die je dan legt zijn vaak met plaatselijke 

bureaus of ingenieurs bureaus die het zien zitten om met jou samen te 

werken. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties Voor ons is het belangrijk om in eerste instantie gewoon contact te maken 

met plaatselijke partijen die er iets in zien om met ons samen op te trekken. 

Effectieve 

bronnen 

Relevante 

informatie 

Ambassades zijn belangrijk, want die kunnen ons helpen als we in de 

problemen zitten. Die kunnen ook de eerste stap zetten om met de 

overheid contact te zoeken. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Desk research Ik heb nooit desk research gedaan 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

kost veel tijd Ja, het is allemaal een kwestie van een hele lange adem. Het kan echt jaren 

duren. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

agent Nouja goed ik denk dat een hele goede plaatselijke agent zou waarschijnlijk 

het beste werken. 

Externe partij Problemen Maar je weet vaak niet of je echt een goede te pakken hebt. 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

duur Dat is iemand die dan betaald wordt om voor jou werkt te verrichten, maar 

daar hebben we echt geen geld voor. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Desk research die betaal je dan om te kunnen zoeken op internet 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties of contact te kunnen leggen of bij mensen lang te kunnen gaan om ons te 

introduceren. 

Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Nee dat maakt echt niet uit, de aanpak is altijd hetzelfde. 
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Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Nederlanders zijn vaak gewend dat het heel duidelijk wordt gezegd of 

iemand iets niet wil, maar in het buitenland is het eigenlijk nooit zo. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Maar bijna in alle andere landen werkt het zo dan mensen bijna nooit 

rechtstreeks nee tegen je zeggen. Dat is altijd met een soort omweg dat je 

erachter moet komen dat ze niet zo geïnteresseerd zijn. Maar dat zullen ze 

nooit rechtstreeks zeggen uit een soort beleefdheid. En dat is iets waar we 

heel vaak intrappen. 

Effectiviteit Ineffectieve 

activiteiten 

Dat proberen we wel zoveel mogelijk te doen via videoconferentie. Maar 

dat werkt altijd minder goed dan ter plaatse te zijn 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Lokaal bezoek Dus uiteindelijk komt het er toch op neer dat als een opdracht loopt dat je 

heel regelmatig, eigenlijk elke twee weken wel, er iemand naartoe moet. 

Geen Gevolg Je moet meer betalen voor hetzelfde werkt wat je doet wat ook een Turkse 

architect kan doen. Of iemand uit een goedkoper land. Dus daarom lukt het 

ons in Turkije gewoon niet. Dat had je natuurlijk kunnen weten met 

voldoende marktonderzoek. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Achteraf Dus daarom lukt het ons in Turkije gewoon niet. Dat had je natuurlijk 

kunnen weten met voldoende marktonderzoek. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Achteraf Ze lopen daar dan toch nog steeds in ontwikkeling achter. Zij hebben 

onvoldoende architecten die op dat niveau opgeleid zijn. Dus daar heb je 

dat voordeel wel en dat had je eigenlijk allemaal kunnen weten met 

marktonderzoek. 

Landen Wel interessant Ontwikkelingen in de zorg is een hele belangrijke 

Landen Wel interessant economisch in ontwikkeling is, maar de kosten die ze aan gezondheidszorg 

besteden liggen veel lager dan in het westen, dan weet je eigenlijk al dat ze 

gaan investeren in ziekenhuizen. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Als je te maken hebt met corruptie dan kunnen we daar niet gaan werken. 

Of als je zou moeten betalen voor opdrachten, dat komt toch wel in een 

hoop landen voor. Daar kunnen we dan niks mee. Dus dan valt zo een land 

gewoon af 

Landen niet interessant ls je te maken hebt met corruptie dan kunnen we daar niet gaan werken 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Betrokken partijen Waar wij zelf gebruikt van gemaakt hebben zijn natuurlijk ambassades. Die 

verzamelen een hoop informatie en zijn ook heel erg bereidwillig om dat te 

achterhalen. 

Externe partij Ervaring externe 

partij 

Dus die kunnen ook echt gericht dingen voor je uit gaan zoeken. Dus dat is 

dan eigenlijk ook gewoon gratis. 

Externe partij Ervaring externe 

partij 

Het andere waar wij heel veel aan gehad hebben is Task Force Health Care. 

Dat is een initiatief van het ministerie van economische zaken, om 

Nederlandse bedrijven die in de gezondheidszorg actief zijn gebundeld in 

het buitenland kansen te geven. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties En het voordeel van die TFHC is dus dat je al die bedrijven leert kennen. 

Dan kan je dus ook eens gaan praten met iemand die al in zo een land 

werkt om er een beetje achter te komen hoe ze dat ervaren en waar je dan 

zou kunnen zijn. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Waarom belangrijk Naar het buitenland gaan is voor EGM belangrijk omdat er niet voldoende 

werk is in NL. 
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Landen Wel interessant Wel alleen naar landen waar het werk van een buitenlandse architect wordt 

gerespecteerd 

Landen Wel interessant een buitenlandse architect geweldig 

Landen Wel interessant levensstandaard aan het toenemen is 

Landen Wel interessant Een dictatuur is voor een architectenbureau eigenlijk juist goed, omdat dat 

inhoud dat de besluitvorming over zulke processen heel anders gaat en er 

veel geld besteed wordt aan dure luxe gebouwen 

Landen niet interessant Austrialë of Amerika heb je als Nederlands architecten bureau niks te 

zoeken. 

Landen Wel interessant Het is belangrijk dat er in een land netjes kunt bouwen. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

Tijdens een buitenlandsproject zijn ze tot nu toe altijd gewoon direct 

gevraagd bij EGM. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Ambassade was vroeger zelfstandig en deden niet zoveel. Nu de laatste vijf 

jaar zijn ze steeds meer een service middel. Ze tonen steeds meer actief om 

bereid te zijn om te helpen bij het zoeken naar kansen en connecties. Ze 

kunnen opdrachtgevers regelen, financiële middelen leveren, en vooral 

contacten leggen met lokale partijen. 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Beperkte 

kennis/ervaring 

EGM heeft altijd weinig gebruik gemaakt van ambassades, omdat hun 

kennis wat betreft gezondheidszorg erg kan verschillen per ambassade. 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

duur EGM heeft wel gebruik gemaakt van handelsmissies (via DHA). Ze kosten 

alleen erg veel tijd en geld. 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Kwaliteit informatie 

laag/onbetrouwbaar 

Agents kunnen ook goed zijn, alleen ze kunnen erg opportunistisch zijn. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Betrokken partijen De samenwerking met DHA is erg lastig omdat het conflicten kan opleveren. 

De samenwerking is ooit ontstaan vanuit een vraag naar een ziekenhuis 

vanuit China 

Effectiviteit Ineffectieve 

activiteiten 

werd DHA opgericht (wat niks meer is dan een label). Hierin kan samen dus 

ook het risico gedeeld worden. In de afgelopen jaren is daar heel veel geld 

en tijd ingestoken, maar heeft het eigenlijk vrij weinig resultaat gebracht. 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring In DHA is veel aan business development gedaan. 

Zelf uitgevoerd Problemen/nadelen Dat brengt enkele risico's met zich mee. Het kan uiteindelijk niks opleveren, 

terwijl er veel geld en tijd in is gestoken. Als je te weinig werk hebt kan je 

geen acquisities doen, dan is het niet mogelijk om naar een locatie te gaan. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties zodat je al contacten kan leggen en jezelf al bekend kan maken 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Via de 'eerlijke' weg maak je weinig kans, omdat er vaak ook corruptie is. Je 

zou bijvoorbeeld zelfs direct een directie van het ziekenhuis kunnen 

benaderen voor wat te regelen valt. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties Andere partijen in de gezondheidszorg, de geen architect zijn, zijn ook 

handige partijen om eens connecties te zoeken. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan een 

Siemens of General electric. 

Landen Wel interessant vraag is naar nieuwe ziekenhuizen en achterstand is qua kennis. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

Projecten die tot nu toe door EGM in het buitenland zijn uitgevoerd zijn 

ontstaan door puur toeval door buitenlandse contacten. 
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The table below provides the quotes from interviewees from the external control group 

companies. 

Tabel 13 - Interview quotes control group cases 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties waarbij je een land binnengaat met behulp van iemand anders. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Zelf een land betreden is veel te tijdrovend 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Beperkte 

kennis/ervaring 

Ambassades zijn niet echt handig. Ze hebben beperkte kennis van het 

vakgebied. En focussen zich vooral op de culturele kant van het vak. 

Externe partij Ervaring externe 

partij 

DHA was vooral in het begin belangrijk, zij deden echt aan business 

development in het buitenland, wat EGM niet deed. 

Externe partij Problemen Na alle samenwerking met DHA leverde het wel een lijst aan 

gecompliceerde factoren op.  

Landen Wel interessant Het belangrijkste is echt om na te gaan waar EGM waarde toe kan voegen. 

Landen niet interessant Verder ook goed om te kijken naar de bouwcultuur. Bijvoorbeeld in Turkije 

kijken ze niet zo nauw naar de uitvoering van de bouw. 

Landen niet interessant Bij het bouwen van een simpeler ziekenhuis om aan de vraag te voldoen 

van de opdrachtgever ga je het niet winnen van lokale architecten, want zij 

spreken de talen, kennen de manier van bouwen en weten de regels 

Landen Wel interessant zorgt het zijn van een buitenlandse architect wel voor aanzien, zeker in de 

private sector, plus het zorgt voor vertrouwen. 

Category Code Quote 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/ 

vestiging 

Hoe ontstaan/ 

aanleiding 

Wij hadden al een aantal Amerikaanse klanten. Die hebben aangegeven dat 

op het moment dat je meer wilt verkopen in Amerika en om daar te 

groeien, dan zou het verstandig zijn om bij de grote klanten een vestiging te 

openen waarin wij eigen verkopers hebben, maar waarin wij ook eigen 

techneuten hebben 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring Ik heb dat in eerste instantie samen gedaan met de commercieel directeur 

en de manager die verantwoordelijk was voor onze grote Amerikaanse 

klanten. 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring We hebben eerst uiteraard een hoop vakbladen gelezen. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Dus een aantal jaren zijn hier aan vooraf gegaan door het bezoeken van 

bijeenkomsten, overleg met advocaten, bezoeken bij de metaalunie (waar 

ook landen zijn die een vestiging hebben), maar met name ook de 

Rabobank 

Effectieve 

bronnen 

Relevante 

informatie 

maar met name ook de Rabobank heeft mij op het goede spoor gezet in 

Amerika door te zorgen voor goede contacten met een advocaat, door te 

zorgen voor goede contacten met een lokale bank. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties door te zorgen voor goede contacten met een lokale bank 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring Plus dat we natuurlijk daar terplekke ook onderzoeken gedaan hebben over 

hoe de markt is 

Marktonderzoek Desk research onderzoeken gedaan hebben over hoe de markt is 
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tools 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

kost veel tijd Ja dan moet je toch wel rekenen op een jaar of twee. 

Effectieve 

bronnen 

Relevante 

informatie 

Met name het bezoeken van grote evenementen hebben wij gebruikt als 

informatiebronnen. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Dus we hebben ook een aantal klanten van de Rabobank bezocht die al een 

vestiging in Amerika hadden. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Een heel simpel voorbeeld het openen van een bankrekening. 

Normaalgesproken als je een bankrekening wilt openen dan ga je naar 

internet en kan je bankrekeningen openen zoveel als je wilt. In Amerika is 

dat wat anders. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Ambassade Ja we hebben gebruik gemaakt van de Nederlandse ambassade. 

Efficiënte 

activiteiten 

Goedkoop En op dit moment maken wij gebruik van een college in de plaats waar wij 

zitten in Amerika. En die college kan zorgen voor studenten die bij ons 

komen leren, maar ook lokale subsidies waar we dan gebruik van kunnen 

maken. Maar ook marktonderzoeken die je dan kunt uit laten voeren door 

de studenten van dat college. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Dat zijn we nu aan het onderzoeken, van hoe zouden wij op die markt 

kunnen intreden. En dan is dat heel goed om met een Amerikaanse student 

te doen die weet hoe dat werkt in Amerika. 

Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Ja, het grootste en het belangrijkste verschil bij een Amerikaan is dat men 

het liefst bij een Amerikaan koopt 

Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Wat wij heel sterk zien is dat een Amerikaans bedrijf iets bestelt, wilt hij het 

ook direct hebben. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Achteraf Onze levertijd om een product te maken is circa vier weken en een 

Amerikaan wilt daar niet op wachten.. Dus het moet echt uit voorraad 

leverbaar zijn. En dat is wel een van de punten die wij vooraf niet wisten en 

waar we ook wel tegenaanlopen nu we groeien. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

Wij werken met dealers en we werken met fabrikanten, dus onze 

producten worden bijvoorbeeld verkocht aan een fabrikant in Finland 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Lokaal bezoek Wij helpen ze door collectief op bezoek te gaan, dus vaak gaan je dan met 

bedrijven op reis naar een bepaald land of gebied om daar bedrijven in 

contact te brengen met de juiste personen. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Beurzen En wat we bijvoorbeeld ook organiseren zijn de paviljoenen op grote 

medische beurzen over de hele wereld 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Desk research We hebben heel veel marktinformatie over verschillende landen, die delen 

we met onze achterban. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Survey Wij doen elk jaar een onderzoek bij onze achterban om te kijken in welke 

landen zij geïnteresseerd zijn. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Betrokken partijen Of er is interesse in Nederland of er gebeuren heel veel interessante 

dingen, dat kan zo een post, een ambassade of een consulaat of een 

Netherlands Business Support dan aangeven. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Zeker, dat kan bij een handelsmissie op een hele verschillende manier. Het 

is  vaak het begin van een relatie. 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

kost veel tijd Daarom is het soms ook lastig om te zeggen wat er nou uit zo een missie 

komt, want als jij contact hebt tijdens zo een handelsmissie en drie jaar 
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later komt er een contract uit, dan zullen heel weinig mensen zich 

herinneren dat het eerste contact is gelegd is tijdens die missie. 

Effectiviteit Ineffectieve 

activiteiten 

soms ook lastig om te zeggen wat er nou uit zo een missie komt 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring Ja, marktonderzoek doen we zelf voor een groot gedeelte. 

Externe partij Ervaring externe 

partij 

Dat doen we wel vaak samen met een lokale partij. 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring Dat doen we niet voor heel veel landen, maar tegenwoordig wel voor 

steeds meer landen. 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

kost veel tijd en echte fact-finding, dus echt daar aanwezig zijn voor een bepaalde 

periode en daar dan ontzettend veel mensen spreken 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Incomplete 

informatie 

Dat is lastig. Het is altijd wisselend. Je weet natuurlijk nooit waar je achter 

komt en ik denk dat het juist heel goed is om daar met een vrij open blik op 

in te gaan 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Incomplete 

informatie 

Er zijn natuurlijk altijd dingen die je misschien niet zo goed in kaart hebt 

kunnen brengen of minder in kaart hebt kunnen brengen 

Effectieve 

bronnen 

Relevante 

informatie 

maar uiteindelijk is ons succes bepaald door of een organisatie in Nederland 

zeggen dat het interessante informatie is waar ze wat mee kunnen. Als het 

dus echt 'actionable information' oplevert, oftewel hier kunnen ze iets mee 

ondernemen. 

Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Zeker. We hebben een aantal marktonderzoeken gedaan. De meest recente 

is naar Noorwegen, Denemarken en Zweden. Maar daarvoor hebben wij 

ook aan marketing gedaan in Kenia. Dat soort landen kun je niet 

vergelijken. 

Zelf uitgevoerd Problemen/nadelen Daar loop je tegen hele verschillende problemen aan. In Kenia is de 

infrastructuur veel minder, maar ook de infrastructuur qua internet en van 

alles en nog wat is dan gewoon minder. 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Kwaliteit informatie 

laag/onbetrouwbaar 

maar ook de infrastructuur qua internet en van alles en nog wat is dan 

gewoon minder. Het is dan gewoon lastig om alles zo goed mogelijk te 

stroomlijnen 

Landen Wel interessant En ook cultuur speelt natuurlijk mee: hoe makkelijk is het om ergens een 

afspraak te krijgen bijvoorbeeld, hoe kom je met de juiste mensen aan tafel 

te zitten. 

Externe partij Problemen Dat is altijd weer de vraag en toch ook afhankelijk van de lokale partner 

waar je mee samenwerkt 

Externe partij Problemen Dat is dan ook wel een lastig traject om te vinden van wie is nou goed om te 

gebruiken als lokale persoon. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Je hebt iemand nodig die het systeem kent of meer het netwerk heeft en 

dan ga je er samen heen en probeer je zoveel mogelijk goede afspraken te 

hebben. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Connecties Nee zeker niet, ambassades zijn daarin zeker belangrijk. Maar ook 

consulaten en NBSOs. Maar die zijn niet overal ter wereld, en natuurlijk ook 

niet elk land heeft een ambassade, het merendeel wel, maar een 

ambassade moet ook maar net gefocust zijn op life sciences & health 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Beperkte 

kennis/ervaring 

maar een ambassade moet ook maar net gefocust zijn op life sciences & 

health. Niet alle ambassades zijn dat of hebben het niet als prioriteit 

Effectieve 

bronnen 

Relevante 

informatie 

Veel ambassades kunnen wel meedenken en zijn vaak erg goed helpen in 

het vinden van een aantal juiste personen 
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Effectieve 

bronnen 

Hoge kwaliteit 

informatie 

We gebruiken bijvoorbeeld ESTICOM rapporten 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

duur maar daar betaal je echt veel geld voor, dus dat zijn geen open source 

bronnen. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Desk research Maar ook gewoon heel simpel desk research om te kijken hoe een 

healthcare systeem eruit ziet in een land. Dan kun je logischerwijs zien wat 

de partijen zijn die je wilt spreken. Als dat dan lastig is heb je lokaal iemand 

nodig die wat meer context kan leveren. Dan kun je zeggen wie wel en niet 

interessant zijn. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Als dat dan lastig is heb je lokaal iemand nodig die wat meer context kan 

leveren. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

Wij reizen naar de klant toe en hebben geen permanente locaties nodig, 

tenzij daar een bepaalde rede toe is. Wij 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Achteraf Toen dachten wij van we zetten een kantoor op in Maleisië waar voldoende 

engineering capaciteit is, dan leiden we die mensen op en hebben we 

daarbij ook nog een kostenvoordeel. Dat bleek helemaal niet zo te zijn want 

het was waardeloos, en er bleek toch veel expat, dat is Nederlandse 

begeleiding, nodig te zijn. Dus het totaal van efficiacy en dure buitenlanders 

leidde ertoe dat het niks goedkoper was. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

Je hebt wel eens projectlocaties. Op de website staan wel veel locaties, 

maar soms is dat niet meer dan een agent. Soms is het een kleine sales 

office met een of twee man en een secretaresse, omdat je dicht bij je 

klanten wilt zitten en met veel tijdverschil zit.  

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Waarom belangrijk omdat je dicht bij je klanten wilt zitten en met veel tijdverschil zit 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

Als wij iets moeten bouwen dan gaan we naar Abu Dhabi of China of 

Singapore of Turkije of Zuid-Amerika, wat nodig is en logistiek het meest 

gunstig is en waar de juiste competenties zijn. Daar laten wij bouwen.  Dan 

heb je dus wel een tijdelijke vestiging in een land voor een jaar of anderhalf 

jaar. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

de wereld is onze markt 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Lokaal bezoek Dan gaan we daar langs, of we nodigen ze hier uit. 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Beperkte 

kennis/ervaring 

Een agent laten we ook vaak onze agenten doen, die laten we een beetje 

aan de oppervlakte want dat zijn nooit superspecialisten. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

We doen betaalde en soms onbetaalde studies voor klanten om opdrachten 

van ze te krijgen, waardoor we onze technologie in een vroeg stadium al 

aan ze duidelijk kunnen maken en we hopen dat ze onze technologie ook 

dermate interessant vinden dat we straks in de aanbiedinsfase al een 

streepje voor hebben. 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring Ja je doet weldegelijk marktonderzoeken 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring Het is veel meer gericht op welke ontwikkelingen vinden plaats in een land. 

Landen niet interessant omdat het bijvoorbeeld een hele lage technologie is. 

Landen Wel interessant Maar als het wel zichtbaar bij ons past, dan gaan we kijken naar wat de 
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cultuur is, de zakelijke cultuur, moet ik de klant benaderen daar. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Betrokken partijen Je moet dan een agent selecteren en die agent neemt je mee op sleeptouw 

en dan kun je je verhaal doen of je studies aanbieden of zorgen om weer 

een studie te krijgen en zo onderzoek je dat. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Niet alle landen hebben een hele eerlijke betaalorganiteit. Dat moet je 

allemaal weten voor dat je gaat aanbieden, om je daartegen in te dekken. 

En het zou best kunnen dat onze eisen zo streng zijn dat we het project niet 

krijgen, maar dat moet dan maar zo zijn. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Desk research Veel desk research natuurlijk 

Effectieve 

bronnen 

Hoge kwaliteit 

informatie 

In onze industrie heb je natuurlijk een scala aan informatiebronnen. Er zijn 

heel veel publicaties. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Beurzen Maar ook trade shows, beurzen waar je heen kan gaan. 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

duur / kost veel tijd Handelsmissies, met alle respect, dat zijn meestal feestmissies, daar sta je 

elke keer met knakkers van dezelfde bedrijven en ene minister die dan ook 

een dagje komt. Echt te erg hoor en daar betaal je klauwen met geld voor. 

Mensen zijn twee weken achter elkaar weg en er wordt alleen maar 

gefeest. Dan mag je lokaal een minister een hand schudden, maar die zijn 

vaak niet heel erg specifiek. Mensen zeggen altijd god wat nuttig, maar ik 

heb nog nooit 1 nuttig iets ervan gezien. Het zijn altijd de verkeerde 

mensen die de verkeerde contacten hebben, die praten met de verkeerde 

mensen. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Desk research voldoet voldoende om een startpunt te hebben. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Betrokken partijen dan gaan wij een agent zoeken óf potentiele agent benaderen ons. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Tegenwoordig moet je heel erg op die anti-bribary en corruptie letten. Zo 

een agent krijg je soms ook aangeraden. Maar als je die hebt gelokaliseerd 

moet je dus wel kijken of het iets is want anders heb je echt een probleem. 

Efficiënte 

activiteiten 

Kost weinig 

tijd/versnelt proces 

En dan is het een aanzienlijke hulp in zo een land. Ze kennen de cultuur, ze 

kennen de mensen, ze kennen de weg daar. Want anders sta je in zo een 

land echt helemaal voor jan joker. Dus in heel veel landen heb je wel een 

contactpersoon nodig. 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

kost veel tijd Wij kunnen ons niet veroorloven om in elk land een kantoor  te hebben en 

misschien twintig jaar te moeten wachten tot er weer eens een project 

komt en overal maar mensen neer planten. 

Inefficiënte 

activiteiten 

duur Dat kost bakken met geld en soms gebeurt er niks 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Beperkte 

kennis/ervaring 

Ja we maken gebruik van ambassades, maar alles op een B-niveau. 

Ineffectieve 

bronnen 

Beperkte 

kennis/ervaring 

Maar we merken al heel snel dat ze op een hoog abstractieniveau zitten en 

zodra het iets wat specialistischer wordt dan weten ze echt te weinig van je 

vak af. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Ambassade Maar het is wel iets nuttiger dan de handelsmissies in onze ervaring. 

Inefficiënte duur Dan zetten we vervolgens dat systeem op met een agent. Dat kan dus jaren 
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activiteiten duren, soms komt er nooit wat uit. Je moet natuurlijk je hand ook een 

beetje op de knip houden daarbij 

Landen niet interessant in het Midden-Oosten en Afrika, daar is de ene revolutie naar de andere en 

wisselen de machthebbers en decisionmakers regelmatig. Dus dat zijn op 

zich ook weer factoren die een project de nek om kunnen draaien. Of on 

hold kunnen zetten voor jaren. Voorspelbaarheid is heel klein. 

Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Ja, met name als je in China zit bijvoorbeeld daar heb je echt 'China first' en 

daar wil men wel met je werken omdat ze je technologie nodig hebben.  

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Achteraf Een land als Syrië heeft bijvoorbeeld heel veel te bieden en we hebben 

jarenlang daar aangeboden en nooit wat gekregen, en toen bleek toch dan 

ons relatienetwerk niet goed genoeg was of dat sommige partijen er 

relaties op nahielden die niet door de beugel konden. Dat was allemaal 

redelijk onzichtbaar.  

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Achteraf Negeria, Ghana, Angola daar kan je dat soort praktijken veel meer 

verwachten. Je gaat daar heel ambitieus een markt in, maar het kan wel 

eens tegenvallen, omdat jij niet dat soort risico's wenst te lopen. 

Landen Wel interessant Er zijn wel meer ontwikkelingen waardoor onzuivere landen ineens 

systemen ontwikkelen waardoor je weer wel interessant kunt aanbieden in 

een equal playing ground. 

Landen niet interessant Maar als je in Myanmar gaat aanbieden, dan moet je bewapend zijn. Die  

mensen denken nog dat het oude spelletje is. Van betaal maar en dan heb 

je het werk. Wij vinden die strenge procedures zeer welkom. Maar 

concurrenten uit Azië die toch iets ander normbesef dan wij hebben en tot 

dingen bereid zijn, dan ga je daar niet een hoop geld aan besteden aan een 

markt waarin je toch geen enkele kans hebt. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

We zijn gegroeid door overnames, we hebben bijna twintig overnames 

gedaan de afgelopen jaren 

Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Je ziet wel dat bepaalde producten heel erg op Nederland georiënteerd zijn. 

Die worden dan weer wat minder verkocht in het buitenland. Het is voor de 

salesmensen ook wel een andere manier van zakendoen. 

Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Cultuur verschilt ook wel. Je ziet dat andere culturen zoals bijvoorbeeld de 

Engelse cultuur of de Zuid-Afrikaanse cultuur wat hiërarchischer is. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Waarom belangrijk Je merkt dat lokale aanwezigheid wel gewaardeerd wordt door klanten. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

Sommige marktbarrières heb je, je hebt bepaalde markten waar klanten 

heel moeilijk wisselen en dan kan het interessanter zijn om marktaandeel te 

verkrijgen via overnames dan via organische groei (via marketing en sales) 

Geen Reden Van marktonderzoek wordt eigenlijk gewoon vrij beperkt gebruik gemaakt. 

Geen Reden Er zijn dus wel bepaalde indicatoren die we in de gaten houden, maar niet 

heel intensief. We gebruiken vooral gut feeling als we kans zien in bepaalde 

markten. Die kansen worden dan meestal gekozen door de key managers. 

Landen Verschil met 

Nederland 

Stel je voor je zou naar Amerika gaan, zonder locatie daar te hebben, 

zouden ze je als Europees bedrijf zien. Terwijl als je daar een nieuwe 

vestiging opent zien ze je als Amerikaans bedrijf. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

Moeilijkheden Dus het is wel belangrijk om van te voren te weten hoe ze in een bepaald 

land zaken doen. Ook culturen verschillen enorm. 
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project/vestiging 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Hoe 

ontstaan/aanleiding 

En als we overnames doen, doen we dat meestal in landen waar we nog 

relatief weinig klanten hebben, dus waar we nog kunnen groeien. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Betrokken partijen Wat we ook vaak doen is bijvoorbeeld net als in Engeland, daar hebben we 

eerst een salesteam gezet. Toen hebben we daar een overname gedaan en 

dat team erin geschoven zeg maar. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Lokaal bezoek Voor ons is het een strategie om daar eerst een paar mensen te zetten, net 

als in China, en als mensen eenmaal hun plek hebben gevonden dan ga je 

kijken hoe je je sales aantallen kan vergroten. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Nou in China heb je de 'Chinese wall' dan moet je je servers echt helemaal 

in China zetten, dan heb je eigenlijk gewoon heel je bedrijf gekopieerd naar 

China. Informatie met betrekking tot dat soort zaken wordt gewoon op de 

juiste niveaus bekeken. 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Ambassade Op dat vlak niet, of in ieder geval volgens mij redelijk beperkt 

Marktonderzoek 

tools 

Beurzen Maar wij organiseren wel mobile convention evenement en daarbij hebben 

we wel samengewerkt met de Franse Ambassade en volgens mij hebben we 

dat in Zuid-Afrika ook gedaan. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Achteraf Ja we hebben wel ervaren in sommige landen dat de markt minder kansrijk 

is dan verwacht. Dat de salesmensen niet uit de verf kunnen bijvoorbeeld. 

Of dat de synergie meevalt. Of organisatiecultuur toch wel lastig te 

veranderen is in het geval van een overname. 

Geen Gevolg we hebben wel ervaren in sommige landen dat de markt minder kansrijk is 

dan verwacht. 

Effectiviteit Ineffectieve 

activiteiten 

Dat de salesmensen niet uit de verf kunnen bijvoorbeeld. Of dat de synergie 

meevalt. Of organisatiecultuur toch wel lastig te veranderen is in het geval 

van een overname. 

Ervaring 

buitenlands 

project/vestiging 

Moeilijkheden Als je een kantoor open, moet je natuurlijk ook eerst nog de juiste mensen 

vinden die met elkaar kunnen samenwerken. Er zijn best wel veel dingen je 

dan ineens allemaal vanaf nul moet regelen. Dat is ook af en toe wel 

spannend. 

Zelf uitgevoerd Ervaring Vooral accountmanagement in het begin, sales, en de markt in kaart 

brengen. Kijken wat de belangrijke gebieden zijn en klanten zijn, om daar 

dan op te kunnen focussen. 

Effectieve 

bronnen 

Relevante 

informatie 

Wij maken de keuze voor een markt wat minder op data, maar echt met gut 

feeling en marktcijfers van ons zelf om te kijken of daar kansen liggen. Via 

klanten dus ook. 

Effectiviteit Ineffectieve 

activiteiten 

Handelsmissies daar maken we geen gebruik van. 

Effectiviteit Effectieve 

activiteiten 

De mobile convention evenementen die we organiseren zijn eigenlijk een 

soort reizend sales circus. Dat gaat naar verschillende landen. En dan 

proberen we dat lokale bedrijven aanhaken, dan kan het weer exposie 

opleveren of sales. Wij nodigen dan zelf bedrijven uit om daar te spreken. 
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Appendix 4 – Market research template 

 Type of information Obtained 

information 

Source 

  
Source effectiveness 

/ efficiency 

comment 

Environment Population growth    

 Ageing    

 (Business) culture     

 Corruption    

 EU money availability    

 Interesting cities     

 Income levels    

Market Private healthcare 

expenditure 

   

 Public healthcare 

expenditure 

   

 Construction quality    

 Construction market growth    

 GDP    

 CAGR of GDP      

 Upcoming plans    

 Recently finished projects    

 Healthcare system    

 Quality of healthcare    

 Medical tourism    

 Public/private ratio    

 State of current hospitals    

 Public hospitals    

 Private healthcare    

 Private hospitals    

Customers Government    

 Private healthcare provider    

 Architects without 

healthcare knowledge 

   

 English speaking skills    

 Location     

 Budget     

Competitors Local architects with 

healthcare knowledge 

   

 Foreign architects active in 

this country with healthcare 

knowledge 

   

 Foreign architects active in 

Europe with healthcare 

knowledge 
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Appendix 5 – Complete control group cases 

Case 1: EGM and DHA 

The first case consist of an internal case of EGM, which include collaboration in foreign 

projects with DHA. Their approach to acquisition of foreign projects, information required during this 

process, experienced difficulties, and used information sources will be discussed in the following 

sections. 

International project experience at EGM 

EGM has mainly been active abroad through their joint venture, DHA, up until now. In this 

section these experiences with DHA will be explained first. This is followed by an elaboration on what 

types of information they have experienced to be relevant when undertaking foreign projects. The 

last section mentions difficulties and problems that were encountered abroad, which contributes to 

determining what relevant information needs to be gathered during market exploration. 

DHA 

Up until a few years ago, EGM has only been active in the Dutch market. The Dutch 

healthcare marked provided a large number of opportunities, enabling EGM to grow as a healthcare 

specialist. They had no intention to internationalize their services at that time. Several foreign 

projects ‘accidently’ occurred through contacts or by being directly approached by a foreign client. 

EGM’s first international project took place in China. Both EGM and De Jong Gortemaker Algra were 

approached directly by a Chinese client with the request to design a new hospital. Undertaking this 

project solely was too risky. Both companies wanted to distances those risks from their own 

company which led to the creation of a joint venture ‘Dutch Health Architects’, under which they 

collaborated in this project. In a foreign projects it is common to collaborate with a local architect. 

These local architects usually lack healthcare knowledge, and thus references to participate in a 

tender themselves, but do have knowledge regarding local regulations and enable local 

communication. Without such a collaboration partner entering a foreign market would be too time 

consuming and too complicated. Besides this, a local representative allows not being physically 

present throughout the entire project. It is, however, not easy to find the right architect to 

collaborate with. Gathering information regarding local architects upfront is thus very valuable 

information. 

 

After the Chinese project DHA aspired to continue its existence. They have been actively 

engaged in business development activities including trade missions from 2010 until 2016. A focus 

area was defined upfront, to have a specific focus during business development and prevent conflicts 

within DHA, as both parties are actually competitors. Within DHA this focus area includes China, the 

Middle-East and Turkey. EGM has never actively undertaken business development activities outside 

of DHA, due to the Dutch market offering enough opportunities. However, the Dutch healthcare 

market is saturated which causes a lack of large healthcare projects. Consequences of this situation 

would be limited if sufficient projects would be acquired within DHA. However, even though much 

time and money has been invested in business development in DHA, these activities have not been 
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very effective, as hardly any new projects came forward. Only recently a couple of projects were 

acquired through DHA, however, this were not the result of business development activities, but 

were the result of coincidental contacts as has been explained in the problem description. This prove 

the inefficiency and ineffectivity of current approach. Another difficulty regarding DHA is the fact 

that EGM collaborates with their biggest competitor on the Dutch healthcare market which creates 

various difficulties and inconveniences.  

Valuable information 

During these business development activities, as well as during the few foreign projects, EGM 

has gained some international project experience. This experience contributes as input for the 

market research that will be performed within this research, as for example their experience with 

embassies, difficulties abroad, and country/market characteristics of interesting markets, can guide 

the information searching process. Firstly, during several interviews with company experts it has 

been mentioned that finding out your added value for the client is the most important information. 

The client needs to be ambitious and willing to invest in Dutch quality. If this is not the case, EGM 

would not have any added value over local architects, who most work cheaper, and additional effort 

for project acquisition would be useless. Secondly, as mentioned previously, establishing connections 

has been experienced to be important in order to succeed abroad. Valuable contacts can either be 

local architects, contractors, private healthcare parties, embassies, agents etc. These connections can 

share valuable information, and can introduce EGM to the right parties which could increase the 

chances of succeeding abroad. 

 

Other insights that have been created during EGM’s international experience include country 

and market characteristics that indicate opportunities as well as characteristics that limit possibilities. 

Information regarding these characteristics needs to be gathered during market research and will 

contribute to judging the country opportunity. A country could be interesting for a Dutch architect if 

the life standard is improving. When healthcare is developing, and an increasing number of 

inhabitants have access to healthcare, more healthcare facilities will be required. This phenomenon 

usually happens when a country’s economy is developing. Another important aspect is whether 

construction quality is of high quality in a country. If this is not the case, the design cannot be 

realized as desired. Furthermore,  the expertise and knowledge of local architects should not meet 

the standards of Dutch healthcare design, otherwise there is no added value over local architecture 

offices. However, there should be a favorable honorarium for architecture services in order for a 

country to be attractive. A country needs to be both ready and willing to invest in high quality 

hospitals. Another favorable, but not necessarily required, aspect is a culture comparable to the 

Netherlands. Scandinavian countries, for example, are very similar to the Netherlands which 

contributes to communication and the likeliness for a project to succeed. Doing business in a country 

with a different culture requires some insights into norms and values in order increase success. 

Additionally, in order to work in a country it should be possible to communicate in English. In France 

for example people can be very reluctant to speak English making working here hardly possible. 

Countries with difficult political situations, such as war and corruption, could be less interesting as 

this could cause substantial risks and are thus less interesting to enter.  
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Experienced difficulties 

Not only important country aspects have been experienced during previous projects, but also 

several lessons have been learnt. These experienced difficulties or problems contribute to increased 

awareness in the future, and might provide insights in possible prevention by using (other) 

information sources.  

The first example of such a situation reflects business development activities of DHA in 

Turkey. As Turkey is one of the focus areas of DHA, they have been actively engaged in business 

development here to acquire a project. However, none of those activities succeeded. Over the years 

they experienced that salaries in Turkey are much lower compared to the Netherland, construction 

prices are lower, and the quality of construction does not meet Dutch standards. Additionally, there 

are plenty of high educated Turkish architects with knowledge and skills comparable to Dutch 

standards. Those architects can thus deliver similar designs for lower prices. A Dutch architect does 

thus not add Value in Turkey. One of the interviewees admitted that this information could have 

been known through more extensive market research upfront, which would have thus saved plenty 

of time and money. This lack of market research activities has been experienced in different 

situations as well. In the Dutch culture people clearly express whether they are interested or not 

while doing business. In most other countries this is not the case. In DHA they have experienced 

multiple times that the potential client showed signs of disinterest, but did not specifically mention 

this. As a result, EGM continued investing time and money into meetings, without any result. It is 

thus crucial to observe small signs that could indicate disinterest. Information regarding a country’s 

culture and approach to doing business is thus of significant value.  

Unsuccessful business development activities can actually bring risks to a company, as large 

amounts of recourses are consumed without any result. Additionally, in the case of an architectural 

office an indirect effect of unsuccessful business development can be noticed. A lack of new projects 

limits the quality of references which limits the chances to acquire a new project. It is thus crucial to 

approach project acquisition more effectively and efficiently, as longer it takes the harder it 

becomes. 

Other difficulties that have been experienced are related to the downsides of working abroad 

while located in the Netherlands. During a project it is crucial to keep in contact with foreign parties. 

This usually happens through videoconference, however, this is less convenient compared to being 

locally present. Especially when different time zones are relevant. Experience has learnt that being 

physically present is required at least once every two weeks. This might influence the decision of 

which country to enter, as it this is resource consuming on the one hand, and on the other hand 

employees should be willing to travel. These situations could not be changed by doing market 

research, but might influence the decision whether or not to enter a country. 

Market information sources  

Information regarding the above mentioned country- and market characteristics which has 

shown to be relevant throughout previous projects needs to be gathered somehow. Several sources 

and institutions can be used to obtain information. In this section EGM’s experience with market 

information sources will be explained. Both (in)effectivity and (in)efficiency of their used sources will 
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be mentioned as this can create insight in traditional sources that could be replaced by social media 

sources in order to make the market exploration more effective and efficient. 

Task Force Health Care 

One of the most important information source for EGM has been Task Force Health Care as 

they organize trade missions and perform market researches. EGM used to be a member of TFHC 

through DHA, but recently they have become a member themselves. This membership requires a 

yearly fee, which make TFHC not the most efficient information source. TFHC is an initiative from the 

Dutch ministry of economic affairs that supports companies in the Dutch Life Sciences & Health 

sector by organizing all kinds of events and facilitate knowledge sharing.  EGM and DHA have taken 

part in several of their trade missions. They also use their market research documents in case they 

are related to a market of interest to EGM, but these market researches only cover a limited number 

of countries so far. Additionally, these documents not written specifically for architects and are 

publicly available, which allows competitors access to the same knowledge. TFHC also organizes 

events with foreign parties in the Netherlands, which EGM have attended for networking and getting 

to know other players in the field. This organization will be further explained in an separate case.  

Trade missions and local visits 

As previously mentioned, EGM participated in several trade missions with DHA. Both EGM 

and DHA have a membership at TFHC, who organizes such missions. A trade mission is an organized 

trip to a certain country in which you can participate in case of interest in a country. During a trade 

mission connections can be made locally in order to start business activities in that country. A trade 

mission is usually a one week trip and can cost several up until ten thousand euros per person. These 

trips are thus very resource consuming, making it an inefficient approach to market exploration. Not 

only does the trip itself takes up time, but after a trip it can take several years until something comes 

out of it. Participation in a trade mission is thus no guarantee for success. None of the interviewees 

within DHA and EGM had positive experiences with trade missions. EGM participated in 10 trade 

missions over the years, however, no projects came forward through this approach so far, making it 

an ineffective approach to market exploration as well. This method should thus preferably be 

avoided in future foreign market exploration. 

Embassies 

When planning on starting foreign activities embassies could be a good starting point. 

Embassies could help with information search, arrange connections or introduce you to local parties, 

find clients, support financially, and solve various problems locally. Interviewees expressed different 

opinions regarding the usefulness of embassies in the market exploration process. EGM has had 

some experience with embassies in previous projects, however, contacts have not been maintained. 

It has also been mentioned several times that embassies lack specific Life Science & Healthcare 

knowledge which limits their ability to actually add value, which is why both EGM and DHA do not 

often use their services. Interviewees did mention that their usefulness did improve compared to a 

couple of years ago. Embassies are increasingly willing to actively support, take more initiatives, and 

have become more than just a political support party. A benefit of embassies is that their services are 

free of charge. 
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Desk research 

 Neither EGM nor DHA has undertaken desk research prior to market visits up until now. EGM 

has so far only been involved in business development activities through DHA, which is why they 

have not actively been looking for opportunities themselves yet. In an interview with DHA is became 

clear that they have not undertaken desk research themselves and did not outsourced this to an 

external party either. As mentioned during the encountered problems, this lack of desk research 

caused several situation in which resources were spend on activities in countries that could have 

never succeeded. Information gathered during desk research could have thus saved substantial 

resources. The interviewee admitted that a foreign agent that gathers relevant information would 

have been of added value, however, this is very costly and agents tend to be opportunistic, which is 

why they have not invested money in these services.  

Local contacts and agents  

 In order to succeed abroad, contacts have been experienced to be crucial. EGM has 

experienced this during previous foreign projects, as they were all acquired through (coincidental) 

contacts. Entering a foreign market without any local contacts is hardly possible, or would require 

much more effort. As acquiring a project solely is not likely, contacts with local architects, engineers 

or constructors need to be established. These parties can communicate in the local language and 

know regulations, making the process much more efficient. When a new market is entered, these 

contacts need to be established first which can be a difficult task. Embassies can assist in this 

process, as they have local experience and focus on guiding Dutch companies in that country. They 

can also facilitate meetings with governments for example. Another mentioned possibility is the use 

of agents, which are local representatives whom you pay to search information, establish contacts or 

assist in several other activities. However, as mentioned before these agents are expensive and tend 

to be opportunistic. Contacts can also be made during trade missions, however, EGM has not 

experienced this as effective. Some contacts that have been made in the Middle-East years ago, and 

have been maintained ever since, still have not contributed to the acquisition of a project while many 

time and resources were invested in meeting these contacts. Depending on contacts can thus be a 

very slow process, and thus not guarantee any success. Additionally, one interviewee experienced 

their connections being guarded to share information. A final problem with local contacts could be 

opportunistic behavior, which could create an unrealistic representation of opportunities in a 

country. While contacts are thus crucial, the selection process of contacts is very difficult. The 

establishment of new contacts has been approached ineffectively and inefficiently in several cases at 

EGM, which implies the necessity of a more effective and efficient approach to this.  

Social media use at EGM 

As social media plays a significant role in the development of a more effective and efficient 

market exploration approach in this research, it is important to know how social media is currently 

‘Embassies are not very useful as they lack specific healthcare knowledge.’ - DHA 
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used at EGM, and how they intend to use social media platforms in the future. This will be valuable 

input regarding implementation of the outcome of this research, as well as feasibility of it.  

Several social media platforms are currently used by EGM. Recently, a ‘social media plan of 

action’ has been created which shows its current relevance at EGM. The platforms that are currently 

used include LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. These platforms are used to share projects 

and news items, which they describe as ‘varied relevant content which responds to topics of current 

interest’. LinkedIn currently reaches the most visitors, 77% of website visits through a social media 

platform were obtained through LinkedIn, compared to for example 18% through Facebook. EGM 

plans on becoming active on Instagram as well, as they strive to reach a larger, mainly younger 

audience. For this reason they plan on using YouTube more intensively as well by creating high 

quality videos, as this is a platform with major possibilities to reach especially those people. In order 

to grow their social media channels, employees are informed regarding social media possibilities and 

are guided in its use by organizing lectures. EGM will expand their social media use by engaging 

employees to use social media platforms to show their work and share messages with their personal 

contacts. In the social media plan of action EGM mentions to be willing to research necessary tools to 

apply social media more effectively and efficiently, which shows feasibility and openness towards 

implementing social media for other purposes besides project exposure. Currently their focus is first 

mainly on the availability of high quality material to share online, after which focus will be placed on 

growth and increased exposure of the platforms to an extended and more varied audience. Gaining 

international exposure is a topic of interest, which is logically in line with their international 

ambitions. This is currently approached by including an English translation below every post and by 

speaking at international events for example.  

Case 2: Task Force Health Care 

The second case consists of Task Force Health Care, which is the first external company case. 

They are, however, related to EGM as both EGM and DHA are a member of this organization. They 

support companies in the Life Science & Health sector during internationalization by organizing 

events and sharing information. Firstly, a company background will be given, followed by their used 

information sources. 

Company background 

Task Force Healthcare is a public-private platform for the Dutch Life Sciences & Health sector 

active since 1996. They are located in The Hague, in The Netherlands and do not have any foreign 

offices. The government, Dutch companies, knowledge institutes, NGOs and other relevant industry 

partners can all connect through this platform to get to know the players in the field, mainly with the 

aim to internationalize. TFHC is financed by member’s subscription fees, income from trade missions, 

and subsidies from the government. Their activities include organization of foreign trade missions, as 

well as incoming visits of foreign parties to the Netherlands, arrangement of Dutch Pavilions at 

medical conventions globally, knowledge sharing through network activities, and performing market 

research. Additionally, they contribute to present the Dutch healthcare sector abroad by organizing 

pavilions and conferences for example. Within TFHC each employee is focused on a different market: 

Africa, China, Europe, India, Indonesia, Latin America, Russia, US or the Middle East.  
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Market information sources 

TFHC uses several information sources to decide which market requires further investigation 

for their members. A survey is shared yearly amongst their members to gather input regarding their 

personal experiences and preferences. Additionally, TFHC has contacts with Dutch embassies and 

consulates globally who can share interesting trends an opportunities. Based on this input market 

research is initiated in a country or specific market. The used information sources will be described in 

the following sections.  

Desk research 

Once an interesting market is found, a combination of desk research and fact finding (local 

visits) is used to gather market information. TFHC exactly knows what information to look for as they 

are sector specialist, however, market research is often carried out in collaboration with a local party 

as they know additional market context. This does cause some dependence on the quality and skills 

of the collaborator. Additionally, the process becomes more costly. TFHC have not carried out market 

research in a lot of countries yet, but attempts doing this more often. Desk research is not always a 

successful approach. The interviewee explained that not all desired information can always be 

acquired using desk research. ‘The outcome quality is always different as it is never known upfront 

what to expect’. Especially when focused on developing countries, online infrastructure is often less 

developed resulting in difficulties regarding document quality and document availability. Documents 

were scattered and outdated, limiting its relevance and quality. Additionally, sources that were 

available were not always considered as trusted. Desk research could thus, depending on the country 

circumstances, be experienced as an ineffective and inefficient approach.  

 

Fact finding 

The problems encountered during desk research were experienced less during fact-finding 

visits to certain countries, which consists of multiple days or weeks full of meetings with several kinds 

of parties. During these meetings information obtained during desk research is validated. In order to 

make a ‘fact-finding’ visit useful a local partner or contact with a network in the industry is necessary 

in order to succeed. Some existing connections in a country are thus required, which might make this 

approach less suitable for completely new markets. This local party can contribute to giving context 

to the market and relevant players. In a market research report from TFHC regarding the Kenyan 

market it was mentioned that due to the limitations of desk research in Kenya, fact-finding was 

crucial to validate gathered data as well as collect additional required data which could not be 

acquired using desk research. During the one week visit to Kenya 17 meetings have taken place in 

which semi-structured as well as open interviews were held. They experienced that interviewees 

were guarded in sharing information regarding strategic and development plans, causing insight in 

opportunities not to be completely clear. Effectiveness of fact-finding visits could thus be limited. 

‘The outcome quality of desk research is usually different, as there is always 

information that cannot be acquired.’ - TFHC 
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Besides effectiveness limitations, foreign visits are very time and resource consuming as traveling for 

multiple days by one or more employees is required, making it an inefficient approach.  

Trade missions 

As previously mentioned, TFHC organizes several ingoing and outgoing trade missions each 

year. It is thus no surprise that they consider trade missions as a useful approach to entering a 

foreign market. Their trade missions are open to all their members and usually cost around one 

thousand Euros to enter (traveling costs not included). During a trade mission a certain country is 

visited guided by the government. As it is completely organized, in contrast to fact-finding previous 

connections are thus not required. A downside of this is that meetings all meetings might be relevant 

to all participants. The interviewee mentioned that trade missions can benefit participants in several 

ways: finding a distributor, start the first contacts in a country, or even sign a contract immediately. 

However, it was mentioned that it is hard guarantee benefits for a company, as well as that it can 

take multiple years for something to come out after a trade mission. Effectiveness and efficiency is 

thus not guaranteed for participants. 

Embassies 

 Embassies are also a source of information for TFHC. They have connections with embassies 

all around the globe. In case relevant or interesting developments are taking place in a country, the 

embassies inform TFHC regarding these. Furthermore, embassies have a large network in their 

country of which TFHC can make use of when looking for connections. The interviewee mentioned 

that embassies are very willing to assist in finding the right local partners, however, they are not 

focused on the Life Science & Health sector which makes them lack specific knowledge which limits 

effectiveness. As TFHC are sector specialists themselves, they thus mostly use embassies for more 

general contacts or information. 

Internal sources 

During the literature review it has been mentioned that one type of traditionally used 

information sources consist of internal sources. TFHC makes use of internal sources when deciding 

which markets to further investigate. The members of TFHC are given a survey each year in which 

they can express the markets to their interest. This provides input regarding the direction and thus 

effectivity of their market research as the more members can benefit from their reports, the more 

effective it is. Furthermore, this is an efficient approach, as these internal sources are already 

available and easily accessible. Gathering their input using a survey hardly requires additional 

resources. Their internal sources, however, only assist in guiding the direction of market research, 

and do not provide actual market insights.  

Paid research reports 

A final source of information TFHC has used includes ESTICOM (European Surveys and 

Trainings to Improve Community Health) reports. This research has been funded by the European 

Commission as part of the 2014-2020 Health Program. It contains information regarding for example 

healthcare needs. These reports are, however, very expensive and thus not accessible to everyone. 

Besides its costs, the usefulness of these reports might also be limited. Information regarding 
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healthcare needs could be acquired using different sources, which would be a more efficient 

alternative. Furthermore, this information only covers a very limited part of the total information 

need. 

Case 3: Company A  
Case 3 is the first external company case of an unrelated company to EGM. This case was 

selected based on the fact that they are internationally active. Their approach to this provided 

insights in information sources used for market exploration by companies outside the field of EGM 

and TFHC. This contributes to a more elaborate analysis. Firstly, a company background will be given, 

without mentioning the company name, to provide context to the case. This is followed by their 

internationalization approach and difficulties. Lastly, their used information sources as well as 

possible difficulties experienced will be mentioned. 

 

Company background 

Company A is a professional service firm in the field of telecom and messaging, established in 

the Netherlands in 1999 by two co-founders. When the company was founded their main offering 

was text messages for marketing related purposes. Nowadays this is extended with voice messages, 

which allows voting during TV shows for example, payment services, and identity services for 

passwords and data. Company A has grown a lot recently. Over the last two years their FTEs 

increased from 150 to 250. This was caused by both organic growth and growth because of company 

acquisitions both in and outside the Netherlands. Currently they have offices located in the 

Netherlands, Belgium, the UK, South Africa, China and the United States. The reason behind 

internationalization for Company A is the fact that customers appreciate local presence, which allows 

better access to customers in foreign markets.  

Internationalization approach  

As mentioned in the description above, Company A has internationalized using two different 

approaches: organic growth and acquisitions, of which acquisitions contributed the most to their 

international growth. Company A has acquired almost 20 companies over the last few years, and is 

still planning to continue this approach in the near future. Currently they acquire roughly three 

companies a year. The companies they acquire are always companies that fit within one of their four 

core categories and are located in an area with relatively few customers, to obtain economies of 

scale on the one hand, and obtain access to customers in new areas on the other hand. This 

approach is especially favored in markets in which customers are reluctant to switch to a new service 

provider, as growing a market share will simply go faster when acquiring a company with its 

customers. Company A’s approach to acquisitions is mostly based on gut feeling, instead of a 

structured approach or extensive market research. Within the acquired company a sales team of 

Company A is added to their team of employees. Key managers do monitor several indicators that 

might suggest an interesting market, however, this is not done very intensively or structured. This 

does have caused some problems or difficulties in the past, which will be mentioned in the following 

section.  
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This so called ‘gut feeling’ approach is also used for organic growth. Company A has opened 

several foreign offices throughout the years. Locations include England, France, Germany, South 

Africa, China and the US. When a potentially interesting market is selected they do make sure the 

required information is gathered upfront, but again this is not done in a structured way. Decisions 

are made based on gut feeling as well as their own market data. A foreign office starts with just one 

or two employees, usually account managers, who focuses on getting to know the market and 

localize customers, which can be targeted in a later stage. This sales team first tries to set up a 

customer database. In case they succeed, additional employees in both sales and marketing will be 

recruited to increase sales. It has happened before that a market did not work out in practice, in this 

case the office was shut down. As organic growth can be very costly, and success is not guaranteed, 

they decided to continue this approach only if at least two foreign offices break even. All foreign 

offices, including acquired companies, are only focused on generating sales. Overhead expenses are 

all located in their Dutch headquarter, and partly in their Belgian office. 

International experiences and difficulties 

As company A already had international clients before establishing offices abroad, they 

already had some experience with foreign clients. These clients indicated that being locally present 

would be highly appreciated. In America for example, they have experienced that clients are less 

likely to work with a non-American company. However, as soon as an office is set up, clients see it as 

an American company. In order to enter this market successfully, opening an office was thus 

required. These insights are gathered in practice, and not by previously performed market research.  

Even though Company A has grown very successfully over the last few years, they do have 

experienced some difficulties during this process, of which some of them could have been known in 

case previous market research would have been carried out. In general it has been experienced that 

the approach to doing business can highly vary in other countries. It has been experienced that 

previous research regarding culture differences and the Hofstede dimensions is highly recommended 

before doing business abroad. Once a market was selected and entered other difficulties were 

experienced. Sales people in foreign offices have had difficulties getting a local office started. This 

could be caused by services that did not meet the needs or requirements of foreign customers, while 

these were successful in the Netherlands. Additionally, as previously mentioned customers in some 

markets showed to be unwilling to switch to another company, which made entering a market and 

obtaining market share difficult. Some markets were experienced as less promising than expected. 

Salespeople could not find clients, or the right employees could not be recruited.  

During acquisitions additional problems can arise. Company A has had several locations that 

struggled with synergy problems between employees from the acquired company and Company A. 

The business culture at the headquarter is experienced as very engaging and positive by Company A’s 

employees, however, they struggled to share this culture within acquired companies, as employees 

were used to their previous situation. Changing organizational culture has been very hard in some 

cases, leading to people leaving the company. They do have tried to solve this by introducing 

exchange programs between business units in which either employees from the headquarter visit a 

foreign office, or the other way around. 
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Market information sources 

It has already become clear that information gathering in this case has been approached 

differently and less structured, compared to the first two cases. Company A does not make foreign 

market entry decisions based on market data, they rather use gut feeling or internal company and 

customer data. The traditional information sources they do use, will be described in this paragraph.  

 

Internal sources 

In the literature review it was mentioned that traditional information sources can be divided 

into internal sources and external sources. Company A has mentioned during the interview that they 

prefer internal data over the use of external data. Their clients are a large source of information, as 

they provide input regarding whether services match their needs, and as previously described they 

have mentioned the appreciation for local presence. Additionally, they make use of their own 

internal market data to make decisions. Company A has an internal control room, in which their 

services, as well as global mobile traffic, are being tracked 24/7, and thus large amounts of data are 

gathered constantly. This approach works well, as their service offerings allow constantly being 

tracked, this is, however, not possible for all professional service firm’s offerings.  

Trade show  

Another traditional information source of which Company A makes use are trade shows. 

Company A organizes their own mobile conventions all over the world to create exposure in new 

markets. A convention like this will soon be organized in Dubai, where they do not yet have an office. 

For this event they invite several key note speakers from large, well-known companies, but local 

companies are invited as well to create exposure, explore the possibilities in new countries and 

acquire new clients. They use social media channels to livestream the event worldwide and to update 

about the event, which increases global exposure during the event even more. Company A thus does 

use social media to create visibility for foreign customers, however, they do not use it to acquire 

information from. The organization of a trade show as a source to gathering market information is of 

course very expensive, and organization of this event requires large amount of time.  

Local office   

The establishment of a foreign office can be seen as a form of local visits, which was a 

traditional information gathering approach mentioned in literature. As previously explained, when 

establishing a new office it only consists of one key manager. This key manager analyzes 

opportunities, maps the market, and focuses on new customer acquisition. This has not always been 

an effective approach, as Company A has experienced that the eventually not enough customers 

were acquired or difficulties were experienced finding the right employees. In such cases the 

‘We hardly make market decisions based on data, but use gut feeling and internal 

data to explore market opportunities.’ – Company A 
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approach of setting up an office and ‘see how things go’ is an inefficient option, as large amounts of 

money and time are required.  

Embassies   

 For the organization of these conventions they have made use of embassies to organize it. 

They used the help of embassies in only for the convention in France and South-Africa so far, 

however, their role is relatively limited for Company A. Embassies are not, or very rarely, used as a 

source for market information or for their local connections for example. 

 

Trade missions and market research 

 The interviewee indicated during the interview that trade missions have never been used as 

a way to explore a new market. This also counts for desk research, as previously mentioned. 

Company A does monitor several indicators, and gather information regarding regulations before 

entering the market, however, this is not approached structurally and the used information sources 

for this were not known by the interviewee. Only once the market is already entered using the 

previously described approach, the market opportunities are mapped by the key manager.  

 

Case 4: Company B 

The case of Company B is again an external company unrelated to EGM. This company is 

active in a different field from both EGM, TFHC, and Company A. Similar to Case 3 a company 

background will be given first, followed by their internationalization approach, experienced 

difficulties, and lastly their used information sources 

Company background 

Company B is a professional service firm in the offshore oil- and gas industry, established in 

the Netherlands in 1978. Nowadays they have around 650 FTEs working on projects all over the 

world. They design, deliver, lease and operate floating production and storage systems worldwide 

that are tailor-made for every project, depending on the climate and environmental conditions. 

Another offering of Company B is the design and construction of single point mooring systems, which 

are sold to their clients after design and construction. Their after sales services to these systems 

include technical support, engineering & supervision, inspection and maintenance. Company B is 

active in specific sector in which worldwide around three to five other similar providers, and thus 

competitors, exist. This causes that they are a known player in the market. The duration of a project 

depends on the contract and can vary between one year up until 20 years. Currently, besides the 

headquarter in the Netherlands, they are located in the United Kingdom, China, Nigeria and Angola, 

but foreign locates can fluctuate based on the necessity of a location close to a project. Company B is 

active in projects worldwide, as long as there is oil or gas an area is interesting to them. They do not 

have a physical location for every project, as that would be too expensive. Locations can also be set 

up to serve customers in other time zones, this is usually only an agent or a small sales team. 

 

Internationalization approach  

Internationalization of Company B is driven by the locations of oil and gas, and thus possible 

projects. In their sector projects can be acquired by participating in a tender, which is thus 
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comparable to the situation of EGM architects. Projects are scattered all around the globe and they 

are usually managed from the headquarter in the Netherlands. Representatives of the company 

travel back and forward to the project location. In some cases a local office might be required, 

however, this could exist of just an agent or a small team. This can be due to time zones, or when 

permanent presence is required. It can also be influenced by the duration of a project. Besides 

project offices, there are other types of offices that can be located abroad. Company B has had 

several foreign production locations in which they select a logistically favorable location with the 

right competences. A team of 10 to 15 people is located there for approximately two years, after 

which the location is closed. A final category of foreign offices Company B has is logistic offices near 

projects that require maintenance. These offices also consist of 10 to 15 employees and exists as long 

as the duration of the project, which could thus be up to 20 years.   

To save costs of opening a foreign office, Company B has been using is outsourcing as an 

alternative. This enables them to benefit from a cost efficient location, with the right competences 

for only the time required. Because of outsourcing they do not need to open a location themselves, 

which would be more costly and has shown to cause additional difficulties in the past. The only 

permanent foreign offices they have are small offices focused on sales and business development. 

This is required abroad to be closer located to potential clients.  

As Company B is active in a project based industry they are active wherever their clients are. 

These projects are assigned to a company based on an international tender, in which thus always 

multiple competitors are involved. Even though the number of competitors is limited, they still need 

to persuade customers to choose them. To increase the chance of getting a project, it helps when 

customers get the opportunity to get familiar with the company and its offerings before a tender. 

Company B’s approaches this by offering, both paid and unpaid, studies to clients which allows them 

to get familiar with the technology before they need it. These studies are offered to potential clients 

by the use of local agents or by one of the sales teams. 

International project experiences and difficulties 

Opening a foreign office is not possible, and not necessary, for every project that Company B 

carries out. In most cases working from the Netherlands works well as it is logistically favorable and 

knowledge related to this industry is highly developed here. They do have experienced that in case 

they did decide to set up a foreign office, it turned out to be a wrong decision. Company B once 

decided to set up an office focused on engineering in Malaysia as the Netherlands lacked engineering 

capacity at that time. They expected this to save costs, however, in practice it turned out Dutch, 

expensive, expats were still required which made this a very inefficient option. The office was shut 

down and they switched to outsourcing instead.  

Company B has also experienced that several countries are simply not suitable for doing 

business or enter as a Western company. The interviewee told that Company B has tried working in 

Syria for several years, without success. Afterwards, it appeared that they did not have the right 

connections on the one hand, and corrupt parties were involved in the other hand. It has taken 

several years to realize this. In African countries, for example, this has happened as well. Company B 

enters these markets ambitiously, but end up disappointed due to experiencing these unfair activities 

which they refuse being involved in. These market are then not attractive, as taking risks in these 

capital intensive projects is prevented in case possible. The interviewee agreed that the situations in 
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these countries could have been possibly prevented by performing more extensive market research 

upfront. Furthermore, it has been experienced that during political issues, such as changing country 

leaders, decision making can be slowed down leading to the postponement or complete stop of 

projects, even when they already started. This can be a very costly situation. A final country specific 

experience is related to culture. When doing business in China, it is experienced that they are 

reluctant to collaborating with foreign parties as they have a ‘China first’ mentality. Additionally, 

decision making is very slow in China which could highly increase the duration of a project. 

Beside country specific difficulties, there are other factors that Company B has experienced 

to cause problems when working abroad. The time required for business development and sales 

activities to actually acquire a client can be very long in this industry, as it is not always clear which 

markets will become interesting. Lead times in general can very between one and five years. 

Expensive business development activities are thus carried out, without clearly knowing where to 

start. This causes a risk for Company B, as these activities require all sorts of resources while after 

several years nothing can come out of it. Performing market research more effectively and efficiently 

upfront is thus highly important, as this can contribute to select markets with more opportunities on 

the one hand, and reduce financial risks on the other hand.  

Market information sources 

Company B has made use of multiple traditional methods to acquire information regarding 

foreign markets. Also input regarding information sources they have experienced as not useful are 

included, as this provides additional insights. These information sources and activities will be 

described below. 

 

Desk research 

The first starting point for deciding which markets are interesting is based on market 

research. Desk research is used to gather relevant data sources, and is carried out internally. The 

interviewee mentioned that there are many high quality publications available in this industry. 

Furthermore, besides publicly available documents, they make use of internal sources as well. They 

do not gather information regarding customers for example, but their desk research is mostly 

focused on country developments and trends that might indicate opportunities. In case these 

numbers are positive, they look into cultural aspects of the country to be prepared on approaching 

clients, take into account possible political risks, and gather information regarding possible financial 

risks. As Company B has been working abroad as long as they exist, they do have a lot of experience 

and thus know how markets work. They know which indicators to monitor and which publications 

provide useful information. The duration of the desk research thus requires very limited amount of 

time, and is thus experienced as an efficient approach. They act based on the gathered information. 

They either decide not to enter a market or continue by offering paid or unpaid studies to potential 

customers. The experience of other markets thus contribute to the success of desk research. 

However, desk research is always only a starting point as it is always followed by the use of an agent 

and country visits. Desk research is thus experienced as effective, but not on its own. 
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Agents 

Once desk research indicate opportunities in a market, the next step Company B usually 

takes is the selection of a local agent. They contribute to introducing Company B’s offerings in local 

markets. Using an agent is beneficial over doing this yourself as markets usually lack transparency 

and their local experiences, their network, and knowledge of the local language and culture. An 

agent can work thus much more efficiently compared to undertaking this with own employees. It 

does, however, not necessarily have to be more effective, as agents usually lack specific sector 

knowledge and relying solely on agents should thus be prevented. To limit this downside, company B 

undertakes a selection procedure before working with an agent to limit risks and guarantee 

competence. It has happened before that Company B selected an unqualified agent before. A new 

agent needed to be selected, which required additional time and money. As setting up offices is too 

expensive and risky due to the fact that the start and the location of new projects are unknown. 

Having an agent is a good alternative, as they can observe the market, share Company B’s technology 

and services, and continues possibly relevant relationships, without having to be in the market 

themselves.   

Trade show 

Besides information gathered using desk research, another approach used by Company B to 

gather market information is by attending trade shows and conferences. During these events there 

are network possibilities with players in the field from all over the world. However, this approach was 

only shortly mentioned during the interview as it was not an activity they use very often.  

 

Trade missions and embassies 

In the literature it has been mentioned that trade missions were not an effective and 

efficient approach to gathering market information. This was highly confirmed by the interviewee. He 

mentioned that trade mission are highly recourse and time consuming. Furthermore, no useful 

connections took part, they were introduced to the wrong people, and the missions were not 

specified enough for Company B’s sector. The interviewee mentioned that they might look 

interesting upfront, but are never successful. Company B rather undertakes market exploration 

themselves. They do not completely ignore trade missions, as income trade missions to the 

Netherlands might provide Company B with an opportunity to meet with relevant people without 

having to travel for it themselves. This is then seen as an extra opportunity, but they never solely rely 

on this approach.  

 

The same counts for the use of embassies. Their knowledge and experience is not specialized 

enough to be able to support. Company B has had contact with embassies as they can assist in 

getting familiar in a new country. Embassies also can help with establishing contacts, but this has 

only been successful for Company B a couple of times in the past. Embassies are very willing to help, 

‘Trade missions are the worst, you have to pay tons of money, employees are gone 

for two weeks, and you always meet the wrong people with the wrong network. I 

have never seen something useful coming out of it.’ – Company B 
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but as they are unfamiliar with the market they are only useful for general information. They are 

seen as an additional source, not a standard source. The interviewee did mention that compared to 

trade missions, embassies are more useful. Additionally, embassies are more efficient compared to 

trade missions as there services are mostly free of charge.  

Case 5: Company C  

The final case of Company C is again an external, unrelated, company case. Company C is 

active in a again a different field from the other cases, which creates insight from a different 

perspectives. These external cases contribute to a more complete idea of the usefulness of sources, 

which again contributes to insights that apply to a wider range of companies. This case description 

starts with a company background, followed by their internationalization approach, experienced 

difficulties, and used information source. 

Company background 

Company C is a company focused on agricultural mechanization, established in 1982 in the 

Netherlands. They developed the first front linkage system for tractors, which is their main product. 

Other products include custom-build track systems and transmissions. Additionally, Company C 

provides sheet metal machining services for the agricultural sector. They currently have 260 

employees and have customers in 42 countries around the world. Most of these countries are served 

from their Dutch office, except for the United States. From the Dutch office around 20% of the 

customers are Dutch, 60% are from other European countries, and 20% of the customers are from 

outside of Europe (except the US). In 2014 Company C opened an office in the United States to be 

closer located to their customers. Prior to this decision market exploration activities have been 

carried out over a period of approximately two years, which makes this company a suitable case for 

this research.  

 

Internationalization approach  

The reason to start exploring possibilities to set up an American office was initiated by the 

American customers Company C already had. They informed them that establishing an American 

business unit would allow them to increase sales in the American market and attract more 

customers. This was experienced during the case of Company A as well. After these signals Company 

C started market research and afterwards decided to open a business unit. In their American office 

they employ mostly American people, except for the Dutch account manager that was engaged with 

American customers prior to entering this market. The CFO and commercial director visit the office 

every quartile. All Company C’s other customers are served from their Dutch office. To reach 

customers in other countries, Besides America, they make use of wholesalers and manufacturers to 

whom they sell their products. At a wholesaler in another country for example, they usually have one 

contact person who has several representatives working for him. This creates a large reach in the 

market and thus does not require an expensive and resource consuming office, and is thus less risky.  

At the moment Company C is willing to extend to China as well, as this market shows signs of 

growth. However, as they are currently still focusing on their new business unit in Amerika. For now, 

other countries will still be served from the Dutch office using wholesalers and manufacturers.  
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International experiences and difficulties 

As previously explained, Company C started exploring opportunities in America because 

customers indicated that in order to grow sales, a local office was required as Americans rather do 

business with Americans. This is also why almost all of their employees consists of Americans. In the 

exploration phase no major problems or difficulties were experienced. However, during the process 

of setting up a business unit in America some difficulties were experienced. Before the business unit 

was ready, they encountered problems with opening a bank account. This process required much 

more effort, approvals and forms compared to the Netherlands. This took a lot longer than expected. 

Only once the business unit was operating Company C actually got to know the market and its 

customers. The first unexpected habit they experienced is the fact that Americans highly dislike long 

delivery times. If a product cannot be delivered immediately, they will go to a competitor. This 

caused some adjustments for Company, as their usual delivery time requires four weeks. Inventories 

were required in order to acquire more customers, which requires investments. Since the customer 

base is currently growing, this inventory can be worth up to a million dollars, which could thus be a 

large financial risk. In case this would have come forward during market research it could have been 

taken into account earlier. With foreign customers served from the Netherlands, no substantial 

difficulties are experienced, as they are not actually physically present in those markets. 

 

Market information sources 

The decision to extend Company C to America has been very carefully considered upfront. 

Multiple actions were undertaken to make sure the right decision was made, the most beneficial 

location was chosen, and relevant information was known upfront. Several traditional information 

sources and activities, as described in the literature, were used during this process and will be 

described below.  

Desk research 

Before deciding if and where to open a new business unit market research has been 

performed to support decision making. This has been carried out internally by the CFO, commercial 

manager, and the account manager for the US. Desk research provided information regarding the 

players in the market, their current customers, and interesting areas for example. Company C also 

gathered publications and journals with relevant information. The complete exploration phase has 

taken almost two years, after which they were able to deciding which location to choose. No 

problems were encountered related to desk research or the availability of sources. 

Bank 

The information Company C could gather with internal desk research, was completed with 

information gathered by the international desk of a Dutch bank in the US. They provided Company C 

with information regarding the local market, including customer information and location 

information, as well as cultural aspects of the market, which improved to creating a more complete 

overview of the market before actually entering it. Besides market information, this bank also has a 

large network of Dutch companies that established in America before. Some of these companies 

were visited as part of their exploration activities. This bank also provided access to their local 

network, which contributed to finding suitable employees for their business unit. Lastly, the bank 

assisted with financial aspects and finding a lawyer. The services of this bank made process go much 
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quicker, making this a very efficient approach. As relevant information was gathered and useful 

connections were made, it has been a very effective approach as well. 

 

Embassies 

Company C has made use of embassies before, however, this is limited as the international 

desk of a Dutch bank was able to provide similar, as well as additional, services making embassies 

unnecessary. The interviewee did, however, not express a negative opinion regarding embassies. 

Customers 

One type of traditional sources introduced in the literature review included internal sources. 

Customers are an example of this. As Company C already had some customers from America, which 

were served by a US focused account manager, valuable information regarding the American market 

could be gathered. These customers initiated the exploration phase in America, which eventually led 

to the new, growing, business unit and thus increased revenue. Customers are still a relevant source 

of information now Company C has an office in America, as they have provided them with input 

regarding delivery times as well as additional markets that could provide Company C with 

opportunities. 

 

Local connections and local visits 

A final approach to gathering market information, both during the exploration phase and 

once established in America, has been using local connections and local visits/observations. In the 

exploration phase several events were visited and meeting with lawyers took place. As previously 

mentioned, connections from a Dutch bank were used to find the right people for the company as 

well as to visit other companies. As Company C is also a member of the ‘metaalunie’. Through this 

party access was provided to companies in America that were active in the same sector as Company 

C. Visits to these companies provided the opportunity to ask questions. Country visits were also used 

to perform additional market research, as this enabled creating a better view of the market, the 

products that were currently on the market, and interesting areas. Information gathered during 

these visits provided additional input for their market research. Even though traveling is costly, it did 

provide relevant information for the market entry decision. Once established in America an 

additional approach to using local connection was to provide local college students with an 

internship at the company. On the one hand this provided subsidies for the company, on the other 

hand these students performed additional market research of which Company C could benefit, as 

these students are more familiar with the American market. These research reports were focused on 

the types of clients and possible additional markets to target. This is an efficient approach as 

providing an internship to students does not cost money on the one hand, and on the other hand 

using students that are familiar with the environment fasten the research. It is thus effective as well.  

‘Our bank guided us in the right direction in America by establishing connections 

with a lawyer and a local bank, as well as with other Dutch companies over there.’ 

– Company C 
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Appendix 6 – Sources per case 
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 #Social media sources  #Traditional sources  

Environment Twitter: 3 

Youtube: 1 

Total: 

4 

EU: 1 

Data bank: 1 

Internet: 3 

Total: 

5 

Market Twitter: 5 

Wikipedia: 2 

LinkedIn: 1 

Total: 

8 

Data bank: 5 

Internet: 3 

Research organization: 1 

Total: 

9 

Customers Twitter: 4 

Facebook: 1 

LinkedIn: 1 

Blog: 1 

Total: 

7 

Internet: 2 

EU: 1 

Governmental agency: 1 

Total: 

4 

Competitors LinkedIn 

Facebook 

Twitter 

Blog 

Many Internet 

 

Many 

 #Social media sources  #Traditional sources  

Environment Twitter: 2 

Youtube: 1 

Wikipedia: 1 

Total: 

4 

EU: 1 

Data bank: 1 

Internet: 1 

Total: 

3 

Market Twitter: 3 

Wikipedia: 2 

LinkedIn: 1 

Total: 

6 

Data bank: 5 

Internet: 5 

Research organization: 1 

Journal: 1 

Total: 

12 

Customers Twitter: 4 

Facebook: 2 

LinkedIn: 2 

Blog: 1 

Total: 

9 

Internet: 3 

Governmental agency: 1 

 

Total: 

4 

Competitors LinkedIn 

Facebook 

Twitter 

Blog 

Many Internet 

 

 

Many 
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Hongarije 
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 #Social media sources  #Traditional sources  

Environment Twitter: 2 

Youtube: 1 

Total: 

3 

EU: 1 

Data bank: 1 

Internet: 2 

Total: 

4 

Market Twitter: 3 

Wikipedia: 3 

LinkedIn: 1 

Total: 

7 

Data bank: 5 

Internet: 5 

Research organization: 1 

Internal source: 1 

Total: 

12 

Customers Twitter: 3 

Facebook: 2 

LinkedIn: 2 

Blog 

Total: 

9 

Internet: 4 

Governmental agency: 1 

Internal source: 1 

 

Total: 

6 

Competitors LinkedIn 

Facebook 

Blog 

Many Internet 

 

 

Many 

 #Social media sources  #Traditional sources  

Environment Twitter: 2 

Youtube: 1 

Wikipedia 

Total: 

4 

EU: 1 

Data bank: 1 

Internet: 2 

Total: 

4 

Market Twitter: 5 

Wikipedia: 3 

LinkedIn: 2 

Facebook: 2 

Youtube: 2 

Total: 

14 

Data bank: 5 

Internet: 4 

Research organization: 1 

Embassy: 1 

Total: 

11 

Customers Twitter: 2 

Youtube: 2 

Facebook: 1 

LinkedIn: 2 

Wikipedia: 1 

Blog: 1 

Total: 

9 

Internet: 3 

Governmental agency: 1 

Embassy: 1 

 

Total: 

5 

Competitors LinkedIn 

Facebook 

Blog 

Many Internet 

 

 

Many 
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Polen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noorwegen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 #Social media sources  #Traditional sources  

Environment Twitter: 2 

Youtube: 1 

Wikipedia: 1 

Total: 

4 

EU: 1 

Data bank: 1 

Internet: 2 

Total: 

4 

Market Twitter: 4 

Wikipedia: 3 

Youtube: 2 

Total: 

9 

Data bank: 5 

Internet: 6 

Research organization: 1 

 

Total: 

12 

Customers Twitter: 5 

Facebook: 1 

LinkedIn: 1 

Wikipedia: 1 

Blog: 1 

Total: 

9 

Internet: 3 

Governmental agency: 1 

 

Total: 

4 

Competitors LinkedIn 

Facebook 

Blog 

Many Internet 

 

 

Many  

 #Social media sources  #Traditional sources  

Environment Twitter: 2 

Youtube: 1 

Wikipedia: 1 

Total: 

4 

EU: 1 

Data bank: 1 

Internet: 2 

Total: 

4 

Market Twitter: 9 

Wikipedia: 2 

Youtube: 2 

LinkedIn: 1 

Total: 

14 

Data bank: 5 

Internet: 6 

Research organization: 1 

 

Total: 

12 

Customers Twitter: 2 

LinkedIn: 2 

Blog: 1 

Total: 

5 

Internet: 3 

 

Total: 

3 

Competitors LinkedIn 

Facebook 

Blog 

Many Internet 

 

Many  
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Appendix 7– Market research source checklist 
 

 Type of 
information 

Obtained 
information 

Source + search string 

  

ENVIRONMENT Population growth Population forecast https://twitter.com/Baumaseb/status/861
636899148091392  

 insert ‘Population forecast’ 

 Ageing Population aging data.worldbank.org  insert ‘population 
ages 65 and above’ and select countries of 
interest 

 Culture (Hofstede) Cultural 
dimensions  

Business culture 

https://geert-hofstede.com/countries.html 

Youtube: insert ‘Business culture name 
country’ 

 Corruption Corruption index 
world map 

https://twitter.com/dambisamoyo/status/
884399313274761216  

 insert ‘corruption index’ 

 EU money 
availability 

EU health 
infrastructure 
2014-2020 

http://www.esifforhealth.eu/Mapping_rep
ort.htm  

 source from EU 

 Interesting cities  Several large cities Google with search string ‘large cities 
country name’  use Wikipedia source 

 Income levels Average monthly 
net salary after tax 

https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-
living/country_price_rankings?itemId=105
&region=150&displayCurrency=EUR   

MARKET 

 

Characteristics  

Private healthcare 
expenditure 

Data from past, 
until 2015 

data.worldbank.org  insert ‘health 
expenditure, private’ and select countries 
of interest 

 Public healthcare 
expenditure 

Data from past, 
until 2015 

data.worldbank.org  insert ‘health 
expenditure, public’ and select countries of 
interest 

 Construction 
quality 

Infrastructure 
quality index 

Kiel Institute for the World Economy 

 Construction 
market growth 

Construction 
market forecast 
2020 

Buildingradar.com 

Twitter: insert ‘construction market 

https://twitter.com/Baumaseb/status/861636899148091392
https://twitter.com/Baumaseb/status/861636899148091392
https://geert-hofstede.com/countries.html
https://twitter.com/dambisamoyo/status/884399313274761216
https://twitter.com/dambisamoyo/status/884399313274761216
http://www.esifforhealth.eu/Mapping_report.htm
http://www.esifforhealth.eu/Mapping_report.htm
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/country_price_rankings?itemId=105&region=150&displayCurrency=EUR
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/country_price_rankings?itemId=105&region=150&displayCurrency=EUR
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/country_price_rankings?itemId=105&region=150&displayCurrency=EUR
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forecast’ 

 GDP GDP until 2015 data.worldbank.org  insert ‘GDP’, ‘GDP 
growth’ or ‘GDP per capita’ and select 
countries of interest 

 CAGR of GDP   Forecast until 2060 data.worldbank.org with formula from 
wikipedia 

Hospitals  State of current 
hospitals 

Information 
regarding all types 
of hospitals 

Combination of Google search (and Google 
images), Wikipedia and LinkedIn 

Through Twitter: quickly idea of university 
hospitals by typing in ‘university hospital 
country/city’ 

Google: ‘best hospitals country’ 

 Public hospitals All hospitals in a 
country 

Google with search string ‘hospitals 
country name’ 

http://hospitals.webometrics.info/en/euro
pe --> quality and size of all hospitals in 
Europe  

 Private healthcare Popularity and 
services  

Via both Twitter and Google: ‘Private 
healthcare country name/ city’  

 Private hospitals Number, quality 
and services of 
private hospitals 

Google: ‘Private hospitals country name/ 
city’ 

Twitter: ‘Private hospitals country name/ 
city’ 

Once parties found, additional on 
linkedin/facebook  

# hits will depend on popularity of private 
healthcare 

Hospital plans Upcoming plans New hospital plans 
or tenders 

Twitter  insert ‘new hospital 
country/city name’ / ‘(university) hospital 
country/city name’ or adjust when 
additional information regarding location 
is known. 

https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk//com
petitions/latest-competitions 

Google: search via News feature to obtain 
latest information 

http://hospitals.webometrics.info/en/europe
http://hospitals.webometrics.info/en/europe
https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/competitions/latest-competitions
https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/competitions/latest-competitions
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 Recently finished 
projects 

Finished projects 
and their design 
team 

Twitter  ‘university hospital country/ city 
name’ 

Twitter  ‘new hospital city / country 
name’ 

Or specific hospital name in case known. 

Healthcare 
system 

Healthcare system Explanation of 
healthcare system  

YouTube  search string ‘healthcare 
system country name’  

Google  ‘healthcare system country 
name  use Wikipedia source 

 Quality of 
healthcare 

Healthcare index 
per country 

Healthcare 
accessibility and 
quality 

https://www.numbeo.com/health-
care/rankings_by_country.jsp?title=2017&
region=150  

Twitter ‘healthcare quality country 
name’ 

 Medical tourism Popularity and 
from which 
countries 

Twitter  ‘medical tourism country name’ 

Other info through google not very high 
quality sources 

 Public/private ratio Public and private 
healthcare 
expenditure 

data.worldbank.org  request both 
‘healthcare expenditure, public/private’ 
and compare numbers 

Customers Private healthcare 
provider 

Organizations with 
multiple 
hospitals/clinics 

Use Google and Twitter: ‘Private 
healthcare country name’ 

Additional information per provider found 
through LinkedIn and Facebook 

 hits will depend on popularity of 
private healthcare 

 Architects without 
healthcare 
knowledge 

Architectural 
offices 

Combination of: Archdaily (Blog), Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Facebook, and Google  search 
for ‘architects country name/ city’ or select 
specific country on Archidaily. 

 English speaking 
skills 

English skills  

English proficiency 
index  

RVO.nl 

http://www.ef.edu/epi/  

Competitors Local architects 
with healthcare 
knowledge 

Local competitors Combination of: Archdaily (Blog), Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Facebook, and Google  search 
for ‘architects country name/ city’ or select 
specific country on Archidaily. 

https://www.numbeo.com/health-care/rankings_by_country.jsp?title=2017&region=150
https://www.numbeo.com/health-care/rankings_by_country.jsp?title=2017&region=150
https://www.numbeo.com/health-care/rankings_by_country.jsp?title=2017&region=150
http://www.ef.edu/epi/
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 Foreign architects 
active in this 
country with 
healthcare 
knowledge 

Local competitors 
from other country 

Combination of: Archdaily (Blog), Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Facebook, and Google  search 
for ‘architects country name/ city’ or select 
specific country on Archidaily. 

 Foreign architects 
active in Europe 
with healthcare 
knowledge 

Competitors from 
all over the world 
active in Europe 

Combination of: Archdaily (Blog), Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Facebook, and Google  search 
for ‘architects country name/ city’ or select 
specific country on Archidaily. 

 

 


